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Abstract of Dissertation
THE EFFECTS OF CLASSROOM AND COUNSELING
INTERVENTION ON THE MORAL DEVELOPMENT
OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
This study investig ated the relationship between various
forms of int ervention and g ender on the moral development of
junior high school students. The thre e type s of intervention
identified and studied were : a) a classroom values education
program, b) crisis counseling , and c) a combination classroomcounseling intervention. The cognitiv e-deve lopmental approach
of Lawrence Kohlberg served as the theoretical bas e for this study .
In order to determine the effects of the two variables on
the moral r e asoning of children, 195 junior high school students
were divided into three treatment groups and one control group .
Students were pretested using the defining Issues Test (DIT).
Treatment l ast ed for t en weeks, at which t i me the students wer e
administered the DIT as a postt est. Students ranged in age
from 12 to 14. The difference between student pretest and
postte st means on the DIT were analyzed .
The . 05 l evel of r e jection was set for all statistical
t e sts. Two analys e s of covarianc e (ANCOVA) wer e us ed to ana lyze :
a) diff er enc es in the rat e of moral growth among students
participating in the various forms of int erv ention, and b)
d i ff er enc e s in the rate of moral growth b etwe en mal e and f emal e
s tudent s participating in this study .
No statistical differ ence at the . 05 l evel was obtaine d
between the pr et e st and posttest means for students exposed
to the diff er ent treatments . This can be attribut ed to :
a) the short duration of the tr eatment , b) the v alidity of
the DIT with this particular s a mpl e of s tudents , and c ) the
ine ff ectiven e ss of the couns eling int erv ention.
A s i gnificant differenc e at the .0 2 l evel was obtained
f or gend er with f emal e stud ents showing more gains than male
stud ents in the three treatment groups and c ontrol group .
Earli er maturation at this particul ar age , rather than the
int er vention factor, is a pos sibl e explana tion for the
consistent - gains shown among f e ma l e subj ect s over mal e s ubje cts.
Suggestions for futur e research i nclud ed: a) increasing the
l eng th of t he s t udy and the age range of the subj ect s , b) t e sting
the usefulnes s of the DIT with y oung er s ubj e ct s , c) t esting the
validity of the DIT for u s e wi t h s ubj e cts with b i l ingual/bic ultura l
background s , and d) conducting more s t udie s on the f easibility
of cognitive -d evelopmenta l approa ch es in clinic al s ettings .
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Historical Perspective
Throughout history much has been written about the concept
of morality or human values by philosophers, theologians,
sociologists , psychol ogists and educators .

Such issues as

attempt ing to def ine an appropriate set of standards, principles,
and values for a given society, determining whether these values
are re l ative or universal , deciding who or what institution has
the primary responsibility for teaching these standards and
values have been topics of serious discussion by such men as
Aristotle , Dewey ( 1 909) , Durkheim (1925), Piaget (1932) ,
Russell (1926) , Tillich (1963), and most recently, Lawrence
Kohlberg.

In almost al l instances the conc lusions are similar

wi th regard to the responsibility that scho ols have for
transferring a particular society's values from generation to
generation .
John Comenius , a seventeenth century philosopher-educator ,
believed that the main task of education was moral in nature .
The core of his thinking focused on sixteen fundamenta l ru l es,
the first rule being the implementation of the following
virtues : prudence, temperance, fortitude , justice, adaptability ,
industry , unselfishness and endurance (Keating er , 1910) .
Emi l e Durkheim (1925) , the great French sociologist , also
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recognized the important rol e that schools played in the moral
educat i on of children.

Reason, rather than relig i on , could

s erve as the basis for a s ecular morality according t o Durkheim .
Central to his concept of morality were the i deas that
a) discipline provided indiv iduals with th e f ramework in which
to attain desired goals, b) a sens e of duty or commitment

to

socie ty was essential to overcome self-interest wh ich Durkheim
r egarded a s immoral, and c) knowled ge was crucial in ma king
d ec i s ions (Bel ok, Bontrager, Oswalt & Morris , 1966) .

He writ es :

The child must l earn r e spe ct for th e rul e ; he must l e arn
to do his duty, because he f eels obligated t o do so even
. though th e task may not s eem as eas y one . Such an
apprenticeship ... must devolve upon the school (Durkheim,
19 25 ' p .1 46) .
Accord ing to Dewey ( 1895) th e a im of education is growth
or development, both int e llectual and moral.

For him th e

primary f unction of schools is to s erv e th e soci ety that it
r epr esents, to pass on the values of t hat particular society .
Dewey stat es :
Ther e cannot be two sets of ethical principl e s, one for
life in the school , and the oth er for life outside of the
school ... the moral responsibility of the school, and of
thos e who conduct it, is to society . The school is
fundament a lly an institution er ec t ed by society to do a
certain s pec ific work, - t o exerc is e a certain specific
f unction in maintaining t he life and advancing the \velfare
of soc iety ( 1909, p.7).
Dreeban ( 196 7 ) analyzed various aspects of the social
structure o f the school , particularly in contrast to that of
the family .

He conc luded that scho ols contribute to the

acqu isition of social norms t hat are essential t o publ ic and
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occupational life in industrial societies.
Baier (1971) also sees a direct relationship between social
or moral training and the aims of society.

He believes that

"social training is the process that prepares each child for
full membership in a community, that is, a group. of men regarding
one another as fellows" (p.93).

Baier described several aims

for moral education, namely, to develop in children an
understanding of the nature and purpose of individual moral
behavior, and it's function in a greater social order.
It has been argued that the constitution, as interpreted
by the

u.s.

St1pr~E.le

_goll!'t: 's__.ScfiElinpp_D~ci,§i()I1. ( 1__96_3k._p~ohibft:s·

moral education in the public schools (Ball, 1967).

Contrary

to this position Kohlberg (1967, 1970) and Kohlberg and Turiel
(1971) present the position that moral education, based on
constitutional principles of justice, is a major responsibility
of the schools.

As stated by Kohlberg and Turiel (1971)

"To deny that the school may teach the m·oral basis of the
Constitution is to claim it is unconstitutional to teach the
Constitution" (p.442).

Psychological Perspective
Freud (1930, 1933) and Horney (1937) theorized that the
basic foundations of character were developed during the early
years of a child's life.

The concept of superego, which was

also developed at this time, was related to the child's ability
to analyze the moral aspects of his behavior.
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According to

Freud any further character d evel opment aft er this period
merely added to or expanded the original found at i on .

Freud' s

emphasi s on the child's e arly years with re g ard to character
dev e lo pment infers that moral instruction in the schools
has minimal effect since character is f ormed by th e time a child
ent ers s chool (Kohlberg , 1966) .
Fromm (1947 ) accepted much of Freud ' s theories , however ,
differ ed with Freud on the importance of th e sexual drive as
the fundament a l bas is of character .

Instead, Fromm believed

that th e basis for character formation was founded on a
person' s r e lationship to the world .

He believed that " man

r e l ates himself to the world a) by acquiring and as similating
things , and b) by relating himse l f to peo pl e ( and himsel f) "
(Fromm , 1 94 7, p . S8 ) .
Havighurst and Peck (19 60 ) id entifi ed f ive pe rsonality
types based on Fromm's ( 1 947) t h eory o f cha r ac t er.

Found ed

on deep emotional tendencies and defens es , each stage has a
deve l opmental period beginning in infancy and ending in early
adulthood .

They a re as fo llows :

1)

Amor a l Type -A person who has not yet d eve l o ped a
conscien ce and exh ibits no contr ol over his ac tions.

2)

Expedient Type - A s e lf-cent ered person who control s
hi s behavior in the presenc e of auth ority , and
espec ially wh en contro l works to his advant age .

3)

Conforming Type - A person wh o has internal ized
pri nci ples of conduct a ppropri ate to his peer gr oup .

4)

Irrationa l-Consc i entious Type - A person wh o has
int ernalized hi s own cod e of behavi or independent
his peer group.
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5)

Rational -Al truistic Type - A person who has thought
out the reasons for his value system and can explain
why h e adh ers to t h e m. The a lt r uistic pers on is
int erested in the we l fare of oth ers as well a s hims e lf .

Another approach to the devel opment of children ' s values
stems from the work of the behav ioral theorists (Bandura &
MacDonald , 1 963 ; Hoffman, 1 970 ; Krumbolt z
and Skinn er , 1972, 1 974 ) .

& Krumboltz, 1972;

Moral behav i or can be seen simply

as a set of specific r e spons es to specific stimul i in th e
env ironment .

Hoffman (1970) defines morality " i n t erms of

specific acts and avoidances wh ich are l earned on the basis
of rewards

and punishments" (p.262).

Moral Development in Other Countri es
Ch aract er formation has n ot been ignored i n oth er parts
of the \vorld .

In Communist countries mor al educat i on and

po l itical education are inseparab l e .

Lenin believed that

the overall a im in bringing up young peo pl e should be th e
t eaching of Communist mora l ity (Connell , 1975) .

In the Sovi et

Uni on teachers are trained t o en gage in a defi n ite system of
moral education directed to f os tering disciplined Sovi e t
citizens (Bronfenbrenner, 1962 ) .
The man '"h o had the great e st infl uen ce on character
educati on in t h e U. S.S . R . was Anton Makarenko .

Dr . Makarenko

devel oped his concepts of mor a l conduct as a r esult of his
work 'vith children after the Russi an Revolution .
Makarenko be lieved that it was the parents ' responsibility
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to rai se children with a strong s ens e of l oyalty t o the st a te.
Makar enko ' s hy pothesis was that healthy pers onalty d evelopment
occurred when the individual participate s in productive e fforts
that benefit society (Belak, Bontrager, Oswalt & Morris , 1 966 ;
Connell, 1975 ) .
The emphasis on politics and a firm commitment to
co llectiv e behavior are two major characteristics of moral
educ ation in th e U.S. S .R. and China (Connell , 19 75; Kohlber g ,

. 197 1 b )".

Bronfenbrenner ( 1962) listed the fo llowing guide line s

to charact er training in th e Soviet Union :

1)

The peer coll ect ive ( under adult supervision) rivals
and e arly surpasses the famil y as the principa l agent
of socializat i on .

2)

Competition between groups is utilized as the
pr incipa l me chanism for motivatin g achievement of
behavior norms.

3)

The behavior of th e individual is eval uated primarily
in terms of its rel evanc e to the goals and achi evements
of th e coll ec tive.

4)

Rewards and punishments are frequent l y g i ven on a
group basis; that is to say, the entir e group bene fits
or suffers as a conBequence of the conduct of
individual members.

5)

As soon as posible , th e tasks o f evaluating the
behavior of indiv idual s and of dispens ing rewards
and san ctions i s delegated t o the memb er s o f t h e
coll ective .

6)

Th e principa l me thods of soci a l control are public
recognition a nd pu blic cri t i c ism, with explicit
training and pra ctic e being g iv en in thes e activities .
Specifically , each memb er of the collective i s
enc oura ged to observe dev i ant behavior by his fellows
and is g i ven opportunity t o report hi s obse r vations
to t h e group. Reporting on one ' s peers is esteemed
and re>vard ed as a civic duty .
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7)

Group criticism becomes th e vehicle for training in·
self - c~it icism in the presence of one 's peers.
Such
public self-crit ici sm is regarded as a powerful
mechanism for maintaining and enhancing committment
to approved standards of behavior , as wel l as t he
method of choice for bringing deviants back into line .

Connell (1975) described three methods of moral educati on
used in the Soviet Union and China .

The first is the use of

themes , quotes, and posters to emphasize the i mportance and
value of the collective.

Second , exampl es of exemplary behavior

are held in high es t eem (e . g . courageous acts , outstand ing
human qualities) .

Third, children are given vast opportun itie s

to part i cipate in activ ities for the betterment of the collective .

Moral Development During the
Coloni al Period in America
Character educat ion du ring the colonial period in Ame ric a
was the sol e responsibility of the e ld ers in the local church
and community .

The primary purpose of schools was to adhere

to the relig ious values and ideals upon which th e community
was founded .

Principles of moral behav i or were taught in an

author itarian manner (Butts & Cremin , 1953) .
As public education disassociated itself from the church
moral training became more secular .
wrong have one sourc e or one answer .

No longer did right or
Adl er (1898) concluded

that " there are manifold opportuniti e s i n every school for
influencing the moral life " (p . 27) .
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Bag of Virtues Approach
The concept of character education in America during the
early part of this century can best be described as a " bag
of virtues" approach which took an indoctrinative position
to moral educat ion (Kohlberg , 1975; Kohlberg

~

Turi e l, 1 971 ) .

Values were seen as a list of desirable traits approved by
the majority of society and imposed on children by adult
authority (Havighurst & Taba, 1949).
Many different codes of conduct and lists of virtues have
flour ished (e . g ., the Ten Commandments, the Golden Rule) .
Aristotle's early bag of virtues included temperance, pride ,
truthfulness, and justice.

Havighurst and Taba (1949) included

honesty , loyalty, responsibility, moral courage,and friendliness
in their approach to character development.
The bag of v irtues approach to moral educat i on came under
strong criticism a s a result of studies by Hartshorne and
May (1928-30); Jones (1936) .

The conclusions of their research

showed that character education classes in the schools , or
attendan ce at Sunday school or Boy Scout meetings had no
apprec iabl e effect in raising the child's level of actual
honesty or altruism in experimental replicas of life situati ons .
They conc l uded that a) cheating in one situation did not
necessarily mean cheating in other situations, b) cheating ·
is distributed in a bel l -curved fashion with few chi l dren
never cheating or cheating at every opportunity, c) hon est
behavior was related t o the possibility for detection and
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peer group approval, d) a low correlation was found
(£

= . 34) between verbal tests of moral knowledge and

experimental tests of honesty , and e) honest behavior , values
seemed to be related to social class (Kohlberg , 1966, 1968) .

Ethical Relativity
Another major problem encountered in trying to determine
a desirabl e list of traits or v irtues, has been the issue of
ethical relativity.

Brandt (1961) states that ethical

relativism consists of three beliefs a) that moral principles
are culturally variable , b) that such di vergenc e is l ogicall y
unavoidable, and c) that people ought to live according to
the moral principl es they thems e l ves hold.

Berkowitz ' s

(1964) definition of moral values clearl y reflects such a
r e lativistic view , "moral values are evaluations of actions
generally believed by the members of a g i ven society to be
either right or wrong" (p.44) .
The problem of relativity of values can best be described
by exampl e .

In their book , Teaching Children Values in the

Upper Elementary School, Carr and Willenberg (1966) state that
the teacher can develop a sound value system in the following
ways :
1)

Be a good exampl e .

2)

Assist young peopl e to assess conflict situations
and to gain insigh t into the development of constructive
values and attitudes . Situations arise daily in which
pupils can perceive praise wh ich wi ll reinforce
behavior that exemplifi ed desired val ues .
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3)

Show young people how to make generalizations concerning
experience throu gh eval uation and expression of ·
des i rabl e values.

4)

Hel p students acquire an understanding of the
i mportance of va l ues that society considers worthwhile .

5)

Aid children to uphol d and use pos i t i ve values when
con fronted by adverse pressure from peers .

The probl em devel ops, h owever , \vhen on e att-empts to define
" desired" or " positive" val ues .

Carr and Wi ll enberg c i _t _e_ 1:J:}e__

Ten Commandments and the Golden Rule as examples of positive
values .

The l ist coul d go on indefinitel y , eventually leading

to the probl em that what may be acceptabl e to one group
may not be necessari l y acceptab l e to others .
In spite of thes e c r iticisms this appr oach continues to
ho l d i t 's pl ace in moral educati on .

A more recent exampl e of

a " bag of virtues " approach to moral education is provided by
Bel ok , Bontrager , Oswal t

~nd

Morris (1966) i n their description

of "mature val ues " that should be transferred by teachers to
their s t udent s .

Some examples are that students must a)

l e arn to value knowl edge , b) value thems el ves , c) value others ,
and d) value self -direction .

Values Clarification ApQroach
A second alternative to character education has been
called values c larification .

Th i s approach \vas developed by

Louis Rath and bas ed , in part , on the thinking of John De\-vey .
Instead of imposing an exter nal set of values on t he child ,
values clarification attempts to h e l p the child become more
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clear about his/her own opinions or judgments about moral
conflicts.

The values clarification approach advocates that

children should learn a) to become more aware of their values
and how they re l ate to dec i sions t h ey make , b) to make their
val ues more consistent , c) to become more aware of differences
that exist between people's values and , d) to learn to tolerate
th ese differences (Dodder
1971; Simon

& Dodder , 1968; Kohlberg & Turiel ,

& De Sherbinin , 1975) .

The process of values

c larification does not necessarily further th e chi l d 's
awareness of his va lue system, but rather , it is believed that
becoming aware of one's va lues is an end in i tself (Kohlberg ,
1975) .
Rath, Harmin and Simon ( 1 966) identi f i ed seven processes
which serve as the basis for val ues clarification .
A.

Ch oos ing one's b e liefs and behaviors

-

.

1.
2.
3.
B.

choosing fre e l y
choosing from a lt ernatives
choosing after consideration of consequences

Prizing one ' s val ues and behaviors
4.
5.

C.

They are:

prizing and cherishing
pub licly a~firming , when appropriate

Acting on one ' s beliefs
6.
7.

acting
acting with a pattern , consistency and repetition

As stated by Simon , Howe and Kirschenbaum (1972) :
The values-clar i f ication approach does not aim to instill
any particular set of va l ues . Rather the goa l of the
V-C approach is to h e lp students u tilize the seven proc esses
of val uing in the i r own lives ; to apply these valuing
processes to alr eady formed beliefs and behavior patterns
and to those still emerging (p.20).
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Again, the problem of relativity comes into focus in that
children are taught that there exists no single correct
answer.

The teacher stresses that all people are different

and no one person's values are better than another's.(Kohlberg,
1975).

Cognitive-Developmental Approach
American education in the 30's saw the birth of the
progressive movement founded on the principles of John·
Dewey.

Dewey (1934) postulated three levels of moral

development: a) the pre-moral level of behavior motivated
by the biological and social impulses, b) ·the conventional
level of behavior in which the individual accepts the standards
of his group with little reflection, and c) the autonomous
level of behavior in which conduct is guided by the individual
thinking and judging for himself whether an action is good and
does not accept the standard of his group without prior thought.
Dewey's theories later became the basis for the cognitivedevelpmental approach to moral education.
It was at this time that Jean Piaget began his studies
on the cognitive development of children.
research into "moral thinking"

A result of his

was also an attempt at describing

various stages of moral development.

For Piaget (1932) moral

thinking consisted of three stages: a) the pre-moral stage, b)
the heteronomous stage, and c) the autonomous stage.

Like

·lTeweY, Piaget saw moral thinking in developmental;-·sequentDir-::- _ _ _
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stages .
Ai ken ( 1952) developed four l evel s of moral judgment
s imil ar t o Dewey ' s convent ional a nd aut onomous level s , but
not necessar ily developmental in orien tation .

Ai ken v i ewed

t h e convent i onal l evel as an actual expectation or rul e of a
group or part i cul ar members of a group , and t h e princ i pl ed
l evel as reasoning based on attitudes wh ich c l a i m to be
autonomous l y moral , t hat i s , independent of aut hority or
sel f -int eres t .

Bull ( 1969) presented f our broad stages of

moral devel opment :
1)

An omy : Pre - morality
The f i r st and l owes t s t age i s charact erized by purely
i n s tinctive behavior . The only infl uences that mod i fy
i t in any way ar e the pain and /or pl easure t hat is
experi enced .

2)

Het eronomy : External Moral ity
At th i s stage th e chil d i s dominated by the rules
imposed by ot hers . Th e author i ties cited by children
are parents , teach er s , r e l igi on a nd police .

3)

Soc i onomy : Ext ern a l - I n t ernal Morality
The externa l mor a l i t y o f heteronomy i s increasingl y
i nternalized to become a part of t h e chi l d h i mself .
No l onger i s he whol l y contro ll ed by rev.Jard and
punishment . Th e contro l s are i ncreasing l y social
pr a i se and soc i a l bl ame .

4)

Autonomy : I n t ernal Mor a lity
The person a t t h is stage i s no longer dependen t
upon fear o f aut hor ity or fear of pub lic opini on.
His sanct i on s are now h i s own , inner sel f-pr a i s e and
sel f - bl ame .

I n several others studies a developmental approach was
utilized to d i scuss moral growth .

As early as 1906 Hobhouse

defined four cul tura l s t ages of moral development , using
cross - cultural ethnograph i c and written historical dat a .
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Hobhouse found a strong correlation between the these moral
stages and the l evel of technological complexity of a
society .

Hobhouse ' s findings were replicated using

newer methods for scaling social complexity and using more
precise definitions based on moral stages · to classify
ethnocentri c descriptions of institutions and beliefs
(Kohlberg , 1 978) .

Moral Development in 20th Century America
Educationists of the lat e 60 ' s and early 70 ' s were quick
to point out what they considered to be a major problem in
American educat ion , namely , schools and classrooms that were
repressive and dehumanizing (Hearnden , 1969 ; Holt , 1964 , 1969 ;
Kohl , 1967 , 1969 ; Leonard , 1968; Neill 1 960 , 1966 ; Silberman,
1973).
As a result educat ion witnessed the emergence of renewed
discussion , research and application in the areas of moral
development and values education (Bower, 1 978 ; Buscaglia ,
1978 ) .

The last several years have seen a prol i feration of

books , curriculum materials and guides in the area of values
education .

Much of values educat ion has been incorporated

into social studies curriculum (Dunn, 1971 ; Frankel , 1973;
Hunt & Metcalf , 1 968 ; Oliver & Shaver , 1966; Price, 1971).
Many values educat ion programs are designed for us e with
children and adolescents, usually focusing on a specific area
such as self - concept, authority, family , drugs , sexual
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behavior , and dec isi on making (Ba tes , 1974 ; Christopher &
Harre ls on , 197 5 ; Craig , 1 976 ; Fortney , 1975; Hiles , 1971 ;
Reese , 1975) .
Simpson (1973) developed a behavioral objectives appr oa ch
to values education which centered on the grat i f ication of eight
basic n eeds : affection , respect , skill , enlight enment, influence,
wealth , we ll - being , and responsibility .

S impson describ ed

a multi-dimensiona l process wh i ch involved devel oping th e s e
basic n eed s within ourselve s , in others , and underst anding
how others a ff ec t th e s e need s within ours e l ves.

Inc luded in

h i s program are games , activities and strateg i es for bring ing
about thiE va l uing

process .

The value s c l ar i fica ti on a pproach has been extend e d t o
many areas of curricul um .

Simon, Howe a nd Kersch enbaum (1972)

wrote a handbook of 79 values clarification strat egi es that
could be ap pli ed in sub j ect ar eas such as read ing , l anguage
arts , and social studi e s .

Kingman (1974) d e scribed a total

junior hi gh , social s tudies program base d on val ues clarificat i on
techniques .
Deve l op i ng Understanding of Self and Others (DUS O) i s
a val ues education program devel oped by Donald Dinkmeyer ( 19 70 ) .
Th e total kit consists of stor y books , records/cassettes ,
posters , pupp ets and activity cards, design ed to help ch ildren
unders t and soc i a l- emotional behavior .

The program takes a

devel opmental approach t o e i ght major themes: a ) accepting
self , b) fee l ings , c) ot hers , d) independ enc e , goals and
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purposeful behavior , e) mastery , and g) choices and consequences .
The program can be used by a c l assroom teacher without special
training .

It is designed for grades kindergarten through

third.
Magic Circle

is a human development program authored by

Palomares and Ball (1974) as a preventive mental health program
for children in educational settings .

It ' s major focus is the

emotional and social development of children, and relies
heavily on very structured, small group discussion .

The

themes are devel oped sequentially around three areas: awareness ,
mastery, and social interaction.

Teachers' manuals develop

specific topics in grade levels (K-12) and provi de the base
for the program (Fearn & McCabe , 1975) .

Statement of the Problem
The theoretical framework for the fol l owing research is
based on the \vorks of John Dewey and Jean Piaget ,· but
spec ifically, on the research and \vrit ings of Lawrence Kohl berg .
For th e past 20 years Kohlberg , and more recent~y - his associates
at Harvard University ' s Center for Moral Education , have been
researching a nd writ ing on the cognitive-developmental approach to
mor a l learning .

This approach has been termed developmental

because it states that moral education, like intellectual
education , has as its base the stimulation of act i ve t hinking
in the child about moral is sues and decisions.

It has been

cal l ed developmental because it sees the aims of moral education
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as movement through moral stages .

For Kohlberg (1963) there

are three levels of reasoning , each level having two distinct
stages.

Kohl berg (1975) described these levels in the

fol l owing manner :
1)

The ?reconventional Level
At this level the child is responsive to cultural rules
and labels of good and bad, right or \vrong, but
interprets these label s in terms of either the physical
or the hedonistic consequences of action (punishment ,
reward, exchange of favors) or in terms of physical
power of those who enunciate the rul es and labels .

2)

The Conventional Level
At this level , maintaining the expectations of the
individual's fami l y , group or nation is perceived as
valuable in its own right , regardless of the
immediate and obvious consequences . The attitude is
not only one of conformity to personal expectations
and social order , but of loyalty to it , of activel y
maintaining , supporting and justifying the order
and of id entifying with the persons or group involved
in it .

3)

The Post-Conventional , Autonomous or Principled Level
At this leve l , ther e is a clear effort to define
moral values and principle s which have validity
and application apart from the authority of the
groups or persons ho l d i ng these principles and apart
from the ind i v i dual ' s own identification with these
groups .

Kohlberg ' s emphasis is not on the acquisition of a specific
value system , but rather , his research has been directed toward
the process in \vhich children eventual l y "think through"
and acquire their values .
education is to ensure that

His primary object i ve for moral
children

obtain their optimal

l evel of moral development (Kohlberg,l975) .
Much of Kohl berg ' s \vork has been direct ed toward the
classroom for use by teachers .

Very littl e research has been

conduc t ed on th e a pplication of Kohlberg ' s theories for use
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by school counselors in promoting moral growth .
Theories of Developmental Counseling (Blocher , 1 966 ;
Dinkmeyer, 1971; Peters & Fanvell, 1967) have found \vide
acceptance in educational settings as a model for gu idance
programs .

Counsel ing , and especially crisis intervention ,

presents an ideal situation in \vhich to stimulate and promote
moral l earning and growth in children .
According to

Kohlberg , disequ il ibrium (crisis) is

essential before moral growth can occur .

Using Kohlberg i an

theory as the model for moral growth and education , this
research attempted to answer the fo llowing questions :
a) Can student l evels of moral r easoning be increased through
the use of c l assroom values education programs and crisis
counseling intervention? b) Is there any relationship between
classroom programs and counseling in promoting moral growth?
c) \vhich is more effective in bringing about moral growth?
d) Are there any interaction effects between gender, the use
of c lassroom curricul am programs , and counseling in encouraging
moral development?

Significance of th e Study
A survey of 1, 000 Phi Delta Kappan members regarding their
attitudes toward moral education indicates that 90% of those
surveyed believe that " an active program" of moral education in
the schools would be a - helpful addition to the efforts of
family and church to improve the moral development of children .
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How·ever, only 68% believed that the schools had a " somewhat
positive" impact on the moral thinking of children (Ryan &
Thompson , 19 75 ) .

Results of this study could increas e the

impact that education has on th e moral d evelopment of
children .
From a cognitive - developmental v i e\v , it has been well
documented that moral development has its periods of "readiness"
and that moral growth decreases significantly with age (Adel son ,
1976; Kohlberg & Krammer , 1969 ; Kohlberg & Turiel , 1971 ) .
The effective us e of clas sroom and/or c ouns e l ing int erventions
at opt i mal periods of deve l opment would further enhanc e
moral growth, t hus, providing school personnel (e . g . t each ers ,
c ouns e lors , administrators ) with, yet , an other strategy f or
h e l ping stud ents .

Hypotheses
The hypotheses to be investigated in the present
r esearch are :
Hypothes i s 1
The r e are no differences in the rat e of moral growt h
among students participating in the classroom val ues
education program, students participating in crisis
counsel ing , students participating in both inter venti ons
simultaneous l y , and students in the control gr oup .
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Hypothesis 2
There are no differences in the rat e of moral growth
bet•veen male and female students participating in the
various forms of int ervention.

Definition of Terms
Values .

"A set of cultural rules of social action \.vhich

has been internalized by the individual" (Lee , 1974 , p. 1 9).
"Evaluations of actions generally believed by the members of
a given society to be either right or wrong" (B erkowitz , 1964 ,
p . 44) .

Cognitive-Developmental Approach .

"A th eory of moralization

which attempts to explain universals and natural trends in
development without assuming that these trends are the innate
unfolding of the nervous system, and which specifies the kind
of environmental conditions necessary to facilitate mor a l
development " (Kohl berg , 1971, p . 42) .

Stages of Moral Development .

A formulation of s ix

cul t urally universal stages of moral devel opment , two stages
occurring at each of three l evel s : the preconventional , the
conventional , and the postconventional (Kohlberg & Tur i e l , 1971 ) .

Disequilibrium .

A cognitive state in which a person's

present lev e l of moral reasoning is not adequate to cope \vith a
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given moral di l emma (Duska , 1975) .

"A moral situation ... in wh i ch

there are unresolved confli cting clai ms" (Kohlberg , 1978 , p . 148).

Val ues , Moral or Affect i ve Education .

Curriculum devel oped

to deal with learning in the affective doma i n (Bower , 1978 ;
Buscagli a , 1978 ; Pal omares & Ball, 1974) .
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The follmving chapter presents an overview of related
research and literature regarding the cognitive -developmental
approach to the field of moral growth and education .

The

writings of Lawrence Kohlberg serve as the theoretical
framework for this study and, therefore, are given much
emphasis .

It is essent i a l, however, to know the origins and

history beh ind the cognitive -d evel opmental approach to moral
judgment .

This chapter is divided into three sections :

a) moral growth as seen in the writings of John Dewey , b)
Jean P i aget ' s approach to moral judgment , and c) Lawrence
Kohlberg ' s the or y of moral development .

John Dewey and Moral Development
John Dewey ( 1859-1952), the father of American progressive
education , was born in Burlington, Vermont .

Aft er receiving a

doctorate from Johns Hopkins University in 1884, he began
teaching at the University of Michigan .

He eventually transferred

to the University of Chicago as chairman of the department of
philosophy , psychology and educat i on .

It \vas here that he

establ ished h is famous experimental school .

In 1904 he moved

to Columb i a Un iversity after serious disputes with the
administration over th e control and direction of the school .
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He retired in 1930 only to begin 20 years of prolific writing and
lecturing.

Throughout his life he participated in a great many

civic and political activities (Campbell, 1971; Frankel, 1968;
Wirth, 1966).
Dewey described his philosophy of education and morality
in great detail (Dewey, 1897, 1909, 1916).

He believed that the

primary purpose of schools was to prepare children for active
and responsible participation in society.

Therefore the idea

of school and society could not be separated.

Dewey not only

saw education as preparation for society, but believed that
educators have the added responsibility to make school life
reflect. life in society.

He stated "the only way to prepare

for social life is to engage in social life" (1909, p.l4).
A discussion of morality is tied to Dewey's (1897) views
regarding the.responsibility of schools to children and, in
turn, to society.

He believed that it was the primary business

of educators to ensure the "acquisition of intellectual power,
the assimilation of subject-matter, such that they will render
behavior more enlightened, more consistent
it would otherwise be" (1909, p.3).

more vigorous than

For Dewey the roles of

people in a democratic society are numerous- as a family member,
a worker, a citizen, a voter.

The ultimate moral responsibility

of the school is to ensure an optimal level of performance
and conduct in all of the above roles.

Dewey states:

The ethical responsibility of the school on the social
side must be interpreted in the broadest and freest spirit;
it is equivalent to that training of the child which will
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g i ve him such possession of himself that he may take charge
of h imself; may not onl y adapt h i msel f t o the chan ges that
are go ing on , but have t he power to shape and direct them
apart from partic ipation in social life , the school
has no moral end nor aim (1909 , p .ll ) .
Dewey described three levels of behavior and conduct :
"a) behavi or \vhich is motivated by var i ous biological , economi c ,
or oth er non-mora l impu ls es or needs (e . g .

i

family , life, work ) ,

and whi ch yet has important results for morals; b) behavior or
conduct in which the indivi dual accepts wi t h relativel y little
critical reflection the standards and ways of h i s group as these
a r e embodied in customs and mores; c) conduct in wh i ch the
indivi dual thinks and judges for hims e l f , cons id ers whether
a purpose i s good or right, decid es and chooses , and does not
accept t he standards of his group without reflection" (1934 , p.x).
Although Dewey distinguish ed the three l evel s of moral
growth, in real ity h e believed that moral growth was a continuual
"process in wh i ch man becomes more rational, mor e soc i a l,
and f ina lly mor e moral" (Dewey , 1934 , pp . x -xi) .

Thi s the

es senc e of Dewey ' s position on moral educat i on and spc i ety.

Jean Piag et and Cognitive Devel opment
In order to bett er understand Piaget' s theory of moral
development , it is essential to have an - overall understanding
of his th eor y of cognitive -development for they closely
parall e l each other , cognit i ve - deve l opmental theory serv i ng
as th e bas is - for moral development t heory:
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For over fifty years Jean Pi aget , a Swiss - born schol ar ,
conducted research into

~he

origins and deve lopment of cognitive

and moral growth in the early years of l ife .

First trained

in the biolog i cal sciences he acqu ired a serious interest in
phil osophy , specifically in the areas of logic and epi stemol ogy
or the study of knowledge .

This l ed him first to th e laboratory

of Alfred Binet , the author of the first successful intel ligen ce
t es t. In 1 921, he was appointed d i rector of research and ,
eventually, the co-director of
I n stitute at Geneva .

th~

Jean-Jacques

Ro~sseau

During th e n ext three decades Piaget s tudi ed ,

research ed and wrote his theory of cognitive devel opment .
As his work began to receive world-wide acc l aim and
acknowl ed gment Piaget establi shed the Internati onal Center
for Geneti c Epistemol ogy at th e Univers ity of Geneva in 1956.
Th e purpos e of the center i s to continue research into the
basic probl ems of cognition .

An i nterdisciplinary approach,

wh i ch reflects the many interests of Piaget, is adhered to .
Each year researchers in the f i e lds of education , psychology ,
math emati cs and th e biolog i cal sc i enc es are i nvited to condu ct
research i nto the ori gins of intelligence.

At th e end of each

year the results of these studies are publ ished (Ginsberg &
Opper , 1969) .
Piaget ( 1950) c l aimed that int e l ligence or know l edge
emerges through a process of devel opment that is not just the
resul t of di r e ct biolog i cal maturation or learning , but rather
a reorganization of psycholog i cal or ment a l structures resulting
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from interactions between the chi l d and h i s environment .

To

understand this concept of the development of mental structures ,
it i s important to und erstand Piaget's concept of cogniti on .
For Piaget ( 1 969) cognitions can be described as s t r uctures ,
internally organi zed whol es or systems of internal relations .
These structures or operations are rul es for the processing
of information or the connect ing of events .

Cogniti ve

development , which is def ined as ch ange in cognitive structures ,
is assumed to depend on experience .

Pi aget (1974) states that

" t h ese operati onal structures are wh at seem . . . to cons titut e the
basis o f knowledge, the natural psychol ogica l reality , in terms
of wh i ch we must understand the deve l opment of knowl edge "
( p .1 24) .

Pi aget ( 1 954 , 1 958 , 1962, 1964 , 1968, 1974) described
four important processes involved in cogni tive growth .

Although

he saw each process as essenti a l, no one factor is sufficient
a l one to ensure optimal growt h .
.

-

.

The first of th ese factors

is physical gr owth or maturatio_n .

The second is- ·experi ence .
- - -

-

The third are social int eraction and cultur al

transmL~on .

Finally , Pi aget emphas i zed the concept of equilibr a ti on as the
process wh i ch provi des an int egrat i on and balance of the above
factors .
According t o Ginsberg and Opp.er- (l-969 r ; -- Phillips .(1969) ; and
Piaget (1974) equilibration or balance is attained by two
complimentary processes - ass i milation, accomodat i on , and t he
process of decentrati on .

Ass imilation can be described as the
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....

process which operates when the i nd i vidua l attempt s to integrate
each success i ve ex per i e n ce into his own personally meaningful
syst ~m .

Accomodati on is v i ewed as the compensatory system

whereby the indiv idual ' s personal me nt a l system of concept s is
altered in response to the ass imul ated actions .

Decentration

i s the mov ement fro m one focus to anoth er - from the se l f to
the immed iate realiti es of th e si t uation , to abstract conc epts
of these s ituati ons , exper i ences .

I n other words , the who l e

process o f e quili bration involves chan ge in the c hild ' s sys t e m
tmvard g reater unders t a nding .
P i aget ( 1 954 , 1 958 , 1962 , 1 964) developed four stages o f
cognitive deve l opment .

They are distinguished by the cognitive

s tructures which th e individua l has at his dispos a l for
d ea ling with th e world .

Th e first s t age o f cognitive

d evelopme nt is the s e nsorimotor p e riod (birth to e i ght een months)
wh i c h corre sponds to a pre - verbal, pr e - symbolic period o f
li fe .

I t is during this per i od that practical knowledge i s

devel oped through the ref l exes such as knee jerks , g rasping
and suck ing .

By us ing th ese kinds of reflexes the infant

active l y carr i es on countl ess transact i ons invo l ving space , time,
a nd matter which build and reshape his system of i n t err e l a t ed
conc e pts or cogn i tive stru ctures t h a t wi ll eventua lly serve as
the basis for l ater representati ona l thoug ht.

Th e l ack of

d ecentrati on i s ev i denced in t hi s stage by the c hild's
incapacity for wh a t P iage t calls o bj ect permanence .
s t ages o f d evelopme nt a n object no
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l onger

In early

e xist s for the c hild

when it disappears from his field of vision, therefore, he makes
no effort to find it.

As the infant gets older he tries to find

the displaced object, for he knows that the object continues
to exist.
Piaget's second stage is known as the pre-operational
period (two to seven years).

This stage is distinguished by

what Piaget calls a lack of reversibility in problem-solving
behavior.

This can be demonstrated by one of the conservation

problems in which two beakers with equal amounts of water are
presented to the child.

The water in one beaker is poured into

a thinner, but taller beaker.

The child is then asked if the

amount of water in the two beakers is equal or if one -liaS--· ------

more.

The pre-operational child will say that the beakers

now hold different amounts of water.

Again, the child is not

decentered enough to take into account anything other than his
own immediate

perception or more than one perception at

a time.
According to Piaget there are only two possible ways for
the child to solve the problem correctly. One is through the
process of negation, or mentally undoing the pouring he has
just seen, which requires knowing that -a_-- cognitive process
can take place in opposite directions, (e.g., adding and
subtracting, joining and separating, pouring into a different
size container and pouring

back).

The other is reciprocity,

or compensation in one dimension for another, which in this
problem would lead him to see that, although the tall beaker
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has a higher l evel, it is not as wide .
The third stage i s known as the con crete - operational
period (nine to e leven year s) .

I n this stage the child has

mastered the process of n egat i on and rec iproc i ty .

Despite the

child ' s excell ent grasp of each process, he s ti ll cannot use
th em s i mul taneous l y .

This ab ility wi ll not appear until t h e

n ext stage of cognitive dev e l opment.
The final stage i s known as forma l operations .

At this

stage th e two forms of reversability are united i nto one
operat i on.

At t hi s po int in development the child reaches the

l evel o f forma l hypoth e tical-d eductive operations .

The ch i ld

can now r eason about hypoth eses and is n ot limited to objects .
He can construct n ew operations and then systemat i cally comb ine
th e proposit i ons so as to test a ll poss ibl e combinat i ons .

J ean P i aget and Moral Devel opment
For Piaget ( 1 932 ) the child' s mor a l judgments r e flect · the
same ment a l structures as t he child exhibits i n his cognitive
judgments .
development.

Piaget t ermed emoti on al growth as affective
Affect i s is seen as the force or ener gy behi nd

behavior and is developed from early r e l ationsh ips with others .
Piaget believed that the ch ild ' s capaci ty for moral judgment s
devel ops from this affe ctive base .
interact ions with others

Social experiences and

are cruci a l for t he child i n order to

l earn points of v i ew other th an h i s own .
Al though his inter es t s were primari l y in cognit i ve -
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development , Piaget (1968) stated that affective and cognitive

on the separation of these two areas is artificial .

He states :

There is a close parallel between the development of
affectivity and that of inte l l ectual functions,
since these are two indissociable aspects of every action.
In all behavior the motives and energizing dynamisms
reveal affectivity, while the techniques and adjustment of
means employed constitute the cognitive sensorimotor or
rational aspect . There is never a pure ly intellectual
action , and numerous emotions , interests , values , _
impress ions of harmony , etc., int ervene (Piaget , 1968, p.33) .
Piaget ' s (1932) findings support the belief that

~~r~l___

judgments develop through a series of cognitive r eorganizations
called moral stages .

Each stage has an identifiable characteristic,

pattern , and organization.

According to Piaget ( 1932) "al l

morality cons i sts in a system of rules , and t he essenc e of a ll
.

--

.

..

mora lity is __ to be sopght _fo~ _in the

respe_~t

acquires for thos e rul es " ( p . 13) .

In context of

V?hich the l.ndividual
this statement

Pi aget studied the practice of rules through children ' s verbal
attitudes to games.
Piaget (1932) d escribed affective development in the
sensorimotor

stage as a pre-moral period .

The younges t

children, up to about the age of two, merely go through motor
activity ; no ru l es govern their play.

Piaget agreed with Anna

Freud (1968) who described this period as one of " primary
narcissism" in wh i ch there is an initia l lack of differentiation
between sel f and others .

Later in this stage there is a

decentering of affectivity onto the person who has cared for
the child.
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In the pre-operational stage moral feelings begin to emerge
from the

_disci_plin~ _

obedience .

of the parents \vho demand unilateral

This is known as the conventional period of moral

development .

A~~ord i~g

to Kohlberg (1968 ) chil dren in this

convent iona l period see rul es as absolute ,

tending to confuse

ru l es with fixed objects because of their inability to
distinguish between s_ubjec~~-'(~ a_n d o~j ec t:_~'(e aspects 0~ _th~~r_ experience, and because of an inability to distinguish their
own perspectiv e on events from that of others .
With regard to play with peers , children at the preoperational stage bel i eve that rules are h anded down by external
authority (e. g . , parents, God , etc . ) , consider t hem sacred and
therefore cannot be changed .

Childr en in this period understand

that rul es regulate game pl aying .

However , the child ' s

pract i ce of rules is egocentr ic , that is, he imitates onl y
\vhat he sees .

Pl aying is viewed mor e as a persona l activity

rather than a soci al activity.

Child ren play happily siae-

by s i de , cqncentrat i ng on the ir own performance - everybody
wins a nd nobody loses .
In the co ncrete-operational stage Pi aget begi ns us ing the
term autonomy to d e scribe r es pec t bas ed on social cooperation
rather th an blind obedience to authority .

Kohlberg (1968)

expl ained that " cognit i v e grmvth and role-taking experiences
trans form perceptions of ru l es from external authoritarian
commands to internal pri ncipl es " ( p . 488) .

The child arrives at

new moral relationships with others based on mutua l respect .
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According to Duska ( 1 975) children at this stage are interested
in rules for rules sake .

There is a strong desire to cooperate

at this age , and rul es provide th e structure for cooperation .
Unlike earlier stages , game playing is nmv viewed as a true
social function rather than a personal activity.

For children

at this stage rul es regulate the game as a social activity .
As forma l operations deY.:_el op__ __§lnd the child's ability for
abstract thinking increases , new moral feeling are added to
and integrated with preceding feelings , all of wh ich correspond
to new mental structures .

Due to the mobili ty and f l exi bility

of thought at this more advanced stage , fee lings are more
decentered from persons or material realities and become more
adequate for dealing with social rea li ties and ideal s, (e . g .,
human i tar i ani sm, which is the ideological stage of autonomous
morality) .
With formal operations , a morality based on just i ce i s born .
Piaget (1932) argued that just as logic represents an ideal
equilibrium of thought operation, justice serves as an i deal
equilibri um for social interaction.

He states that "in contrast

to a g iven rul e , which from the first has been imposed upon
the chi ld from the outside ... the rule of justice is a sort
of immanent condition of social relationships or a la•v g overning
th e ir equilibrium" (Piag et, 1932 , p . 196) .
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Lawr ence Kohl berg ' s Theory of Moral Deve l opment
Lawrence Kohlberg ' s cogn i t ive-developmental approach
to moral gr owth can be dis cuss ed in context of several basic
assumptions (Dus ka , 1975; Fenton , 1976 ; Kohlber g , 1968b , 1969,

1971, 1978 ; Kohlb e r g & Gilligan, 1971) .

Central to this

th e ory are the ideas that moral devel opment is a cognitive
process and that growth is based not on the transmission of a
fixed truth but a r esult of the child interact ing with his
environment which r esults in cognitive structural ch an ges
(Kohlberg , 1978).

These changes assume the exist enc e of stages

which represent successive opportunities for rol e - taking in
social situation s .

Vari a nce in l evel s of mora l judgment can

be accounted for by t h e a mount of opportunities for role taki ng .

Piaget ' s (1 93 2) theory stressed peer group participation

as a sour ce of moral ro le-taking , while Mead (1934) emphas i zed
par ticipa tion in larger soc i a l ins t i tuti ons .
The direction of moral development i s a l ways toward great er
e quilibrium bet ween the child and his environment.

Growth

occurs when ever a discrepancy between an acti on and a si tuati on
is brought i nto bal an ce or equili brium.

Stages of Mor a l Devel opme nt
The core of t h e cognitive-devel opment a l position is the
e xistenc e of six qu a l itatively d i ffer ent stages arranged in
t hr e e l evel s of two stages each .
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I .

Preconventional Level
Stage 1 : The punishment and obedience orientat ion . The
physical consequences of action determine its g oodness
or badness regardless of the human ~eaning or val ue
of these consequences . Avoidance of punishment and
unquestion ing deference to power are valued in their
own ri ght , not in terms of respect for an under l y ing
moral order supported by punishment and authority.
Stage 2 : The instrumental relativist ori entation .
Right action consists of that which i nstrumentally
sati sfi es one ' s own n eeds and occasionally the needs
of others . Human relations are viewed in terms like
those of the market place . Elements of fa irness ,
reciprocity , and equal sharing -are present , -but they
are always - hiterpreted :ln a physical or pragmat i c
way. Reciproc ity is a matter of " you scratch my
back and I ' ll scratch yours," not of l oyalty , gratitude,
or justice .

II .

Conventional Level
Stage 3 : The interpersonal concordance or "good boy nice g irl" ori entat i on . Good behavior is that which
pleases or helps others and is approved by them. There
is much conformity to stereotypical images of what is
majority or "natural" behavior . Behavior is frequent l y
judged by intention : "He me ans we ll" becomes important
for the first time. One earns approval by being "nice" .
Stage 4: The law and ord er ori entation . This orientation
toward authority , fixed rules , and the m a int enanc ~ of the
soc ial order . Ri ght behavior cons ists of doing one ' s
duty , showing respect for authority and maintaining th e
g iven social order for its own sake .

III. Post-Conventional , Autonomous , or Principled Level
Stage 5: The social-contract legali stic orientation .
Generally with utilitarian overtones . Right action
tends to be defined in terms of general individual
ri ghts and in terms of standards \vhich hav e been
critically exami ned and agreed upon by the whol e
soc i ety . There is a cl ear a\vareness of the r e l ativism
of personal values and opinions and a corresponding
emphasi s upon procedural rul es for r eaching consensus .
Aside from what is constitutionally and democratically
agreed upon, the right i s a matter of personal values
and opinion . The result is an emphasis upon th e l egal
point of v iew, but -;v.ith an emphasis upon the possibi l ity
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of chang ing l aw in terms of ration al considerations
of soc i al utility , (rather th an r i g idly ma intaining
it in terms of stage 4 law and order) . Outside the
l egal real m, free agreement and contract is the
binding element of obligation . This is the "offic i al"
morality of the American government and Con stitution.
Stage 6: The universal ethical pr incipl e orientation.
Right is defined by tfie decision of conscience in accord
with sel f - chosen ethic a l principles appealing t o l og ica l
comprehen s i veness , universality , and consistency. These
princ ipl es are abstract and ethical (the Go lden Rule ,
the categorical imperative) and are not concrete moral
rules like the Ten Commandments . At h eart , these are
universal principles of justice , of the reciprocity
and equality of human rights , and of res pec t for the
d i gni t y of human beings as individual persons.
(Kohlberg , 1 975 , p. 671) .

Preconvent i onal Level
Because of limited experi enc e the child at this l evel has
a very narrow view of soc i ety.

Some experienc es bri ng the

child pain whil e others bring pl easure.

The child i s constantly

eval uat ing experi enc es according to their consequences .

Some

actions are fol l owed by natural consequences \vhile others
come from peopl e (society) .

Th e child views himself as inferior

to those in authority ( e . g . , parents , teachers , etc . ) since most
often they become the source of pl easure and pain .

The chil d

is bas i cally egocentric (a concern for oneself) at th i s point
(Duska , 1975 ; Hersh, Paolitto & Reimer , 1979; Koh lberg &
Turiel , 1 971) .

To see things ~ o ther - than egoc entrically requires --

a level of abstract reasoning that acknow l edges a bond to
societal groups that goes beyond what the child has experi enc e d
or is able to comprehend (Kohlberg , 1973, 1975 , 1978 ; Selman ,
1971) .

The chi l d ' s experience is primarily that of himself
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an

individual

reacting to an immediat e environment consisting

of objects and people .

Kohlberg (1978) believed that for a

child to move out of egocentricity into a state of id ent ifying
with society and its norms , one must develop the abil ity to
role play, that is , to put oneself in another's plac e .

Stage 1
The child at this stage will pursue or avoid behavior
depending on whether they p erceiv e the significant adult
approving or disapproving of it.
afraid of punishment.

~s

At this stage the child is

Fear is the basis for his value

judgments (Kohlberg , 1975 ; Kohlberg

& Turi el , 1971) .

Kohlberg

>vTi t es :
Stage 1 thus defines th e ... SQCio-moral order" in terms of
differentials of power status and possessions , rather than
in t erms of equal i ty or ~eciprocity . The principles
maintaining the " social order" a re obedience to the strong
by the weak , and punishment by the strong of those who
deviate (Kohlb erg , 1978 , p.l06).

Stage 2
Several significant advances come into focus during stage
2, namely , a mor e positive attitude of what i s good and a more
adequate view of society .

Stage 2 is characterized as the

pleasant consequences that r esult fro m certain actions.

"Do

this because of the re>vard " is th e moral at this stage (Duska ,

1975) .

Al ong with this attitude which id entifi es good as

something which ful fills one ' s needs rather than the avoi d a nc e
of that whi c h i s unpleasant , painful or fr ust rat ing , there is
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a more positive v i ew of one ' s re lationship t o other human
beings .

Although the child ' s behavior is still primarily

egocentric, his view of

~oc~_e:ty is __n_
?_- ~ong~: _o_~~

? f authority

h av ing control over the indiv idual, but rather , a group of
individua l s with relatively common n eeds (Kohlberg & Turiel ,
1971) .
Th e child beg ins "rol e -taking" or putting oneself in
another's shoes .

From these role-taking experienc es comes the

awareness that peopl e ar e fundamental l y equal to each other .

This

attitud e refl ects not only a l e ssening of th e fear of authority
but mor e importantly , an elementary sense of equal sharing ,
f a irness and r ec iprocity or the notion of "your scratch my
back and I '11 scratch yours" (Kohl ber g 1 1 973 , 1975 , 1978) .
He states:
Stage 2 has a clear sense of fairness as quantitative equality
in exchange and distribution between ind i viduals. Positivel y
it prescribes acts of r e ciprocity conceived a s the equal
exchan ges of favors or blo''' s or a cts of cooperation in
t e rms of a goal of which each person gets an equa l share
(Kohlber g , 1978 , p .l06) .
1

The conventiona l Level
The conventional l evel requires a shift fro m the concrete
egoi s ti c v i ew of the pre - conventi onal l evel t o a cognitive
acknmvl edgment of th e val ue of a group, group practices and group
ru l es .

Unlike stage 2 , a sense of real socialization begins t o

take place in children.

Fo"r -th e first time ch ildren at this

stage beg in t o value bel onging to a group .

Th ey real i ze that

es t eem and appr oval of others is becoming mor e important than
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concrete rewards , and that this e steem and approval only come
if one is willing to pitch in and do one ' s share (Hersh ,
Paolitto & Reimer , 1979) .
At this stage we find individuals who need a sense of
self-worth .

Bel onging to a gr oup where the chil d i s important

reinforc es his notion of sel f -worth (Duska , 1975) .

Again , the

most important determinant in moving to th e conventional level
seems to be the ability to ro l e - take (Kohlberg , 1973 ; Kohlberg
and Turi e l , 1971) .

Selman (1971) supported th is claim by

u sing ro l e -taking tasks to distinguish children a t S6r ~ bo~~)
stage·_ 3 from thoEie _ ?_el<?~ ~t?-ge ~ ~
chil.dr~n

a

_Ei gtJ:~x- - four percent; _of t:he

·at st_~ge 3 we:_re successful with t hese tasks whereas ·

maJ~rity

or·· p~~conv enti C?nal thinking childr en were not .

Stage 3
In group s i tuations one earn s approval by be ing "nice" .
Stage 3 or i entation supports thinki ng that sel f - sacri fice is
th e basic determinant of g ood and bad, and that sel f - sacri fice
is wh at mak es th e group succ eed .

Al though th e child beg ins to

see seif:Sacr ifiCe as n ecessary , egocentr ic behavior continues to
exist i n t hat there seems to be a sh i ft from striving for physical
pl e asur e to s t r i v ing for psycholog ica l p l easure which now comes
thr ough soci a l approval (Her sh , Paol itto

& Reimer , 1 979 ;

Koh lber g & Tur i e l, 1971 ) .
Auth ority in this stage still f ind s i ts place in that the
ch i ld i s still dependent on authority .
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Stereotyped expectat ions

of good behavior (e . g . , being kind , considerat e and hel pful to
others) are 1.vays that author i ties have indicated that social
approval is obtained (Duska , 1975).

It is at this stag e that childr en seriously beg in to
consider peopl e 's motives in evaluating their actions, for the
consequences of act ions can no l onger be the sol e criterion
of good and bad .

Stage 3 thinking is superior to stage 2

thinking in that it has a wid er view of society , and a better
understanding of the purpose of ru l es and rol es .
~vher eas

stage 2 thinking evolves from the idea of "an

eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth" ,

the s tage 3 sense of

justice centers on an ide al understanding of the " Go lden Rul e " .
There i s no revenge in s tage 3 thinking , one does n i ce t hings
for

oth er peopl e not t o get something in r e turn but becau se

one may someday find themsel ves in another ' s s ho es (Kohlberg ,
1973 , 1 975 , 1978).
Piaget (1932) pointed out that what the chi ld comes t o
regard as just i s " primarily behav ior t hat a dmit s of indefinitely
sustained r eci procity ... th e child sets forgiveness above r evenge ,
not out of weakness , but because

th er e is no end to revenge"

(p . 323) .

Stage 4
Since the child a t thi s stage has devel oped some abs tract
thinking a b i li t i es , he no l onger sees hims e l f as a membe r of a
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specifi c group or groups , but as a " generalized member" of
s oci ety .

Stage 4 th inking therefore extends the concepts of

role - taking and justice outside that of int erpersonal relationships .
Group loyalty , personal relations and good intentions are no
longer enough .

One must abide by the l aws of society .

behavior cons i sts of doing one ' s duty .

Ri ght

A person at stage 4

can sympath i ze with a person who breaks the law, but this
sympathy will be

o~~rridden

by a concern to uphold the social

order \vhi ch requires a strict adherence to rules and prop_er
author ity .

Therefore th e most adequate system of justice ,

would be a system \vh ich guarantees order with general moral
terms or moral principles.

Kohlberg ( 1978) has written:

Stage 4 sol ves these problems by defining justice in terms
of a system , a social order of ro l e s and rules which are
shared and accepted by the e ntire community , and which
const itute the community ... justice is no long er a matter
of real or i deal r eciprocity or equality between individuals,
as dyads , but a matter of relations between each i nd i vidual
and the system (p . 108) .
According to Duska (1975) ; Kohlberg and Turi e l ( 1971) a
person a t stage 4 will appear as a devout follower of the law .
It is a stag e of reverence for the la\v and l eg itimat e authority ,
because the law i s seen as the ultimate quarantee o f peace , orde r
and ind i vidual rights .

It is a stage which insists that no man

or group is abov e the law .
kind of respect for the law .
only the expectat i on of the

There is no egocentricity in this
There is no promis e of r eward ,
maint e~anc e

of one ' s duty .

Kohl berg ( 1973, 1978) v i e\vS stag e 4 justice as primarily
a system or principles fo r soc i al order rath er than for pe rsonal
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moral choice .

The emphasis is on maintaining the a lready

existing systera of reward and punishment, rathe r than identifying
principles or establishing a syst em for arranging a new social
order.

Principled Level
Whereas movement through the first four stages ia
characterized by a more broad understanding of 1 the existing
social system , this is no longer the case at the pr incipled
level.

Principled thinking involves a move to moral theory,

by wh i ch is meant not only a concern for justifying existing
laws or rules , but a concern for discovering basic princ i ples
from \vhich laws are deriv ed (Kohl berg , 1971 , 1978 ) .
and 6 are also the most controversial of

Kohlbe~g

Stages 5

•_s theory ·

in that less empirical da ta is available on these two stages
than on any of the first four (Hersh , Paolitto & Re imer , 1979).
Basically, what occurs in the mov ement from the conventional
to the principled l evel is a:-_-quest i onirig of--the exi:"sting tr·act·t-cions·and standards of society in general.

Kohlberg (1978) writes :

When attention shifts from the defense of law and or der
to the leg islation necessary to maximize the welfar e of
individuals, an entirely diffe rent attitude of respect
for law is involved .. . the stage 5 notion of democracy
is one of procedural mechanisms ensuring representation of
indiv iduals or minoritie s, and making la\v or society
attractive to all of its members (p . lll ) .
Reason is the basis for judging id eals which societies
ought to strive.

The principl es which reasoning f urnishes are

the basis of eth ical theory.

For Kohlberg (1971) .th·e · major
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criterion of moral maturity i s auton omy in judgment, or simply
mak ing up on e 's mind for onesel f a bout what is r i ght and wrong .
Kohlberg bel ieves t h at on e must develop one ' s own person, one ' s
own principl es of j udgment and act ion in order t o mature fu lly.
A rec ent study by Kohl berg (1978) indicates that 25% of the adults
in American soc i ety functi on a t the post-conventional l evel.

Stage 5
Kohlberg (197 5 ) defi nes r i gh t a ct i on "in t erms of gen eral
ind i vidual rights and in t erms of standards which hav e been
criti cally examined and agr eed u pon by the whol e soc i ety" (p . 671) .
Again, s t age 5 thinking pres uppos es a l e vel of cognitive
devel opment a ppropriate to Piaget ' s forma l operations peri od .
Koh l be r g ( 1 978) n ot es :
The forma l operati ons ca pacity to t hink about thought i s ,
in the moral real m, th e capac i ty t o think about mor a l
judgmeht . .. the development of formal operat i ons , then a l lows
the child a new l evel of r efl ectivity (p. ll 2) .
Accord ing to Koh l ber g (1975 ) ; Kohl ber g and Turie l (1971 )
the ma jor shift betw een s t age 4 and stag e 5 is the difference
in th e belie f of th e fix i ty or " g ivenness " of l aws , and th e
differ ence in th e bel i ef of authority to maintain thes e l aws .
Stage 4 r easoning views societal laws as g iveri , wher eas s t age 5
views the law as something whi ch is th e creation of man based
on wh at th ey see as the common good .

Law is man' s own invent ion ,

d e mocr a tic a lly d es i gn ed to meet man ' s needs .

Kohlberg (1 978)

states t hat " stage 5 has the perspective n ecessary f or rationa ll y
creat ing l aws ex n£hi l o , rather than maintaining and solidifying
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rules . .. consequences ~~ --~efin~d _~n _tex::_ms of .~:r:it_e:r:ia_ f?.r ____a
blueprint of society , criteria by which one law or society
may be said to be better than another" (p .11 0) .
S t age 5 reasoning sees society ' s l aws as relative to the
people l iving under them.
make sense .

But they must be set up so as to

Rational considerations of social utility commonly

agreed upon and subject to review and reform , seem to be the
best answer .

Social utility here means the greatest good , the

general vvelfare or the public interest (Duska , 1975 ; Kohl berg
1971 , 1973 , 1978) .
At stage 5 one also distinguishes between issues of p·ersonal
freedom and issues which concern the public good .

With regard

to personal freedom, a person is entitled to own his beliefs ,
practices and opinions as long as he does not hurt anyone. Wher e
personal practices do affect the lives of others , these practices
can be l egislated (Kohlberg , 197 1 ) .
Th er e for e , it is important to reali ze that stage 5 thin ki ng ,
although critical, is not arbitrary . One ' s rejection of exist ing
l aw , and proposals of ne\v la\vS, must be scrutinized through
rational considerations and

critiques .

Soc i ety is seen as

absolutely essential , and i ts preservation is seen to rest on
a critical appraisal of it s rules and practices .

As explained

by Koh l berg and Turiel ( 1 971); Hersh , Paolitto and Reimer (1979)
the U.S. Constitution can be seen as s t age 5 thinking.
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Stage 6
For Kohlberg (1971 , 1973 , 1978) t his is th e h i ghest level
of deve lopment in moral reasoning and, as stated earlier , it is
the most dif f icult to describe.

Kohlberg ( 1975) explained r i ght

action in stage 6 reasoning as " the decision of conscience in
accord with self-chosen e thical principl es . . . of justice, of th e
recipr ocity of equality of human rights, and of respect for
the dignity of human beings as individual persons " (p . 6 71).
Whereas stage 5 centers on constitutional contractual
procedures to ensure the civil rights of all , stage 6 reasoning
focuses on the universal rights of humanity independent of civil
society and based on th e equal worth of human beings as ends i n
thems e lves .
Several studi es support Kohlberg ' s (1978) c l a im that l ess
than 5% of adult Americans attain stage 6 moral reasoning .
Th e Haan , Smith and Block (1968) study of political -prot-e s-t
behavior indicated that 4% of those stud ents engaged in soc i al
prote st wer e found t,o be pr edomi nant l y stage 6 thinkers .

Whil e

Ho l s t e in ( 1 968) obt a ined about th e same percent age of stage 6
thinking in 106 coll ege-educat ed parent s partic i pating in her
study .

Stage 7
Al though the idea of a " stage 7" has yet t o be formally
introduced into Kohl berg 's stag e th eory of moral development, the
notion has appeared in his writ i ngs .
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Xohlberg ( 1 973) - ~-ri efly

discussed the idea of a stage 7 , a lthough it was based on
no empirical data .

His first notion is that there could exist

a post-conventional religious orientation , as th ere exists a
post-conventional ethical orientation .

Secondly , an adequate

post-conventional religious ortentation would be an extens ion
of the stage 6 orientation to universal human ri ghts and
principl es.

Invariant Sequence
Koh l berg ( 1963) described the results of his dissertation
research wh i ch resulted in the claim that moral learning goes
through a developmental sequence of stages.

Duska (1975)

writes:
One must progress through the stages in order , and one
cannot get to a higher stage without passing through
the stag e immedicately proceeding it . Moral development
takes place according to a pre-determined sequence (p .48 ).
This contradict s the idea that moralization is simply
an internalization of external cultural

rules , through verbal

teach ing , punishment or identification.

The idea of invariant

sequencing was later substantiated in studies by kohlberg and
Turi el (1971 ) ; Rest (1968) ; Turiel ( 1966).
Studies by Kohlberg (1969) on moral judgment deve l opment
in Tahvan, Mexico , Turkey and the Unit ed States shmv that
children go through the same stages but that t he moral development
of children from impoverished countries is slmver than the
development of children from more economically stable countries.
Kuhn (1976) also studied th e concept of invariant sequence
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while trying to determine the reliability of an instrument
used to assess the d evelopment of stages .

Over a period

of one year , subjects made significant change , most of which
consisted of slight advancements toward the next stage in
Kohlberg ' s sequence .

In a thre e year study of the moral

att i tudes of 52 middle class American adolescents and th e ir
parents , Holstein ( 1976) indicated support for a stepwise
sequence , but only in the movem ent from l evel to level rather
than stage to stage , and only for the first two l evels of the
three l evel scheme .
Kohlberg (1968 , 1978); Piaget ( 1960) clai med that each
higher stage possessed new logical featur e s, incorporated th e
logical features of lower stages , and addressed problems
unrecognized by , or unreso l ved by lower stages .

The Re lationship of Cognitive and Moral Development
Kohlberg (1968 , 1969 , 1971, 1978) stated t hat a parallel
relat i onship exists between cognitive and moral development ,
however, not n ecessar ily a high or perfect correlation .

This

exists because a person at a g iven cognitive l evel may b e one
or more stages lmv-er in his moral l evel.

Kohlber g conc l uded

that a ll children at a g iven moral stage will pass the
equi va l ent cognitive stage tasks , but an invers e relationship
may not be true.
-

Faust ( 1978) compared the relationship betv7een Piagetian
cognitive development and Kohlber g ian moral development in
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students before and after exposure to a moral education program.
Results substantiated

the idea that cognitive development places

a limit or ceiling on moral development .
Kohlberg ' s six stages of moral development have been ext ended
t o various other themes such as : motives for engagi ng in moral
action, the basis of moral worth of human life, social perspective
of moral thought, categories of rights and obligations , typology
of l egal-procedural systems, conceptions of the morality of
punishment, and moral judgments about capital punishment.

The

application of Kohlberg stage theory to the above mentioned
areas is not a topic of concern for this study, but is briefly
listed in Appendix A.

Role-Taking and Social Environment as Agents of Change
According to Kohlberg, Scharf and Hickey ( 1 972) growth
through the s tages can be facilitated by several means .

First ,

opportunities for role-taking and social env ironment , in
particular, participation in environments perceived as fa ir and
just, stimulat e moral growth.
Piaget (1932) emphasized the importance of peer groups
as providing opportunities for moral role taking, while other
theories stressed involvement in the family and the larger
secondary institutions (Baldwin , 1906; Mead, 1934).

According

to Kohlberg (1971) opportunities for role-taking stimul a t e
moral growth rather than pr oducing a particular value system .
As stated earlier , progress through the stages represents a
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wider and more adequate perception of the social system and
an ability to think more abs tractly (Duska, 1975 ; Fenton , 1976) .
As a result , advancement to each stage creates a new cognit ive
structural mode of ro l e-taking in conflict situations .
Associated with t his development in role-taking is the principle
of justice .

The most bas i c principles of justice are equality

and reciprocity (Kohlberg , 197 1) .
Bandura and MacDonald (1963) stud i ed the effects of social
reinforcement and (role) modelings as two a lternatives in
modifying moral judgment responses in two groups of children .
Both alternatives produced subs tantial changes in children ' s
moral judgments , however , the treatment ut iliz i ng role - taking
proved to be more effecti ve than the operant cond itioning
procedure .

A study by Holstein (1968) found that parental

encouragement of the child to participate (role - take) in family
discussions of moral conflicts correl ated highl y with the
moral advancement of the child .

Opportunities for role - taking

were also s t udied by Mogsud ( 1977) .

Two groups of Niger i an

boys were randomly selected from t\vO secondary schools , one
heterogeneous and th e 6ther homogen eous in t erms of school
population .

When the moral jud gments of the t\vO groups were

compared , the boys from the het erogeneous schoo l · population
wer e significantly more advanced in moral maturity than those
who \vere exposed to the more homog en eous school population .
It was assumed that heterogeneous· environments_ provide more
opportunities for ro l e -taking .
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Much of Kohlberg's writings and bel iefs stem from the
Harvard philosopher , John Raw l s .

In his book, Theory of

Justice , Rawls (1971) contends that there ex ists two principles
of justice that a ll men wou ld choose should each man ,
hypothetically , not know what positions in society he wou ld be
born into.

The first principle chosen would be the right to

maximum individual li berty compatible with the liberty of
others .

The second principl e would be that there is no

j ustifi cation of inequities unl ess they are to the benefit of
the l east advantaged .

Raw ls claims that his principles of

liberty and equality would be chosen by rational

men, acting

under a vei l of i gnorance , as they worked toward the development
of a contract that would maximize th e ir individual valu es i n
any society .

Disequilibrium and the Exposure of Appropriate
Leve l s o f Reasoning as Factors Facilitating Growth
Essential to the process of moral growth from a devel opmental
viewpoint is the idea of "disequilibrium or cognitive conflict"
(Duska , 1975 ; Fenton , 1976 ; Kohlber g , 1973 , 1978 ; Piaget, 1932) .
In writing about the concept of disequili brium Piaget ( 1 950)
and Piag et and Inhelder (1958) claim that movement f rom one
stage to the next occurs -when the system, by being challenged
is put into a state of disequilibrium.

This grmvth inv olves

the esta blishment of a new equil ib i rum after a state of
dis equili brium .

Accord ing to Kohlberg ( 1969) mor a l gr owth

occurs t hrough the transformation of cognitiv e structures .
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Cognitive structures are always structures of action .

The

development of c ognitive structures is the r esult of int er action
bet>veen t he organism and the environment .

The direction of

development of cognitive structures is toward greater equilibrium
in this organism-environment interaction .
According to cognitive -developmental th eory , moral_
principl es are cogni tive structural forms of role-taking .
Opportunitie s for rol e -taking are a l so opportunities to
experi en ce soc i o-moral conflict.

Kohlberg (1978) states that

"a mor a l situation in disequilibrium i s one in which there ar e
unresolved conflicting claims " (p.148) .

Conflict can only be

resolved by integrating a more effective con cept of justice at
or a bove the child ' s present leve l of mora l r easoning .
Principles of justice r e present an equilibr i um among competi ng
claims .
The

me r e exposur e of high er s t ages of moral reasoni ng

has been shown to be ins uf f i c ient as an effect i ve means for
promoting moral growth (Rest , 1969 ).

l;'he on l y child ren \vho

understand reasoning one stage above the i r own , a lready
show s ubstanti a l usage of that stage of thought .

Therefore ,

Rest conclud ed tha t movement to th e next high er stage r e quires
s ome intern a l cognitive r eorgani zati on rath er than just th e
add ition of ne'v f orms of reasoning .

Turi e l (1966) hypothesized

that cognitive conflict is the central "motor" for such
reorgan izat i on or upHard movement.
The importance of expos ing childr en to reasoning one stage

so

above their present level of moral reasoning, is shown in the
fol lmving studies .

Turiel ( 1966) exposed subjects to vari ous

levels of moral reasoning .

Children exposed to moral judgments

one stage above their own showed th e most usage of that stage
on the r etest.

Those exposed to reasoning on e stage below the ir

own showed some usage of that stage , but they were not influenced
as much as those exposed to the stage one above .

The ch ildren

expos ed to reasoning two stages above the i r own were not
influenc ed .
Not only do children show the most growth when exposed to
hi gher moral reasoning, they seem attracted to it .

Rest ,

Turiel and Kohlberg (1969) concluded from their findings that
people prefer the highest l evel they can comprehend when
confronted with moral decisions .

They also concluded that

childr en prefer concepts above their 0\vn l evel rather than
below .

Exposure to reasoning two stages above their own

\vas again shown to be too difficult to comprehend .

This

difficulty of children unable to comprehend reasoning more
than one level above their 0\vn was illustrated in a study by
Selman (1971) testing children ' s abilities to comprehend the
"Golden Rul e " .

Children at stage 2 reasoning i nterpreted

the Go l den Rule as meaning an even exchange of "favor for favor
or blow for blmv".

However , children reason ing at stage 3

or above \vere abl e to interpret the Golden Rule in its i deal
form .
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The Rel ationship of Moral Thought and Moral Behavior
The relationship of moral judgment to moral actions
has

been discussed by Duska (1975); Kohlberg (1968c , 1973 ,

1975 , 1978); Kohlberg and Turiel (1971 ) .
stated that moral reasoning

Fenton (1976)

is a necessary but not sufficient

condition for moral behavior .
Krebs (1967) administered moral judgment interviews and
a battery of four Hartshorne and May experimental tests of
cheating to 1 20 junior high school students .

He found that 73%

of the preconventional subjects cheated on one or more of the
tests, that 66% of the conventional subjects cheated , wh il e
only 20% of the principled subjects cheated.

A s imilar study

was conducted by Brm..rn , Feldman and Schwartz ( 1969) on 35
coll ege students

who reasoned at a conventional or principled

level of moral judgment .

As in th e Krebs study, one -half

of the conventional subjects cheated whi l e only 15% of
the principled subjects cheated .
Haan, Smith and Bl ock ( 1 968) administered moral judgment
interviews to _?00 Univ.e rs-ity "c:i:f C-alif6"rnia-, -·-Berk_eley students-and questioned them about th eir attitudes regarding political
civil disobedience .

Eighty percent of the students at a stage

6 l evel of moral reasoning stated they \vould participate in a
campus sit - in in the name of freedom of speech .

Fifty percent

of the students at stage 5 would participate , whi l e only
10% of the students at stages 3 and 4 would sit in .

Dandee

(1976) asked subjects to r esol ve dilemmas invo l v ing the cases
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of \.Jatergate and My Lai.

The finding was that subjects at

high er stages of moral devel opment made choices that wer e more
consis t ent with human rights and less likely to make choi ces
that ma inta ined convention or institutions .
Davidson's ( 1 976) study of 173 children

ages 7 to 13 ,

indicated a s trong relationship between prejudice and moral
development.

Childr en \vere asked to play a board game that

required comments about minority childre n .

Childr en a t higher

stages of moral reasoning made less n egati ve statements .
The relationship between moral judgment and cert a in aspects
of c lassroom behavior was studied in e motionally di sturbed
children by Rosenberg (1976) .

Kohlberg's moral dilemmas , al on g

with teacher ratings were used .

S i gnificant correl ation s

occurred between moral judgment and six c lassroom variables :
persistence , honesty , court esy, generos ity , cooperat i on , . and
d i srespect/defian ce .

The hypothesis tha t mor al judgment and

mora l behavior are related was a lso tested by Harris, Mus sen
and Ruthe rford (1976) on 33 f ifth grade boys .

Results of

Kohlberg 's test of moral j udgment were compared to int e l ligence ,
condu ct as seen by peers, and r es ponses to honesty t as ks .
Matur i ty of moral judgment correlat ed with a ll the above
variab l es .

In a study by Krebs and Rosenwald (1 977) subjects

were solicited for a psycholog i cal experiment through
newspaper advertisement.

Al l were asked to take home the

short fo rm of Koh l berg ' s test of moral development.

The

r esults indicat ed t h at ther e \vas a consistent increase in th e
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proportion of subjects who re turned th e ir survey on time at
each s t age of moral development .

Finally, a study by

Jurkov i c , Gregory and Prentice ( 1 97 7) on moral and cognitive
development of 36 psychopathic , juvenile delinquent males ,
and a matched non-d e l inquent control group indicates that the
psychopathic delinquents \vere more immature in

th ~i_r_

-

l ev_e l _of ____

moral development than the control gr oup .

A Cognitive-Developmental Approach
· to Moral Educat i on
A d irect application of Kohlberg ' s work in th e area of mora l
growth has beenmade in the f i e ld of moral education . In recent years
•

+

-

-

.s.everal affe_c tiv_e _ or values education

-

p~og:r:?-.1!:~ ,

based on a

cognitive - developmental appr oach , h ave been developed for use
in soc ial studi es and l anguage arts curriculum, and s~rv-e-·as the
th eoret ica l base for several gu id anc e programs (Beyer, 1 976 ;
Galbra ith

& Jones, 1975, 1 976 , 1977 ; Kohlberg & Selman , 1976 ;

Lickona, 1977 ; Lockwood , 1972 ; Paolitto , 1975 ; Sullivan & Beck ,
1975 ; Wasserman , 1976) .

The rati onal e for cognitive -devel opmental

programs i s discussed in t erms of three fundament a l id eas :
a) s tructural or ganizat ion , b) developmental sequence , and
c) inter action ism (Rest , 1974) .

Str uctural Organi zation
Wh at st imulus is att ended to and how r e sponses ar e
organi zed i n t erms of catagories and concepts ; how cognitive
process es are used to problem sol ve , to formulate plans and
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makes decisions, are of vital importance in applying the
cognitive:
--- ---- --. - -- ~ - - ~---- -

developmental approach to educat ion .

By making the person's

cognitive structure the focus of values education, the
educational aims of the cognitive-developmental aproach then
differ

from other approaches.

Whereas other affective

education approaches emphasize the socialization of societal
values and norms, the cognitive-developmental approach
emphasizes problem-solving and decision-making processes
(Durkheim, 1~25; Kohlberg, 1968 ; Kohlberg &

Turiel , 1971) .

The cognitive - developmental approach differs from a
behavioral approach to moral learning in that cognitive developmental goals are concerned \vith developing internalized
conceptual frame\vorks and problem-solving strategies as compared
to increasing external , v isible behavioral objectives
(Rest, 1974) .

Unlike Raths , Harmin and Simon ' s (1966)

approach that basically emphas i zes the clarification of one ' s
value syst em, the cognitive-deve lopmentalist views certain
problem -solv ing strategies as mor e effective and , therefore ,
more adequate than others .

Developmental Sequence
As described earl i er , Kohl berg's theory vie\vS moral g rowth
as the child ' s cognitive structures proceeding through a step\vise
sequence of stages, e ach stage being more e l aborate and complex .
Lower stages are seen as prerequisites to high er stages,
hi gher stages dealing more effect ive l y with a wider range
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-

of social problems (Kohlberg , 1973 , 1978 ; Kohlberg & Turiel ,

1971) .
Unlike the values clarification approach to affective
ed ucation , the cognitive-developmental approach not only seeks
clarification o f existing views but encourages growth step
by step through the stages (Rest, 1974) .

A basic goa l for

teachers is not only to prevent fixation at lower stages, but
to encourage growth to the highest level possible a lthough not
all people reach a stage 6 l evel of moral reasoning (Kohlberg ,

1971 , 1973 , 1975 ; Kohlberg & Turiel , 1971 ; Rest , 1974) .
There appear to be certain periods in moral deve l opment
where transition from one stage to another seem optimal.

The

-_ first--.i~~ !:t;e_p_re-~doie~c_eni_ P~iipd_- (ren.-~·t:c;·-·thir_~~en) .
This coincides with the period when transition from the
pre - conventional to the conventional period commonly occurs.
The second period occurs in late adolescence (fifteen to
ninteen) according to Adelson ( 1976) ; Kohlberg and Krammer

(1969) .
The research seems to indicat e that children who don ' t
reach some stage 3 or 4 thinking by age 13 , or fail to begin
using some principled think i ng by the end of high school , do
not a ttain principled thinking in adulthood (Kohlberg & Turiel ,

1971) . Kohlberg and Krammer (1969) found that there was no
further incr ease in moral maturity after age 25, and that
high school scores on moral judgment were highl y predictive of
adult scores on moral maturity .
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The goal then is not to teach a fixed set of rules , but
rather to aid the child to t ake the next s t ep up in a direct i on
whi ch he is a lready tend ing (Kohlberg, 1971) .

Having know l edge

of devel opmen t al sequen ce a ll ows a teacher the opportunity to
match the l evel of moral thinking wi th appro pria t e curriculum
and strategies .

Ac c ording to Kohlberg and Turiel (1971)

conventi onal moral education has had littl e effect on chil dr en ' s
moral judgment s because it does nor acknowledge the proble m
of "developmenta l mat ch" .

One such misma tch occurs when

t each ers concentr a t e on trivial classroom r outines , thus
mora liz i n g issue s tha t have no moral meaning outside of the
c l assro om (Kohlberg , 1966) .

Another form of mismatching

was

pointed out in s tud i e s by Rest (196 9 ) ; Res t , Turi el and Kohlber g
(1969); Se lman ( 19 71 ) in which children were presented reasoni ng
mor e t han on e s tage above their present stage of reasoning .
Results from these studi es indicated an inabil ity to comprehend
moral r eas oning more than on e l evel above their mvn .

I nt eracti onism
The third f und amental id ea involv e s th e way in which changes
- - ·-- -- ..
- --- . - ·· . - --·
in th e _moral th i nki!}g of !:h e child_ __t akes plac~ . As expl ained
~

earli er , cognit i ve - developmentali sts see mental structures
expand as th e chi ld a tt empts to seek a nd discern mor e ef f ective
\vays to cope \vith pers onal - soc i a l problems , in other words ,
how the child inter acts \vith h i s environment .
Cl assroom d i scussion has been shown to be an e f fe ct i ve means
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for bring ing about moral growth (Berkowitz , 1980 ; Blatt &
Kohlberg , 1973) .
__ is__ f_o:(

The educat i onal implications of interactionism
o.f _t_b_e__" S.ocr.atic __ metho_cl "__o:c Brune.~ 1 s ''_qi~_~ o-~e~y

J:n~-- u_s_~

l e arning approach" to classroom discuss ion .
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The Rol e of th e Teacher
Kohlberg (1966, 197 1, 1973, 1975 , 1978) claims that
moral principl es cannot be taught directly .

Change is brought

·a bout by the child ' s active reorganizat i on of his experi ences ,
and as a r esult of resolving conflicts (Kohlberg & Turi el , 197 1) .
The responsibi lity of the t each er i s to he l p children focus on
conflicts that they may be exp eri enc i n g , und ers tand t he
reasoning they use in solving con f licts , c lari fy inconsistencies
and inadequaci es in the ir present \vay of thinking , and fin a lly,
to h e lp them discover means for resolving th ese inadequac i es .
Conflict , wh e ther genuine or hypothetical , is essenti al
for chan ge to occur .

Affective education programs , us i ng a

Kohl berg i an base , have focused on t echniqu es and strategies
\-vhereby hypothetical moral d ilemmas can be i ntroduced into
c l assroom discussion .
Situa tiOnS Stre-SS eS :

Th e role of t h e teacher in these

II a) --knowl edge

Of the Child IS Stage Of

functioning, b) arousal among children of moral conflict and
d i sagreement about pro ble mat i c s i tuations , and c) the presentation
of modes of th ought above the child ' s ow n" (Kohl ber g & Turiel ,

1 9 71

1

P o 4 54 )

o

The first series of stud i e s t o t est the effects of
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classroom d i scussi on on moral d evelopment wer e reported by Blatt
and

Koh lbe r g (1974).

Th e bas i c des i gn

~as

t o expose

students to hypothet i cal moral dilemmas, make s t udents mvare
of differ i ng points of view , expose s tud ent s to reasoning one
stage above their own , and to discuss these points of vi ew in
an

-~tempt _

to bring

T~.e::~v e ~tudent~ ,

~bout

change _in lower stage children.

_ages 11 ~md. 12, _?ts~u1?sed and a r gued moral

dilemmas taken from Kohlberg • s Moral Intervie\.J.

Since the

student s fun ctioned a t different stages of moral reasoni ng ,
the teacher attempt ed t o pr esent reasoning one stage above that
of the majority of students .

All s tud ents were pre - and post -

t ested t o determi ne their s t age of moral r easoning .

At the

end of four months , sev en student s showed growth of at l east
one stage , whereas only one student in the control group
d emonstrate d growth of one s t age .
Selman and Le iterman (1975) evaluated t h e effects of a
group discussion approach to moral edu cation .

Subjects were

68 second grad e ch ildren, half f r om mi ddle and hal f from l m,rer
soci oeconomic s t atu s school d i stricts .

Fi lmstrips were used to

present moral dilemmas after which t eachers encouraged d i scuss i on
and

deba~e

among the children .

Result s i ndicated that

ch i ldren

in the exp erimental groups showed a hi gher l evel of usage of the
concept of moral intent ionality on post - and follow -up testing
than did th e control group .
Kohlberg and Selman (19 76) worked with Gu i dance Associates
to deve l op a series of filmstrips for use ,,1ith e l ementary and
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junior high aged student s .

Based on a cognitive -developmental

approach t o moral reasoning, each f ilms trip presents a
hypothet i cal moral dilemma in an att empt t o arouse conflict
in the thinking of the students.

Teachers' gu i des outline

several

class discussion .

strateg~es

to facilitate

?pecific

questions wer e d eveloped for each filmstrip to encourage
thinking not only about what one should do to resolve t he
di l emmas , but why .

The ro l e of the teacher is t o creat e

conditions for good discuss i on of the dilemmas .

Four major

steps are outlined for t each ers t o encourage classroom
d i scuss i on .

They are teacher preparat i on, or ganization of

discussions, conducting c lass discussion, and concl uding
act i vities .
In addition to the f ilmstri ps and t eachers ' guides,
mater i a l s and an outline for teacher training workshops in the
cogniti ve -devel opment a l approach to affect i ve education are
inc luded .

The e l ementary level prog r am i s ent itl ed First Things :

Val ues , Social Development , You and Othe rs .

The junior high

grade l evel program is ent i t l ed Re l ationsh i ps and Val ues : -What
Really Matters?

The junior high program served as the

values education curri cul um progr am for th i s s t udy .

Th e

rationale wi ll be presented in chapter 3 .
Lock\vood (1972) \vrote a booklet using actual historical
di l emmas (e . g . , th e pl ot to ass as inat e Hitl er, Lt . Call ey and
My Lai )
program .

to be included as part of a to t a l social stud i es
Historical , sociol ogical , and l egal background is
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provided for each moral dil e mma to enr ich classroom discussion .
Li ckon a (1977) devel oped varLous methods, utilizing the
cogni t i ve - deve lopme nta l approach , th at t each ers may use to
he l p students r e solve real-life con f lict s .

Emph as i s i s placed

on how to handle authority , rul es and disc ipline , and thus,
affecting the mora l g rowth of children .
Research in values educat ion has been carri ed out for
studen ts in th e e l e me ntary and secondar y public schoo l sys t e m
of Ontar io, Canada (B eck ,1 9 77; Beck, Sullivan
Sull ivan

& Tay lor, 197 2 ;

& Beck , 1975; Sulliv an & Taylor , 1 975) .

A course of

stud i es that utilizes a dev e lopmental approach , top i cs a nd
strateg i e s tha t

faci lita t e increased mor a l reasoning , a nd

t eacher ins e rvice have resulted

fro m this r esear ch .

Beck

(1 977) stat e s f our points that must b e consid ered wh e n
int egrating values educati on into the school curr i c ulum .
value issues must be dea l t with a s opportunities ar is e .

First ,
Second,

spec i f i c ~~it ~ on va l ues must be int egrated into existing
sch oo l subjects .

Third, courses in val ues focus e d on topics

such as politics, econ omi cs , l aw , health, e t c ., should b e
conduct ed .

Finally , the

c l assroom a nd scho o l should re f l ect

a n a tmo spher e wh ere values deve l opment can be fac ilitated .
Galbraith and Jones (1975, 1 9 76 , 19 77) conducted
research on the applicati on of Koh l berg ' s theories of mora l
deve l opment to the area of soc i al studies curriculum.

Over

a thr ee year per i od , the aut hors wrot e a nd t ested n ew
curriculum materia ls, devised teaching strategi es , a nd d evel oped
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teacher preparation programs .

A portion of their work \vas

inc luded as part of the inservice for t each ers part i cipating
in this study .
Galbraith and Jones identified four st eps in a teaching
process for leading an effective discussion of a moral dilemma .
They ar e a s follows:
1)

Confront . The teacher introduces a moral dilemma , and
helps the class to identify the basic issues
surrounding the moral problem .

2)

State . The t eacher th en encourages students to take
a position on th e dilemma . This may be done by
requesting that the students write dmvn what they
bel i eve t he characters in the d il emma should do to
resolve the situation . The teacher may ask for a
show of hands to emphasize differences of opinion .

3)

Test . Th i s step is the most i mportant in that it allows
stud ents in small groups to analyze th e ir own r easoning
as well as th e r eason i ng of oth ers .

4)

Reflect . S t ud ents are brought together to summar iz e
important i ss u e s t hat may h ave evol ved from t he small
gr oup discussion . Students are encouraged to reflect
on the rationale behind a l t ernat i ve responses . The
g oal is not to help students arrive at a specific
response to a moral s ituation, but rather to "l eave
th e classroom still wond ering a bout the best response
to a difficult moral problem" (p . 22 ) .

Beyer (1976 ) using a Kohlberg ian framework , deve loped
a li s t of goals for moral discussions .

These goals wer e

d i scussed during teach er - counsel or inservice .

They are as

fo llows : a) improving l earning skills , b) inceas i ng self esteem, c) improv ing att itudes toward school , d) understanding
key con cept , e) f ac ilita ting stage change.
Along \vith id entify ing goals , Beyer d evel ope d a clear
strat egy for guiding c las sroom discussions .
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First , it is

essential to present a hy pothetical moral dilemma.

Second ,

class discussion is held in an attempt to identify variou s
courses of action.

Third , the class is broken down into

smal l groups to discuss th e rationa le behind each recommendation .
Fourth , a general class discussion is held to review the
alternatives and their rationale ! ·__a~9 l_~st~Y .! __ ~-~ bring closure to
the dilemma based on sound reasoning.
Discussion of moral conflicts, hypothetical or genuine ,
is again only one of several possibilities for promoting moral
growth.

Kohlberg (1973, 1975, 1978) ; Kohlberg

& Turiel (1971);

Wasserman (197 6) have discussed the importance of the "total
moral atmosphere" of the school in context of role-taking
opportunities and concepts of justice , as other possibilities
for encourag ing moral l earning .

Koh l berg (197 8) described

two f actor s that limit the developmental process .
i s the cognitive capacity of the individual.

The first

The second has to

do \vith the nature of th e chi ld' s social experi enc e .

To th e

extent that social experi enc e is perfectly consqnant with the
child's stage of reasoning , no confl i ct or d i sequili brium of
development \vi ll occur (Kohlber g , 1958 , 1978) .
Soc i a l i nst i tut i ons , such as the schoo l s , have an effect on
the child' s moral development and social-personal experience .
Depending on it s concepts of justice , schools may foster or
f i xate moral g rowth (Kohlberg ,1 978).

Koh l ber g states :

Educ at ion for just i ce , then r equires making schools more
just , a nd encouraging students to take an active role in
making the school more jus t. The first emphasi zes the
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the importance of participation and role-taking
opportuni.ties. The second involv es the " moral
atmosphere" of the school (1 971 , p. 83).
A few programs have been developed which
development from this v i e\vpoint.

~J2P:!='Oach

moral

Wasserman ( 1976) ; Zalaznich

(1980) described the implementation of Kohlberg ' s theories in
an alternative high school program in Cambrid ge, Massachuset t s .
The purpose of this program was to incorporate Kohlberg ' s
concept of a "just community school".

This approach combined

soc ial studies and English curriculum with a program of. : m_or:-al
discussion , and a student govenrm ent structure based on a
participatory democracy .

Students were selected by l ottery

to reflect the neighborhood , age , sex and race of the larger
school population .

Seven teachers and one counselor vo lunteered

for the program and were put through rigorous inserv i ce training .
The basis for this program was the idea that if
" participatory democracy" is seen as the central educational
goal, th en frequent opportunities for "rol e -taking" become
available to students .

Role -taking opportunities , as discussed

earli er , is essent ial for moral development .

Group discussion ,

at various levels , was conducted frequently in an attempt to
resolve various sort

of conflicts rang ing from drug use to theft .

Specific steps were ahvays used : a} (!iscuss·i -on of the ·m~.raT - corifllct ·
b) the use of ro l e -play i ng in an attempt to expand poi nts of
vie,v , c) emphasis on justice , d) exposure to higher stages of
thinking , e) ac tive participat i on in group decision maki ng .
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A Cognitive -D evel opmental Approach
to School Mental Health
The applic ation of cognitive-developmental theory to
counselors in the f i elds of educat ion and community mental
h ealth has been given much l ess attention , but recently ,
human development studies have begun to appear (Banning,
Bernier & Rustad , 1977 ; Collins, 1977 ; Coon ey , 1977 : Kaiser ,
1974; Kuriloff & Rinder , 1975 ; Spr inthall, 1974 , 1977).
Two concepts , in particular, have had great appea l and
potential for school and community counselors (Dinges, Yazzie &
Tollefson , 1974 ; Collins, 1977) .

First, the stage theory of

moral devel opment suggests a possible diagnostic-prognostic
framework for counselors to use with students and clients.
Second , the concept of "cognitive conflict" infers appropriat e
strategies on th e part of the counselor, namely , to encourage
and s timu lat e thinking to the next highest stage of moral
reasoning .
A developmental model of soc i a l-cognitive development,
concerned primarily with soc ial reasoning and judgment , was
presented by Selman ( 1976) .

See Append i x A.

The basic

assumption of Selman's theory is that it closel y parallels
Piaget ' s stages for intellectual growth and Kohlberg ' s theory
of moral reasoning .

Selman , th erefore , assumed that social

reasoning also develops through an invariant sequence
of stages ,

~~d

that each stage i s a oore adequate restructuring

of ideas from the prior stage .
Several implications for counseling intervention were
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made by Selman (1977) .

First , although a child may be reasoning

successfully at a certain stage about particular social tasks ,
the child may· not nece-ssarily be able to reason··a:s-· succes~i fully in. --- .
---------------- ---- ------------ ----------·- -·--- - - - - - - - . -----other simil ar social tasks . Second , unlike Koh l bergian theory

- ·-- -·-- ------------· -----

that views the only successful intervention as movement
through th e stages (vert ical growth), Selman ( 1977) c l aims that
children need not necessarily move to the next higher stage
in order to show the effects of intervention .

Rather ,

successful intervention may be seen as effective reasoning
over a broad spect rum of social tasks at a g iven stage
(horizontal growth).

Cooney ( 1977) also challenged the idea

of stage change (vertical growth) as being the only goal for
counselor intervention .

Rather, Cooney supported the id ea that

goals for intervention should concern themselves with helping
students/clients develop the kind of soc ial -cognitive skills
that can have broad social application in context of their
particular stage .

Th i rd, although the cognitive , social and

moral domains may function independently of one another ,
gr owth in one domain may also mean growth in the others .
Selman further hypothesized that it may be eas ier to stimulate
change by intervening in real-life social dilemmas as compared
to stimulating growth by hypoth etical or theoretical means .
It is particularly appropriate that the moral development
of children in educational settings be the r esponsibility
of school counselors and guidanc e programs (Belkin , 1975 ;
Dinkmeyer , 1968 ; Kohlberg , 1975b ; Kohlberg & Meyers , 1972 ;
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Shertzer & Stone, 1971).
In the l ast several years the focus of pupil personnel
programs has centered on the diagnostic evaluation and
remediation of a few children with exceptional needs (Aubrey ,
1975 ; Dinkmeyer & Cald\vell , 1970) .

From a guidance standpoint

emphasis has been placed on crisis intervention with little
regard for the total psychological and human development
of th e child (Blocher , 1974 ; Collingham , 1 973) .
Alschuler

Ivey and

( 1973) state that " traditional practices do nothing

to cure the pathogenic institutions that cause ' mental illiness'
and create major ob_~(a?1_~~ -_to normal development" (p . 59 1 ).
Sprinthall ( 1977) suggests that th e emphas is of intervention
in th e schools needs to shift from its crisis and treatment
ori entation to one that also includes prevention .

Sprinthall

and Blocher (1974) argue for better teacher pr eparat i on in the
area of psychological training (e . g ., affective education ,
human relations , group dynamics , e tc . ) .
In an attempt to deal effectively with the concept of
total psychological education , several authors have presented
a rationale and framework for school guidanc e and counseling
based on developmental approaches (Aubrey, 1975 ; Blocher , 1960;
Blocher & Shaffer ,

973 ; Dinkmeyer & Caldwell , 1970; Koh lberg ,

1975b; Peters & Farwell, 19 67 ; Tuma, 1974) .
Developmental guidance may be seen as the organized effort
of the school to personalize and humanize the educational
process for a ll students (Dinkrneyer& Cald\vell , 1970) .
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Unlike other approaches to school counseling that emphasize
a therapeutic model , developmenta l guidance is growth oriented .
Ivey and Alshu l er (1973) advocate a new defini tion for the
school couns e lor as that of "the psychological educat or wh o
actively intervenes in th e life of institutions and teaches
h eal thy ski lls to others " (p . S9 2) .

Ivey (1 969) ; Ivey and

Rollins (1972) defi ne the goal of psychological educat i on as
increas ing students ' abilities t o devel op numerous a lternatives
for ach i eving their particular goals and a i ms .
Aubrey (1975)

~dequately

described the basic charart erist ic s

of a ps ycho l ogical educat ion program .

First , psychol ogi cal

edu cat ion invo l ves all students in th e school community using
teaching as the basic ac tivity to promote and identifiable
body of social and ps ychol og ical ski l ls and knowl edge .

Second,

gr eat emphasis is plac e on the improvement of curricu lum as a
means for improv ing th e existing s'Lr ehgt_h_s __ and weaknesses
of th e s t udent .

Thirdly , psychological education· is based on

sound empirical knowledge of developmental psychology .

Lastly ,

counseling int ervent i on is seen onl y as a mi nor facet to a
total psychological education program .

Morri ll , Oetting and Husrt

(1 974) a lso developed a descriptive model of

a t -otai ·-guict"anc~/

psychological education program in an att empt
t o dea l with the human needs of children .

Seen a s a thr ee

d imensi onal cube , th e facets include : a) the pur pose of
inter vention (remediation , prevention and development) ,
b) t h e target of int erv enti on ( ind i v iduals , gr oups and
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institutions ) , c) the method of intervention (direct service ,
consultation , media) .

Dinkmeyer states :

Developmental counseling , wh ich can be constrasted \vith
adjustment or crisis counseling , is not ahvays problemoriented in terms of assuming that the child has some
difficult problem . Instead , the goals are the devel opment
of self - inderstanding , awareness of one's pot entialities ,
~nd metho9s of utilizing one ' s capacity.
Development al
_ -~ouns~li_n_g truly focuses on hel ping . the indiv idual knm.;r ,
understand , and accept himself. This type of counseling ,
then , becomes personalized learning , not individualized
teaching . The chil d learns not only to understand
himself but to become ultimately responsible for h i s
choices and actions (1966 , p . 264) .
Several attempts to develop psycholog ical education
programs for elementary , high school and college students,
aimed at promot i ng human growth , have been repor t ed (Bernier &
Rustad ,1 977 ; Cognetta , 1974 ; Erickson , 1 977 ; Mosher & Sprinthall ,
1970 , 1971; \llidick , 1977 ; Wi dick , Knefelkamp & Parker , 1975 ) .
The "De liberate Psychological Education" program incorporat es
several cognitive -developmental ideas into a high school
guidance program .

This program is designed to promote personal

growth through the use of a combined practicum experience
·and a semi nar that - exami nes the practicum experience .
meet four times a week for one semester .

Students

The first several

c lasse s are spent discussing counseling and group lead ership
techniques , communication ski l ls , and role - playing strategies .
Students then volunteer for such experiences as peer counseling ,
tut or ing , and community service projects .

Class time is then

taken up discussing their personal experiences (Cognetta , 19/7 ;
Erfcks-ori

I

r977;

Mos~er -&

_S printhall, -) 970 , -197 1 )~- - - -Res~ -- (1977)

- made-pos-itive comments - about the "Deliber ate Psycho"logicai
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~d_l.!_~~~-~or(_ _p~ogram f<?! ~)le fol l o~~~l?- reasol!_s: a) the rationale

__f_:o_r the pr og~~~- i s_ -~_s>o~~d __i l! _ p~zc:!lo_l <?_g i cal t~~~ry___ a~d___ r~:S ~_aE ~_h ,___b)
. -· the
aim Of the program iS to·· rriaxfriiize~
tive -grO\-Jth
1
------ -·- ·- - -- ---·-- --------COgni
-· .. ----c) - --the -----·. _______ 2_r ~&r ~I_!I in_c~rporat ed eval uation r e s e arch, and d ) results of the
.

--- --- -

~xperim ~!ltal _ gr oups

-~ ----

.

show signif i cant gr owth after int ervention.

Bernier and Rustad (1977); Rus t ad and Rogers ( 1975) r e port
s i gnifi cant gains i n th e moral reasoning of student s \vho
participated in a counselor int er vention program based on
cognitiv e -d evel opmental conce pts .

High sch ool j uni ors and seni ors

participated in a class entitl e d th e " Ps ychology of Counseling ".
The c l ass met thr ee h ours a weelc__f _<?r .· a_ three _month .2_eriod.

-

Tl)_e

curriculum of the class cons i sted of learning commun i cat i on and
counseling skil l s, participation in peer- counseling activiti es ,
and finally sh ar ing persona l experi enc es with other memb ers of the
class in a attempt to enhanc e th e ir own ps ycholog i cal growth .
Erickson ( 1975 , 1977 ) reports s i gni f icant movement in the moral
and ego development of 23 fema l e , high school students as
measured by Kohl berg ' s Mor a l Maturity Scal e and the Loev inger Wessler Ego Matur ity Instrument .

The students partic ipa t ed in

a cognitive - development a l curriculum program wh i ch fo cus ed
on soci al i ssues r e l ated t o the woman's movement .

Data f rom

a one year fo llow-up s t udy supported th e s t age growth.

A Cogni tive -Development al Approach
in Non-Educati onal Settings
Several research projects attempt ing to apply Kohlberg ' s
cognitive - deve l opment a l approach in prison settings have been
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reported (Kohlber g , Kauflan , Scharf & Hi ck ey , 1973; Kohlberg ,
Scharf & Hick ey , 19 72; Scharf, 19 76 , 1977).
One such pro ject studied whether th e jus t ice structure
of the prison could be conceptualized in t erms of moral
stages , and secondly , did inmat es agree in their perceptions
of justice practices and mora l obligations within the prison
setting a s being the same moral stage, regardless of the
inmat es ' own s tage of moral dev e lopment (Kohlberg , Scharf &
Hickey , 1.9 72) .
Us ing a men's prison in Cheshire , Conn ec ticut , the authors
interviewed inmat es and observed the prison ' s justice system in
terms of four a reas : a) its syotem of civil rights, b ) socia l
roles in rel ationship to status and power , c) rewards , a nd
d) punishment .

Discussion was held using real-life prison

dilemmas , instead of hypothetical d il emmas .

They con cluded ,

first , that th e justice system of th e prison could be
conceptualized in con text of moral stages .

Second, r egardl e ss

of their own l evel of moral thinking , pris oners v i ewed th e
prison system ' s justice practices lower th an t heir own , e ith er
being govern ed by a power and obed i ence morality (stage 1)
or an i ns t rumental exchan ge morali ty (stage 2) .

Hence

prison justice prov ide s little motivat i on for moral thinking .
Using the above conc l us ions , the auth ors worked \vith guards
and inmates at Ni antic Pris on for Women in an attempt to create
a "just community " concept as described by Wasserman (1 976) .
A contract \vas decided on , gi ving both i nmates and gu ards equal
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votes regarding rules and regul ations .

Conflicts were resolved

through group discussion and democratic vote .
opportunities \vere increased .

Rol e - taking

Results indicated that

advances in the moral thinking of inmates had taken place ,
although long range effects on behavior coul d not be measured
(Scharf , 1976 , 1977).
Stanley (1976 , 1977) using Kohlberg ' s theory, developed
an intervention program to help parents and adolescents
establish democratic methods of resolving conflicts and
establishing rules .

The program consists of four phases :

a) teaching of communi cation skills that facilitate conflict
resolution , b) the family meeting as developed by Dreikurs ,
c) a democratic approach to conflict resolution based on
Parent Effectiveness Training , and d) a discussion of
differences in values and of moral dilemmas involving family
members .

Follow - up data indicat ed a significant increase

in moral reasoning of participating adolescents .

The program

was also effective in t eaching families ways to deal with
confli ct .
Working from a developmental model Dinges , Yazzie ,
and Tollefs on (1974) id entifi ed " transcultural" developmental
tasks to enhance the mental health of isol ated Navajo families .
A developmental approach had several advantages that were helpful
in designing a preventative intervention program .

First , it

c l arifi ed specific goa l s for effective intervention .

By

establishing objectives/goals , strategies were developed which
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took into consideration the un iqueness of a specific family
un it.

As a result , outcome could then be evaluat ed and more

effective intervention could be developed .

Most importantly,

however , the developmental framework l ed to a defin ition of
family mental health that had .cross-cultural appli cation
to Navajo families.
Kohlberg and Elfe~be~~

(1975 , 1978) applied developmental

theori es t o the study of attitudes regarding capital punishment
in 105 college-aged students .

See Appendix A.

They concluded

that support for capital punishment radically d.e-~l:Lnes as peopl~ __
progress through moral stages.

To the question , "Is it

ever right to g ive capital punishment?" , the percentage of
negative responses is as fo l lows : preconventional level subjects
11 %, conventional l evel subjects 31%, post - conventional level
subjects 100% .
The relationship of creativity and moral reasoning was
explored in 146 college students.

The Wallach and .Kogan

Creat i v ity Test was used to measure creativity.

Four Kohlberg

moral dilenunas were administered in \.vritten form to determine
levels of moral reasoning.

The findings showed creativity to

be related to l evels of moral reasoning (Doherty & Corsini , 1976).
Brown (1976) studied several relationships bet\.veen
Kohlberg ' s three l evels of moral judgment and selected
scales on the Mt-'lPI .

Brmvn hypothesized that conventional

level subjects would score highest on the K scale because of
their need to conform or "fake good " .
this hypothesis .
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The results substantiated

Sex Differenc es
Results of stud i es comparing male - femal e differenc e s in
their respons e to moral devel opment have been mixed , th erefore ,
requiring more research.

Turie l (1976) concluded no differences

exi s t ed bet ween ma l es and females in a study of th e re l ationsh i p
between knowledge of cul tural value s and mora l deve l opment.
Yamagishi ( 1976) in a tt empting t o validate Koh lber g ' s th eory
and methodology i n Japan, found n o statistical l y significant
sexual differences among 75 Ss .

Meyer ( 1977 ) focused on the

d ifferences of the s ex-ro l e identifica tion in coll ege students
wi t h regard to moral development .

He also conclud ed that sex

was not an i nf l uence in mor a l growth .
Result s of other studie s (Haan , Smith & Block , 1968 ;
Holst e in, 1969) indicat e that a s i gni f i cantly larger percent age
of boys go fr om the conventional to the post-convention a l
l evel of moral r easoning in adu lthood .

Th i s l ed Koh l berg

and Krammer ( 1969) to conclude that:
while g irl s are mov i ng fro m high school or co llege to
motherhood , sizabl e proportions of them ar e remaining a t
stage 3 , while their ma l e age mat es are dropp ing Stag e 3
in favor of the stages above it . Stage 3 personal
con cordan ce moral ity i s a func tional morality for
housewives and moth e rs; it is not for busin es smen
and professionals (p . 198) .
Comparing sex differences and p ersona l ity vari a bl es in the
moral r easoning of young adu l ts using the Rott er I -E Scal e ,
California Person a lity Inventory and

Kohlberg ' ~

Moral

Judgment Scal e , Schnur er (1976) a l so found the r easoning
of young women to be more pragmatic , st er eotyped and immature ,
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while the reasoning of men vigorous , autonomous and ind ependent.
Thus , mal e reasoning was favored over female reason ing .

However ,

in an attempt to replicate Kohl berg ' s f indings \vith 30 Brazilian
chil dren , aged 10 , 1 2, and 16 , Biaggio (1976) found gender
differences to be s i gn i ficant with g irls having higher moral
maturity scores than boys .
Critic i sms of the CognitiveDevel opmental Approach
Kurtines and Greif ( 1974) in a r ev i ew of t he research
supporting Kohlberg ' s theory of moral deve l opment , concluded that
the evidence does not clearly support several basic assumpt i ons
of th e developmental model, name ly , th e identification of the
6 stages of moral reasoning , the invariant s equencing of these
stages , and the structural reorganization of each stage .

Fi rst ,

th e only sourc e used to derive th e 6 stages was Kohlberg ' s ( 1958)
doctoral diss e rtat i on .

Th e one method used to ass ess an

indi v idual ' s stage of moral development has been t he Moral
Judgment Scal e developed by Kohlberg.

Howev er , questions have

been raised \vi th r egard to the standardi zat i on of both
admin i strati on and scoring (Kurtines & Grief, 1974 ) .

Lastly,

support (Kohlber g , 1967 , 1968c ; Rest , Turiel & Kohlberg , 1969 ;
Turiel , 1966) for the claim that stages progress thr ough a
stepwise progression and that each stage is a total reorganization
of the previous stage has been ques t i one d in studies by Hogan
( 1970) ; Holstein ( 1972) ; Phillips and Ke lly ( 1975) ; Trainer
(1977) ; Wil l i ams and Wil l iamsC197 0) ·

Simpson chal l enged the

cross-cultural un iver sality of Kohlberg ' s stage theory on the
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grounds th at exi s ting data was ethnocentric and culturally
biased (1974) .
From a philosophical v i e\.Ypo int Pet ers ( 197 5) expressed
criticism of Kohlberg's writings on several accounts: a)
because of his emphasi s on th e v irtue of j ustic e as th e only
form o f morality , and b) because of a gen eral l ack of concern for
th e affective side of morality (e . g ., gu ilt , remorse ) .
Fraenkal (1976) expre ssed s everal concerns regarding the
popularity of Kohlberg and his th eory of mor al development.
Having r evi ewed the existing literatur e on moral stages ,
Fraenkal also concluded that ther e exists

insuffici ent

ev idence to substantiate the universality of Kohlberg ' s Stages.
Fraenkal furth er challenged the idea of "invariant sequencing" .
This c l aim was a l so support ed , in part, by Simpson (1974)
\.Yho pointed out that r esearch supporting "invariant sequencing"
only substantiates movement from stage 2 through stage 4 .
Frae~kal

was also c ritical of what he calls Koh lberg ' s

"unrealistic demands" on the classroom t eacher vvhen engag.ed
in moral discuss i on.

Lastly , Fraenl<:al

vie~vs

Koh l berg ' s

emph as is on the import anc e of presenting reason ing one leve l
above that of th e student , as a serious weakness in that only
25% of the adult population a ttains stages 5 and 6 , t herefore ,
th e possibility exists that a student may be functioning at a
higher l evel of mora l reasoning than the teacher .
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Summary
Lawrence Kohlberg ' s cognitive-developmental theori es follow
closely in th e trad ition of John Dewey and Jean Piaget .
is made up of three l evels: a) the preconventional
conventional , and c) the post-conventional.

It

b) the

Each l evel consists

of t\vo distinct stages that follow an invariant s equence .
Disequilibirum is essential before growth can occur .

Koh lberg

presents strong arguments for a relationship between moral
thought and moral behavior.
Cognitive - developmental th eor y has found a place in schools
v ia social studies curriculum and "values " or "affective"
educati on .

Most of the r esearch emphasis has gon e to the

development and implementation of values education programs
based on cognitive -d evelopmental principles .

The r esolution

of genuine crisis (dise quilibrium) through counseling
intervention has receiv ed much less attention by researchers
in the field of moral dev e lopment.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN

Purpose of the Study
The general purpose of this study was to determine the
effects of various forms of intervention on the moral
development of ch ildren accord i ng to the cognitive -developmental
theory of LalvTence Koh l berg .
The study was specifically designed to compare and assess
the effectiveness of classroom and counseling interventions on
the rate of mor a l devel opment.

Second, the study measur ed

interaction effects bet ween the vari ous types of i ntervent i on
and mal e - female sex d i ffe r ences .

The t 1vo independent variables

were the type of tr eatment : a) c l assroom int ervent ion , b)
counseling i ntervention, and c) a comb i nation of both classroom
and counsel ing inter venti ons ; and mal e -femal e sex differences .
The dependent variabl e was the rat e of moral grmvth as measur ed
by pre - and posttesting ,

using James Rest ' s Defining Issues

Test (DIT) .

The Popul ation
The populat i on from which th e sample of teachers , counselors ,
and s t udents 1vas dra1vn \vas the Jefferson School District in
Daly City , San Mateo County , California .

More specifically ,

the entir e sample 1vas taken from one school , Benjamin Franklin
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Junior High School .
Daly City is l ocated just south of the City of San Francisco .
It's population is over 80 , 000 in number with a wide crosssection of various cultural and ethnic groups being represen t ed .
Approximately 68% of the population are minority ethnicity
with 22% Filipino , 18% Asian , 16% Hispanic , 8% Black, and
4% other .

Daly City has been increasing in the total minority

population for the last several years .
The socioeconomic status of Daly City ranges from low to
middle class with the average income of a family of four being
$ 19 , 750 .

Approximately 3,200 people are receiving county

welfare (Aid to Families with Dependent Children) .

Th e Sample
The sampl e consisted of 195 junior high students, 104
female subjects (53%) and 91 male subjects (47%) .

The ages

of the students ranged from 12 to 14 . · The ethnic composit i on
of Benjamin Franklin consists of approximately 63% ethni c
minori t ies : 27% Asian/Pacific Islanders , 20% Hispanic and
16% Black .

These figures bas i call y reflect the ethnicity of

Daly City in g eneral .
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Experimenters
Experimenters for this study consisted of four teachers
from the social studies department , an eighth grade guidance
counselor , and the assistant principal in charge of student
services .
Each teacher had substantial teaching experience (9 , 13 , 16
and 27 years respectively) and had taught several grade levels .
Although a ll four teachers \vere invo l ved i n administering
pre - and post -tests, only n-.ro teachers participated in the
cl assroom treatment.

However , all teachers were exposed to

the inservice workshops .
Both the guidance counselor and the assistant principal
had extensive experience in the areas of teaching and pupil
personnel services .

Since there is onl y one counselor per

grade l evel, a major function of the ass i stant principal is t o
provide add itional service in the area of gu idance .

It was

hoped that possibl e experimenter bias \vould be minimized by
the use of two professionals in the counsel ing treatment .
See Table 1.

Instrumentation
At the time of this study there existed only t\,7 0 valid
instruments for determining levels of moral reasoning and,
in turn, a rate of moral growth according to cognitive developmental th eory .

One such instrument is the Moral

Judgment Intervie\v , developed by La\vrence Kohl berg.
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It is

Table 1
Descr i ption of Professionals
Invo l ved wi th study

Position

00

Yrs . Exp .

Grade Levels
Taught

Degrees
Held

Credential s
Held

13

K, 1 , 3 , 4 , 7 , 8

B. A .
(geography)

General El ementary

27

4-8

B. A.
(Educat i on

General Elementary

16

K- 3 , 6 - 8

B.A .
(Educat ion)

General Elementary

9

7-12

B . A. ,M . A.
(Classics)

Standard Elementary

Counselor

16

K- 8

B . A. , M. A.
(Ed u cation)

Standard Elementary ,
PPS : Counseling

Assistant
Principal

8

4-8

B . A . , M. A.
(Psychology)

Standard Elementary ,
PPS : Counsel ing ,
Administrative

Teacher

'I--'

Teacher
Teacher
Te ach e r

1
2
3
4

designed to be administered by a trained interviewer on a
one - to-one basis .

An intervi e\v l asts approx i mately 30 minutes .

The instrument itself consists of three moral dilemmas \vh i ch
are read to the interviewee .
after each dilemma .
rating scal e .

Probing questions are asked

Responses are then scored using an objective

The subject ' s level of mora l reason i ng i s then

determined.
Because of the sample size used in th i s s t udy (Ss

= 195)

it was determined that the Moral Judgment Interview \vould be
impract i cal and , !=herefor e , inappropriate .

It 'vas suggested by

Dr . Kohl berg , through written communication , t hat the Defining
Issues Test developed by James Rest of the University of
Minnesota , be con sidered for use in this research.
The Defining Issues Test (Rest , 1 974b) is an objective
measure used to determi ne a person ' s l evel of moral reasoning .
Unlike Kohlber g ' s Moral Judgment Interview , the DIT is a self administered written inventory that can be given in group
settings .

The entire t e st can be eas ily completed within

60 minut es .
The DIT consists of six moral dil emmas .

After reading each

dilemma , th e subject is asked how he/she thinks the ma in
character should respond to the -d i lemma.

The subject is then

asked to rate several issues according to a f i ve point scale .
Final l y, the subject i s requested to prioritize the issues
according to their order of importance .
manually , or by computer .
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Scoring is done

Scores are reported in the following manner : estimates
of the subject ' s stage scores , a P score , and aD score .
The stage scores indicat e the amount of reasoning displayed
at each stage .
stage 5 and 6

The P score is the sum of weighted ranks given
i t~ms.

This index is interpreted as the ''relative

importance a subject g ives to principled moral reasoning when
making decisions about moral dilemmas '' (Rest , 1974b , p . 4 - 3) .
The D score, developed by Davison and Robbins (1977) ,
is based entir e ly on the ratings of moral issues rather than
ranking of issues (P score) .

Whereas the P score reflects th e

level of the subject ' s principled reasoning , the D score
r efl ects the subject ' s prefer ence for principl ed thinking over
pre-conventional and conventional reasoning .

Since the D score

incorporates responses from all stages , it has mor e appeal than
the P score as an overall measure of development , part i cularly ,
when us i ng younger subjects (Davison & Robbins, 1977) .

See

Append i x B for a copy of th e complete test .
A three story version of the DIT has been us ed on numerous
occasions to save on subject t ime .

Rest (1974b) reports

a correl at ion of . 93 between the three story and standard
six story version of the DIT .

Because of t h e age of the s ubjects

and their attention span , it was dec id ed that the shorter
version would be mor e appropriate .
The predictive and concurrent validity of the DIT in
determining moral development has been shown in numerous studies .
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Rest, Cooper , Coder , Masanz and Anderson (1974) first used the
DIT to assess the level of moral reasoning (P score) of four
group s of students: a) junior high students , b) high school
seniors , c) upper divis ion col lege s tudents, and d) graduate
students in theology and philosophy(~= 160) .

It was assumed

that each group because of age and sophistication , wou l d
reflect mora l reasoning mor e advanced than each of the preceding
groups.

Results o f P scor es substantiated this assumption

with the junior high subjects receiving a P score= 32.7 , the
high school Ss = 37.4 , col l ege Ss = 54 . 9, and the graduate
Ss = 65 .1.

A one - way anal ys i s of variance of P scores indicated

sign i ficance at the . 01 l evel .

Although not strictly a f unction

of age , the correlation of the P score to age was . 62 .
Oth e r studies , using student groups, r e port similar
findings wi th regard to the r e lationship of P scores to education
and age .

Blackman (1975) r e port ed significant age trends for

five groups of students in a Morman r e l i g i ous e ducation class .
Yussen (1976) equated four g roups of hi gh sch ool and college
students on IQ , sex , socioeconomi c status , and r ace , and found
the same age - education corr e l at i on toP scores .

The most

significant report , however, was Rest ' s (1976) s ummary of
r e s earch using th e DIT .

Data from 136 studies containing

5 , 714 subjects indicate that junior hi gh aged subjects

(n = 1,322)

consistently obtain P scores in the low 20 ' s, senior h i gh
a ged subj e cts

(n = 581) average in the low 30 ' s , undergraduates

(n = 2 , 479) score in the 40 ' s , and g raduate s t udents (n = 183)
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receive P scores in the SO ' s .
Carroll ( 1977 ) r eports r e lative l y high correl ations be t,veen
the DIT and other measures of cognitive and moral development
such as Perry ' s Int e ll ectual and Ethical Devel opment Inv entory
(£ = .45) , the Corn e ll Critical Thinki ng Test(£ = .41 ) , and
Piage t ' s Formal Operations Ta sks (£ = . 40) .
correlation (r = . 68 ) , however ,

A most significant

was found between the P score

of the DIT and Kohl berg ' s Moral Judgment Int er view (Rest , 1974).
Tes t-re t es t r e liability corr e lations have gen erally been
found in the upper .70' s and . 80 ' s (Davison & Robbins, 1978 ;
Rest , 1974b) .

Methodology
Thi s s tudy 'lvas design ed to compar e various forms o f
intervention on the moral growth of 195 junior high school
students , aged 12 through 14 .

The subjects consisted of th e

entire ei ghth grad e c l ass of Benj amin Franklin Junior Hi gh
School in Daly City , California.
All e i gh th grad e soc i al studies classes
administ er ed pre t e s ts

Cn

= 8) wer e

using the Defining Issues Test .

Four

of the c l asses wer e exposed to the c l assroom treatment ( see
section on classroom intervention ) .

Students referred to

couns e ling fro m th ese four classes became i dentified as the
subjects expos ed t o th e combination classroom - counseling
treatment .
The students in the remaining four soc i a l stud i es classes ,
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not exposed to any c l assroom tr eatment , but referred to
counseling wer e identifi ed as the subjects belong i ng to th e
counseling tr eatment group (see section on counseling
intervention) .

St udents not exposed to any treatment became

known as the control group .
The counseling and c lassroom treatments l asted a period
of t en weeks a t whi ch time post - t es ting was conducted , again ,
using th e DIT .

All teachers and counselors parti c i pated in the

ins ervic e workshops (see sect i on on inserv ice workshops) .

Cl assr oom Intervent i on
As br i efl y expl ained in th e previous chapter the val ues
educati on program , Relationships a nd Values : \-/hat Really Matt ers? ,
devel oped by Robert L . Selman and Lawr ence Koh lberg , was used
as the basis for the classroom treatment .
The reasons for this choice are as fo ll ows .

First , the

theory behind this program is a cognit i ve - d evelopmental one ,
having been authored by Kohlber g himself .

Second , the program

manuals , mater i a l s and su ggested strategi es \vere developed
spec ifica lly for use by the classroom t eacher .

After the initial

ins ervic e workshop , t eachers a r e ab l e to easily incorporate the
curri culum mat eri a l s into their daily instruct i onal program .
Third , the tot a l program it self i nc l uded a suggested format ,
mat eri a l s ( e . g ., fi l mstrips , tapes) , a nd strategies for staff
inservi ce as an intr oduction to cognitive -devel opmental
theory , and th e use of the c l assroom mat erials .
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The actual classroom program focuses on five major themes
central to the development of juni.or high aged children .

They

are the family, friendships , boy-girl rel at ionships , peer groups ,
and authority .

The themes are developed into units, each unit

taking a minimum of four 50 minut e peri.ods to present.
un it was presented over a period of two weeks .

Each

The tit l es

of the un i ts are :
1)

The Family : Rights and Responsibi liti es

2)

Friendship: Caught in the Mi ddle

3)

Girl s and Boys : Ri ghts and Rol es

4)

Who Comes First : Your or the Group?

5)

Dealing with Authority: What Shoul d You Do?

The general format for each unit is

the same : the filmstrip

presentation , small and / or l arge g roup discussion , and concluding
ac tivi t ies .

The basic intent of each unit is

to create a moral

di l e mma (d i sequilibri u m) by presenting open ended, hypot hetical
moral situat i ons through th e use of fil mstrips .
purpose of the discussion that followed is

Th e primary

not to come up wi th

so l utions , but rather , to expose students to mora l reasoning
other then their own .

Question s are provided in the teacher ' s

manuals to further discussion, not to lead to some general l y
accepted conclusions .

Summaries of the filmstrips and

d i scussion questions are provided in Appendix C.

Suggested

act iviti es such as debates , rol e - playing , games and additional
di l emmas are inc l uded to reinforce the learning process .
program Has purchased from Guidance Associates ,
Ne\v York .
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The

Plains ,

Counseling Int erv ention
In an att empt to promote moral growth through the intervention
of r eal -li fe crisis , as compared to the hypothe tical crisis
creat ed in the classroom intervention , a counseling
intervent ion was incorporat ed into the desi gn of the study .
Crisis (disequilibrium) is defined as ''a problem situation
in which

the previously used methods of restructuring (a person ' s)

li fe or environment are e ither not available ... or not successful
in solving the problem ... a crisis then is an intolerabl e situation
which must be reso lved , for i t has the potential to cause the
psychosocial d eterioration of the person" (Brockopp, 1973 , p . 74) .
For the students crisis was div i ded into thr ee areas : a)
personal-social probl ems, b) academic difficultie s , and c)
infractions of school regu l ations .

See Append ix D.

Students

included as part of th e counseling tre atment were id enti f i ed
by the referral s made to the guidance counselor and/or
assistant principal over th e t en wee k period of t he study .
Referrals could be initiated by the student or a t each er .
The couns e ling interv ention included an attempt on the
part of the counselor to identi fy and und erstand the nature
of th e probl em, to d et ermine th e student ' s present l evel of moral
r easoning by id entifying basic characteristics found at each
stage of moral development , and l a stly , to present a spectrum
of reasoning appropr i ate to th e student ' s present l evel
of moral thinking .

It was explained to the coun selors

during the ins ervic e workshop that this approach is not
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intended to r e plac e their personal counseling styles ,
but to complement whatever therapeutic a pproach th ey ar e
committed t o a nd practice.

Tea cher and Couns e lor Inservi ce Workshops
Participating staff members met once a week for three weeks
as part of th e i r ins ervic e training .

Teachers and counselors

were ins ervic ed separately after the first meeting sinc e th e ir
invol vement with the various f or ms of interventi on diffe red
radi cally.

The cont ent f or each works h op was devel oped after

an extensive review of the lituratur e , but i s taken primarily
from th e Teacher Training Program: A Works hop in Relationships
and Values , developed by Guid ance Associat es as part of the
value s educat ion curricu lum us ed in thi s study .

Sess ion I : All Part i c ipants
A general over v i ew of cognitive -d evel opmental theory \vas
pr e s ent ed t.v ith spec i al emph as is on Kohlberg ' s s i x stag es of
mor a l deve lo pment , and th e vari a bl es a ffecting growth through
th e s t ages .

The ov erall purpose of the study , it' s basi c

des i gn and an extensive description of t h e ir involvement with
the various forms of tr eatment were gi ven.

Th e f irst filmstr i p

i n th e training seri es , which pr ovided background definiti ons ,
expl anat i ons and i l l ustrat i on s of var ious aspec t s of the
devel opment a l th e ory , was present ed.

Several art i cl es were

passed out to be read for the second sess i on .
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Session II : Teachers
The content of the articles passed out during session I
was reviewed and questions were answered .

The values educat ion

classroom program, Relationships and Values , was introdu c ed .
The basic elements of the classroom interv ention (i . e. ,
presentation of a moral dil e mma, group discussion) wer e
d es cribed .

Various classroom strategies and group discussion

t echniques were presented .

The second f ilmstri p in the training

series was v i ewed to reinforce the d iscussion on strategies and
techniqu es .

Articles were passed out for the third session .

Session III : Teachers
Various approaches for conducting moral discussions were
rev iew ed accord ing to the Beyer (1976) and Galbraith and
Jones (1975) a rticl es .
to practice .

Emphasis was placed on tying theory

A demonstrat i on l esson was g iv e n using the

f ilmstrip , Friendship: Caught in the Middl e .

Session II : Counselors
The content of the articl es passed out during session I
was reviewed and questions were a nsw ered .

The basic elements

of the counseling int e rv ention (i.e ., crisis-disequilibrium ,
in forma l assessments of moral reasoning , and th e pr e sentation
of r easoning one l evel above the subjects present l evel) were
d i scussed .

Record k eeping procedur e s were reviewed .
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Sess ion III: Counselors
Role-p l ay ing situation s were set up to g i ve counselors
opportuniti es for simul ated practice .

Emphasis was placed

on the id entificat ion of stages , and pres enting appropriate
reason ing for different d il emmas .

Hypothes es
The speci fic experimental hypotheses t e st ed by the
present study are :
Hypot hesis 1
There are no d i fferences in the rate of moral growth
among students participating i n the c l assroom val ues education
program , students participat i ng in cris i s counseling , students
participating in both i nterventions simultaneously , and stud ents
in the control group .

Hypothesis 1 was operationally defined in

the follmving manner :
There are no stat i stical differences among the mean
change scores , as measur ed by the D score of th e Defining
Issues Test , for students exposed to the classroom
treatment, th e counselin g treatment , the combi nati on
c l assroom -counsel i ng treatment, and the cont rol group .

Hypothes i s 2
There are no differences in the rate of moral growth
bet\veen male and femal e students participating i n the various
forms of intervent ion .

Hypothesis 2 was operationally defined

in the fo llowing manner :
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Ther e are no statistical d iffer ences bet\veen the mean
change scores , as measured by the D score of the Defining
Issues Test , fo r male and f emal e s t udents expos ed to the
various forms of treatment.

Statistical Analys i s
A 4 x 2 factorial design was set up as follows :

De sign of th e Study

Type of
Gender
Interv ention
Male
Classroom
Female
Mal e

Counseling

Female
Counsel ing

Male

&

Classroom

Female
Male

Control
Female

This design a l l mved the e:hploration of the effect of the
various forms of treatment as well as the effect of sex di ffer ences
on the moral d evel opment of children .
Hypotheses 1 and 2 wer e tested using an an a l ys is of
covari ance (ANOVA) .

Student scores on the DIT pr etest serv ed

a s the covariat e , whil e DIT pos tt es t scores were the dependent
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variable .
and gend er .

The ind e p endent vari ables were the type of intervention
S i gnifi cance was determined at the .OS level .

The statist i ca l analyses were performed using the Stat istica l
Package for the Soc i a l Sc i e nces (SPSS) at th e Computer Cent er
at the Univers i ty of the Pac i fic , Stockton , Californi a .
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CHAPTER I V

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

The present study was d es i gn ed to investigate the effects
of thr ee forms of int e rve ntion on the moral developme nt of
children .

Second , the study measured possible interaction

effects between the various types of intervention and sex
d i ffe r ences .

Two major hypotheses wer e developed and

operationally defined .

Each of thes e hypotheses were subjected

to stat i stical anal ys i s .

In this chapter , therefore , are

presented the null hypotheses and the results of the statistical
anal ys is used in this study .

Hypothesis 1
There are no statistical differences among the mean
change scores , as measured by the D score of the
Defining Issues Te st , for students exposed to the
classroom treatment, the counseling treatment , th e
combination classroom-counseling treatment , and the
contro l g roup .
Hypothesis 1 was test ed using analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) procedures .

The independ ent variable was the type

of intervention, the dependent variable was student DIT
posttest scores.
covariate.

Student DIT pretest scores served as the

As the results in Table 3 show , th e ANCOVA

indicat ed no significant r e sults at the . 05 level .
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Table 2
Mean D Score for Treatment and Control
Groups on the Defining Issues Test

Pretest

Posttest

t!

t!

54

17.17

17.74

Counseling Intervention

47

13 . 65

15 .42

Combination Intervention

49

14.21

14 .66

Control Group

45

13. 47

15 . 26

Treatment

n

Classroom Intervention

Table 3
Analysis of Covariance of Student Posttest Scores
on the Defining Issues Test by Treatment

Adjusted
Mean
Square

£.

3

37 . 331

1.7798

513 .483

1

513 .483

24 . 7340

3944.401

190

20 . 760

45 . 877

194

23 . 556

Adjusted
Sum of
Squares

df

Group

111 . 933

Covariate

Source of
Var iation

Residual
Tot al
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Significance

Q

>. 10

Therefore, th e null hypothesis could not be rejected.

Students

showed no statistically greater change in their rate of moral
development as a r esult of th e type of inter venti on to which
they wer e exposed .

Hypothesis 2
There are n o statistical differences betw een the mean
change scores , as measured by the D scores of the
Defining Issue s Te st, for male and female students
exposed to the various forms of treatment .
Hypothesis 2 was t es ted using a two-way analysis of
covariance .

The independent variables were the t y pes of

tr eatment and gend er , the ind epend ent varia bl e was student
DIT posttes t scores.

Student DIT pretest scores served as

the covari ate .
Sinc e the l evel of significance stated in th e design
for r ejection of the null hypothesis was established at . OS,
no statistical difference was found for the type of
intervention or possible interactions .
[ v alue (£

= 5 .493 ,

Q

However , a significant

<.OS) was found for s ex differences

with fema l e stud ents g aining statistically mor e than ma l e
students .

See Tabl es 4 , 5 , and 6 .

In ord er t o f urth er examine Hypoth es is 2 , it was desirable
to extend the analys is on e further step .

An anal ys is of

covariance \vas performed using femal e students only to
determine a possibl e relationship bet\veen th e vari ous forms
of treatment and femal e subjects .
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However , the results

Table 4
Pretest and Posttest Mean D Scores for Treatment
and Control Groups on the Defining Issues Test
by Treatment and Sex
Female
Pretest
Treatment

Male

Posttest

Pretest

Post test

tl

M

M

tl

Classroom
Intervention

17.41

18.21

16 . 92

16 . 82

Counseling
Intervention

13. 10

15 . 69

14.19

15.16

Combination
Interv ent i on

14.37

15 . 45

14.05

13.91

Control Group

13.35

16.51

13.59

14 . 06
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Table 5
Mean D Scores for Treatment and Control
Groups on the Defining Issues Test
by Group and Sex

Pretest

Pos tt es t

!1

!1

Tr ~atment/Gender

n

Classroom Intervention

54

17 . 17

17.74

Counseling Intervention

47

13 . 65

15. 42

Combination Intervention

49

14.21

14 . 66

Control Group

"45

13 . 47

15.26

Female Students

105

14.56

16 . 67

90

14.69

14 .86

Male Students
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Table 6
Analysis of Covariance of Student Posttest Scores on
the Defining Issues T est by Treatment and S ex

Source of
Variation

Adjusted
Sum of
Squares

df

Adjusted
Mean
Square

[

Significance

80.781

3

26.927

1.313

.2 > . 20

112.672

1

112.672

5 .493

Q =

16 . 269

3

5.423

0 . 264

Q

513.483

1

513.483

25.032

Residual

3815.460

186

20.513

Total

4569 . 877

194

23.556

Group
Sex
Group X Sex
Covariate

99

. 02

"> . 50

reported in

Table 8 indicate that no type of intervention was

found to be statistically significant at the .OS level .

Summary
The purpose of this research was to study the relationship
between different forms of intervention and gender on the
moral dev e lopment of junior high students.

The three types

of intervention were: a) a classroom intervention, b) a counseling
intervention, and c) a combination classroom-counseling
intervention .

A fourth group served as the control group.

All students were pre and posttested using the Defining Issues
Test .

The treatment lasted for ten weeks .
Two hypotheses were tested and the results were report ed .

No statistical significances were found supporting the
effectiveness of the various forms of treatment on moral
development.

However, female students demonstrated significant

gains over male students in the various forms of intervention.
No interaction effects were shown between treatment and gender .
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Table 7
Mean D Scores for Treatment a nd Control
Groups on the Defining Issues Tes t
for Female Students Only

Pr etest

Posttest

M

M

36

17.41

18 . 21

Counseling Intervention

23

13.10

15 . 69

Combination Intervention

24

14 . 37

15 .45

Control Group

22

13 . 35·

16 .51

Treatment

n

Cl ass room Intervention

Tabl e 8
Analysis of Covariance of Femal e Stud ent Posttest
Scores on the Defining Issues Tes t by Treatment

Adjust ed
Sum of
Squares

df

Adjusted
Mean
Square

E

40 . 720

3

13 . 580

0 . 739

Residual

1836 . 600

100

18.370

Total

2265 . 590
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Source of
Variation

Group

101

Significance

Q

). SO

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The general purpose of this study was to investigate the
relationship between various forms of intervention and gender
on t he moral development of junior high students .

The

cognitive-developmental theories of Lawrence Kohlberg provided
the theoretical base for this study .

The Defining Issues Test ,

devel oped by James Rest , was used as the criterion for
measuring changes in student rates of moral growth .
Al l students (n

= 195)

were pretested , th en divided into

four groups according to th e social studies class to which
they had been assigned for the semester .

The first three

groups were exposed to three different forms of intervention:
a) a c lassroom intervention , b) a

couns~ling

intervention ,

and c) a combination classroom-counseling intervention .
fourth group served as the control group .

Treatment lasted

for 10 weeks at which time posttests were administered .
The present chapter is organized into four sect i ons :
a) discussion and summary of th e present findings ,
b) conclusions of the study , c) limitations of the study,
and d ) recommendat i ons for future research.
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The

Discussion and Summary of the Present Findings
Specifically , two major hypotheses were test ed with the
following results.

Hypothesis 1
There are no differences in the rate of moral growth
among

students participating in the c l assroom val ues education

program, students participating in crisis counseling , students
participating in both interventions simult aneous l y , and
students in th e control group .
As indicated in the previous chapter, no stat i stical
d ifferences could be document ed in the rate of moral growth
among

student s exposed to the var i ous forms of intervention.

Therefore, the null hypothesis could not be rejected.
Several possible explanations exis t for thi s outcome.
First, intervention studies by All en ( 1976); Morri son ,
Toews and Rest ( 1 975) ; Siegal (1974)] Troth ( 1 974);
Walker (1974) have emphas iz ed the importance of l ength of
intervention i n fac ilitating change .

As explained by Lawrenc e

( 1977) , short-t erm intervention studies assume that cognitive
reorganization or structural change can be brought about
quickly when , in fact , it cannot.

Find ings of the above

studies indicat e a positive correl ation between e ffective
intervention and duration of treatment.

Quite possibly , the

10 week period of t h e present study was simply not long
enough .
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Second, although validity and reliability figures have
been well es tablished for the use of the Defining I s sues Tes t
in measuring l evel s of moral r easoning, r esearch by McGeorge
(1973) and Rest (1974 ) conc lud e that the DIT is "heavily
dependent on r e ading skills, and that it's use is problematic
with minority g roups or subjects whose first language is not
Engli sh" (Res t, 1974, p.15).

Examination of reading skills

for the entire eighth grad e , as measured by reading scores
from th e state manda t ed California Achievement Tests (CAT),
indicate a group mean r eading s core commensurat e with th e
grade l evel of the subjects with male students reading exactly
on grad e l evel and female students four months a bove grade
l evel.

A c l oser look at the sample of students reveal ed

that only 14 students qualified for and wer e recei v ing ESL
( Eng lish as a Second Language) assistance .
However , a review of the ethnic compos ition of the sample
sugges t s the possibility of l anguage and cultural factors coming
into pl ay , thus having pot ential
e ffects on the reliability
.
~

an d validity of the Defining Issues Test with this particular
group of s tud ents.

This possible weakness , however, i s onl y

a r efl ection of the " s t a t e of the art" with regard to moral
devel opment research , that i s , no othe r ins trument existed at
th e time of th is s tudy that could more adequatel y assess l evels
of moral reasoning .
Third , with regard to th e counseling intervention , s uch
little r esearch has been conducted in the area of clinical
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applications of cognitive-developmental theory , that the
e ff ectiven ess of the counseling treatment, as design ed in this
study , must be subject ed to careful scrutiny and further
research .

u

!

The probl em of "devel opmental match" as descr ibed

in studies by Rest (1969); Rest , Turie l .and Kohlberg ( 1969) ;
Turie l (1966) may have been a signifi cant factor in
minimizing the effectiveness of th e counseling int erventi on .
In r eality the couns elors invol ved in this study may not have
ad equat ely assessed the specific l evel of moral devel opment
in the ir clients.

In turn, they may not have been a ble to

always present thinking one

l evel a bove that of their clients.

Thus , the potenti a l e ffec ts of the tr eatment may not have been
realized .

Hypothesis 2
Ther e are n o differences in the rate of moral growth
between ma l e and f ema l e stud ents parti c i pat ing in the various
types of int erv ention .
As report ed in Chapter 4 , a significant difference was
found be tween mal e and fema l e stud ents participating in the
var i ous forms of intervent ion.

Fema l e students showed grea t er

gains than male students in the t hr ee treatment groups and
the contr ol group .

Furth er s tatistical anal ys i s of th e

female subject s onl y , indicat ed that no on e form of i ntervention
was mor e e ff ec tive than another in pr oduc ing moral growth .
Results of thi s an a l ysis support c l aims by Bi agg i o (1976) ;
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Rest , Cooper, Coder , Masanz and Anderson (1974); Schomberg (1976)
that sex differences can be a significant influence on moral
development .

In the above mentioned studies female subjects

showed signi ficantly more growth than the male subjects .
However , a review of DIT research studies by Rest (1976) l ed
to the conc l usion that in most instances "sex differences are
rarel y significant " (p .1 6).
It has been well documented that adol escence is a period
of intense physiological growth , social changes, and cognitive
shifts and that often time fema l es begin the maturation process
earlier than their male counterparts (Ginsberg & Opper , 1969 ;
Horrocks , 1969; McCandless & Evans, 1973; Mussen , Conger &
Kagan , 1974 ; Muuss , 1969 ; Phillips , 1969 ; Sprinthall & Sprinthall ,
1974) .

The fact that femal e students showed more gains than

the male students in each of the treatment groups and the
control group is important to note .

Quite possibly , any

gains shown by female students during this period of ado l escence
may be more a result of earlier maturation rather than a
function of true sex differences.

This is further substantiated

by the fact that in the vast majority of DIT studies using adult
subjects, no significant differences are shown for sex
(Bransford , 1973 ; Caubl e , 1976; Coder , 1975 ; Dortzbach , 1976;
Schomb ~rg

& Balkcum , 1976 ; Sch9mberg & Nelson , 1976; Troth , 1976) .
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Conclusions of the Study
The findings of the present study led to the following
conclusions:
1)

The rate of moral development in students was not

significantly affected by the type of treatment to which
they were exposed .
2)

Female adolescent students showed more significant gains

in their rate of moral development than the male adolescent
students in the three treatment groups and the control group .
3)

No one form of intervention was more effective in

producing gains among femal e students.
4)

There appears to be no interaction between the forms

of intervention and gender.

Limitations of the Study
There were s everal limitations and unexpected events
that may have ·affected the outcome of this study .

Therefore ,

any interpretations made from the results of this study
should b e seen in li ght of these limitations.
1)

Th e results of this study can only be extended to students

with similar socioeconomic, ethnic and cultural characteristics
as the students us ed in this study .

See a description of the

sample in Chapter Thr ee .
2)

Possible weaknesses of the Defining Issues Test and it's

usef ulness with subjects from bilingual/bicultural backgrounds ,
must be considered wh en interpreting lev e ls of moral development .
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3)

This particular period of adolescence must be taken into

consideration when making interpretations with regard to sex
differences.
4)

The results of the counseling intervention and it's lack

of effectiveness must be seen in context of the problem of
"developmental match".

Specifically, counselors may have

had difficulty assessing individual student levels of moral
thinking and, in turn , presenting reasoning one level above
that of the student-client .

Recommendations for Future Research
1)

It is recommended that additional research be conducted

using the basic design of the study, but substantially increasing
the duration of the treatment , and the range of ages of the
subjects.
2)

It is further suggested that more studies be conducted

using the Defining Issues Test to validate it's usefulness
with younger subjects.

Quite possibly, this could mean the

development of a new instrument/method for identifying
children's levels of moral reasoning.
3)

It is also suggested that a modified version of the

DIT be researched and developed for use with subjects with
bilingual/bicultural backgrounds.
4)

It is strongly urged that more intervention studies,

using a cognitive - developmental approach, be conducted.
Specifically, a more practical method for assessing levels
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of moral reasoning needs to be developed for mental health
workers in clinical situations.

Research shoul d be conducted

not only in school s but a l so in community health settings .

Conclusion
This research studied the effects of various types of
treatment and sex d ifferences on the moral devel opment of
adolescent chil dren.

Using Kohlbergian theory as a model for

moral development, thi s study att empted to answer such practical
questions as : a) Can student l evels of moral reasoning be
increased through the use of c l assroom values education programs
and crisis counseling int ervention? b) Is there any relationship
between classroom programs and counseling in promoting moral
growth? c) Which is more effective in bring ing about moral
growth? d) Is there any rel ationsh ip

between gender and the

different typ es of treatment i n en couraging moral deve lopment?
Conclusions of this study coul d not statistically
validate a relationship b etw een the forms of int ervent ion
and the moral devel opment of junior high school students .
However, female students consistantly showed more growth
in their rate of moral development than did the male students.
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SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE AT SIX STAGES
OF MORAL THOUGHT
Robert Selman
Stage 1
Egocentric point of view: Doesn't consider the interests
of others or recognize they differ from actor's. Doesn't relate
two points of view. Actions are considered physically rather than
in terms of psychological interests of others. Confusion of
authority's perspective with one's own.
Stage 2
Concrete individualistic perspective: Seperates own interests
and points of view from those of authorities and others . Aware
that everybody has their own interest to pursue and these conflict
so that -right is relative (in the concrete in dividualistic sense)
Integrates or relates conflicting individual interests to one
another through instrumental exchange of services, through
instrumental need for the other and other's good will, or through
fairness as treating each individual's interest as equal .
Stage 3
Perspective of the individual in relationships to other
individuals: Aware of shared feelings , agreements , and expectations
which take primacy over individual interests. Relates points of
view through the "concrete Golden Rule", putting yourself in the
other p erson's shoes. Does not consider generalized "system"
perspec tiv e .
Stage 4
Social perspective of stage :
Differentiates
societal point of vi ew from interpersonal a gr eement or motives.
Takes the point of view of the system which d efines roles and rul es.
Considers individual relations in terms of place in the system.
Stage 5
Prior to soc i ety Perspective : Perspective of a rational
individual aware of values and rights prior to social attachments
and contracts . Integrates p erspec tiv es by formal mechanisms of
agreement, contract, objective impartiality and due proc ess .
Considers "moral point of view, " "legal point of view," recognizes
they conflict and finds it difficult to integrate them.
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State 6
Social Perspective of Stage :
Perspective
of a moral point of v i ew from which soc ial arrangements derive
or on which they are ground e d. Th e perspec tive is that of any
rational indiv idual recognizing t he natur e of morality or the
basic moral premi se of respect for oth e r persons as ends, not
means.

1 29

MOTIVES FOR ENGAGING IN MORAL ACTION

Stage 1
u

Action is motivat ed by avoidance of punishment, and
"conscienc e" is irrational fear of judgment .
S tage 2
Action motivat ed by desire for reward or benefit . Possible
guilt reactions are i gnor ed and punishment v i ewed in a pragmati c
manner. Differ entiat es own fear, pleasure , or pain from
punishment consequences.
Stage 3
Action motivated by anticipation of disapproval of others,
actual or imag ined hypoth etical (for exampl e , guilt ) .
Differentiation of disapproval from punishment, fear, and pain .
Stage 4
Action motivated by anticipation of dishonor , that is,
institutionalized bl ame for failur es or duty , and by guil t
over concrete harm done to others. Differentiates formal dishonor
from informal disapproval . Differ entiate s guilt for bad
consequences f rom disapproval.
Stage 5
Conc ern for maintaining respect of equals and of th e
community (assuming th e ir r es p ect is based on r eason rather
than emotions ) . Concern about self -re spect, that is,, to avoid
judging self as irrational, inconsistent , nonpurpos i ve .
(Discriminate s between institutionalized blame and community
disrespect or self-disrespect . )
Stage 6
Concern about self-condemination f or v iolating one ' s own
principles . (Differentiates between community respect and self r es pec t. Differ entiates between sel f-respect for gener a l
achiev ing rationality and self-respect for maintaining
moral principles . )
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THE MOTIVATION FOR MORAL ACTION
AT EACH STAGE

Stage 1
Obey rules to avoid punishment .
Stage 2
Conform to obtain rewards, have favors returned , and so on.
Stage 3
Conform to avoid disapproval , dislike by others .
Stage 4
Conform to avoid censure by legitimate authorities and
resultant guilt .
Stage 5
Conform to maintain the respect of the impartial spectator
judging in terms of community welfare or to maintain the relation
of mutual respect .
Stage 6
Conform to avoid self-condemnation .
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THE BASIS OF MORAL WORTH
OF HUMAN LIFE

Stage 1
The value of a human lif·e is confused with the value of
physical objects and is based on the social stAtus or phys ical
attributes of its possessor .
Stage 2
The val ue of a human life is seen as instrumental t o t he
satisfaction of the needs of its possessor or of other persons.
Stage 3
The val ue of a human life is based on the empathy and
affect ion of fami l y members and oth ers toward its possessor .
Stage 4
Life i s conceived as sacred in terms of i ts place in a
categorical mora l or r e lig ious order of rights and duties .
St age 5
Li fe is valued both in terms of its rel a ti on to communi t y
wel fare and in terms of life being a universal hu man ri ght .
Stage 6
Beli ef in the sacredness of human life as representing
a unive rsal human val ue of respect for the individual .
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SIX STAGES IN THE USAGE OF CATEGORIES
OF RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS

Stage 1
Having a Right: Means having the power or authority to
control something or someone, or it is confused with being right
(in accordance with authority).
Obligation: Or "should" is what one "has to do" because of
the demands of external authorities , rules, or the external
situation.
Stage 2
Having a Right: Implies freedom of the self to choose and
to control the self and its possessions. One has a right to ignore
the positive claims and welfare of another as long as one does not
directly violate his freedom, or injure him. (Having a right
differentiated from being right, and from being given the power
to, by a status one holds.)
Obligation : Obligation or "should" is a hypothetical
imperative contingent on choice in terms of an end . In this
sense, obligations are limit ed to oneself and one's ends.
("Should" or obligation differentiated from "has to" from external
or authoritive compulsion . )
Stage 3
Having a Right: Implies an expectation of control and
freedom which a " good " or natural person would claim . A right i s
based either on a rule or on a legitimate expectation toward
others, e.g ., you have a right to have your property respected
since you worked hard to acquire the property . Rights are
.
earned. (Having a right differentiated from the freedom to control
and choose.)
Obl i gation: "Should" or "duty" equals a role-obligation ,
what it i s incumbent on a member of a social position to do for
his role - partners as defined by rules, by the expectation of the
role-partner, or by what a good role - occupant (a good Husband,
a g ood doctor) would do. (Obligation differentiated from being a
means to a desired end .)
Stag e 4
Having a Right: Rights ar e : (a) categorical g eneral freedoms
and expectat i ons which all members of society hav e , and (b) rights
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awarded to particular roles by society. General rights usually
take primacy over role-rights.
(Having a right differentiated
from a particular legitimate expectation.)
Obligation: Obligations are responsibilities, i.e., welfare
states of others or of society for which one is accountable .
These responsibilities arise through: (a) being a member of society,
and (b) voluntarily entering into roles which entail these
responsibilities.
(Obligation or duty as committment and
responsibility differentiated from what is typically expected
of a role-occupant.)
Stage 5
Having a Right: Has an awareness of human or natural rights or
liberties which are prior to society and which society is to
protect. It is usually thought by stage 5 that freedoms should
be limited by society and law only when they are incompatible
with the like freedoms of others.
(Natural rights differentiated
from societally awarded rights.)
Obligation : Obligations are what one has contracted to
fulfill in order-to have one's own rights respected and protected.
These obligations are defined in terms of a rational concern for
welfare differentiated from fixed responsibilities .)
Stage 6
Having a Ri ght: There areuniversal rights of just treatment
which g o beyond liberties and which represent universalizable
claims of one individual upon another.
Obligation: Any right or just claim by an individual giv e s
use to a corresponding duty to another individual.
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IDEAL MORAL STAGE TYPOLOGY OF
LEGAL _~PROC EDURAL

SYSTEMS

Stage 1
Dispute settl ements consists of physical retal i ation by the
victim or his representatives . Retaliations typically takes the
forms of talion-doing back to the offender what he did . Authority
derives from physical strength in that the disput e remains
unresloved unless the victim can muster sufficient strength to
exact his retribution. Sanctions are entirel y physical and are
intended to harm the offender, who deserves to be harmed , and to
ext irpat e bad acts or bad people.
Stage 2
Disputes are settled through negotiations in which the
disputants press their respective c l a ims and engage in bargaining
and reciprocal exchange (e . g ., restiution for the offense) , with
each side trying to arrange a settl ement which maximally accomodates
its own int erests . Authority is commensurate with the ability to
drive a bargain. A settlement acceptable to both parties , typically
a compromise, is eventuall y worked out , sometimes with the help
of an intermediary. The ou t come of th e nego tiations i s partly
dependent on strength, insofar as strength improves a disputants
bargaining power. The sanct ions ultimate l y agreed upon by the parties
serve as appeasement s of the vis tim and usually take the form of
reciprocal, quantitative compensation or damages .
Stage 3
Disputes are settled in conformity with the expectations
of an impartial mediator or with conventional social expe ctations
or standards . In mediation, a third party who commands r es pect by
virtue of his personal qualities or impartiality intervenes in the
dispute and persuades or compels the disputants to submit to a
settlement wh i ch takes into account both of their points of v i ew .
The disputants abide by th e mediator's d ecision in order to win his
approval, to conform to conventional standards which he espouses , or
because it is impartial . An alternative procedureby which the parties
may be induc ed or compel l ed to abide by the shared expectations of
soc i ety is dispute sett l ements by moots, informal tribunals
comprised of members of the community . The moot typicall y
conducts public deliberations and arrives at a consensus regarding
the norms of conduct that should be upheld and the kind of settlement
which is appropr i ate . The purpose of the sanctions impos ed i s to
protect the interests of the group, to reconcile the disputants ,
and to reform the offender.
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Stage 4
Disputes are formally adjudicated in accordance with
substantive and procedural rules uniformly enforced on a society wide basis by one or more individuals or agencies delegated by the
state or by the society as a whole to fill the office of judicial
authority (e.g., judge, court). The office (usually that of a
judge) is typically one of several complementary legal roles
which together with the system of rules comprise a legal order.
The judge ' s duty, as defined by law, is to orient to! representing
the interests of the society as a whole and to maintaining the
legal order as he applies legal rules to particular cases . The
rules defining adjudicative procedures are fixed and general and
are consistently followed. Such rules also delimit the scope of
the judge's authority. There is typically a system of courts.
The judges hear disputes and render impartial verdicts which are
valid, and may be enforceable,throughout the society . Sanctions
are specified by law and are intended to communicate society ' s
outrage at the offense, to serve as a deterrent, and to force
the offender to expiate his crime, i . e., to pay his debt to society.
Punishment typically takes the form of a fine or imprisonment .
Stage 5
Procedures for dispute settlement embody many of the
structural features of stage 4 procedures : cases are formally
adjudicated in accordance with general rules impartially administered
by a judicial authority. In contrast with Stage 4 modes, however,
the function of the legal order is not primarily to maintain its
own integrity and to advance the interests of the state or of the
society as a whole. Rather, its prime function is to uphold
universal individual rights and to promote collectively agreed upon
values . Judicial authority is vested in the judges by the people;
this authority is typically delimited by a constitution. The
judicial system is constitutionally differentiated from the authority
of the state. Where the claims of individuals clash with the
state's interests, the law provides for impartial adjudication
by an independent judicial apparatus. Provision is also made
(typically by the constitution) for procedural devises which ensure
that individual rights are protected during the course of
adjudication (e.g . , trial by jury, due process of law) . The judge's
dutyis not merely to apply general rules to particular cases but
to do so in such a way that fairness to individual disputants is
achieved and the underlying purposes or policies of the law are
served . In addition, the judge orients to the need for improvement
of the law and of society . Only legal sanctions which fulfill a
utilitar~an purpose-such as deterrence and rehabilitation of offenders
and re~titution of victims-are imposed.
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FIVE STAGES IN CONCEPTIONS OF THE
MORALITY OF PUNISHMENT

Stage 1
Punishment is an automatic response to the commission of a
bad act and is proportional to the bAdness of the act. The actor's
reasons or intentions are not taken into account. The judge or
punisher is seen as powerful in a physical or quasi-physical way.
(He is big, important, can send you to jail forever, etc.)
Punishment is not understood is not understood to have a positive
function.
Stage 2
Punishment is seen as appropriate if the actor has a sensible
reason for doing what he did. Where punishment is appropriate,
its purpose is to prevent the actor from repeating his act.
The judge or punisher is seen either as an arbitrary authority
figure whose legitimacy is rejected or as a person who can put
himself in the actor's place and should not punish is he "would
have done the same thing." Fair punishment is doing to the
offender what he did to the victim. Restitution to the victim may
be seen as important.
Stage 3
The actor's motives are taken into account in imposing
punishment. Punishment should be minimized if the actor's
motives and character are socially acceptable. The purpose
of punishment is rehabilitation, with the focus more on,
personality or attitude change than on prevention of future
crime. The failure to punish may be seen as unfair to other
offenders who are punished. The judge or punisher should be
benevolent, sympathetic, and fair in the sense of trying to
consider all points of view.
Stage 4
The actor's good motives are seen as reasons for leniency
in punishment, but these considerations are subordinated to
societal considerations such as the maintenance of social order
and legal consistency and the protection of property and other
legal rights. The purpose of punishment is defined in terms
of the setting of legal precedent and the offenders paying his
debt to society. The judge has a duty to maintain the law
regardless of his own views because his social role as a judge
does not permit him to base his decisions on personal opinion.
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Stage 5

~

The need to maintain legal consistency and to consider the
effect of precedents is r e cognized, but these objectives are
subordinated to considerations of fairness and utility. The role
of the judge is to decide whether a particular application of the
law is just in a particular case and whether it fulfills the
purposes for which the law was conceived. Punishment is seen
from a utilitarian or social contract perspective; r easons to
punish; and not to punish are evaluated according to their
positive and negative consequences for society as ··.a whole and
their implications for the rights of individual citizens.
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MORAL JUDGMENTS ABOUT CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT

Stage 1
Reasons for Capital Punishment: Capital puni s hment is
j ustified in terms of th e id ea that a murderer deserves to be given
a punishment proportional in badnes s to his crime, i . e ., the death
penalty is seen solely in terms o f its retributive function. The
perspective is that of the punishing authorities or of th e criminal
who i s concerned about physical consequences to himself .
Concerns about th e Value of Life : Th e lives of the c riminal
and the vi c tim are v alued sol ely in physical or social-status
t erms, Concerns about life are subord inated to considerations
pertaining to punishment.
S t age 2
Reasons for Capit a l Punishment: Capital punishment is seen
in t e rms of reciprocity between the criminal a nd the v ictim;
retribution is a matter of concrete physical exch ange , a life f or
a life. Whether the d eath pena l ty is deserved depends on whether
the killing was intentional or not. Deterrence and rehabilit a ti on
are conc e ived in t e rms of preventing repetition of the crime by th e
crimina l
or the commission of similar crimes by o ther individuals .
The perspective is that of isolate d, ego istic individual s - t h e
c riminal, the victim, and others.
Concerns About the Value of Life : Th e lives of the criminal
and of th e victim a re valued in terms of th e instrumental
satisfaction o f their own n eeds and the n eeds of others .
Stage 3
Reason s f or Capit a l Punishment: Capital punishment is
evalua ted in terms of a general prohibition against taking li fe
and other norms shared by the social group . Whether the death
i s deserved depends on the motives of the criminal - the extent to
which he was act i ng out of kindness, malic e, e tc . Retribution
is appropriate when the killer's motives do not conform t o group
norms. The desirability of capital punishment d epends part ly on
whethe r r ehabi litiation of the crimina l is possible. Rehabilitation
is defined in t erms of r eformation of the criminal ' s personality,
not just in terms of r ecid ivis m. Deterrence is seen in terms of
the prevention of social c haos. The perspective is that of th e
social group or of the interpersonal relationship .
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Concerns About the Value of Human Life: Capital punishment
is seen in terms of a general prohibition against taking life .
The value of the criminal's life and the v ictim's life is based
on interpersonal affection and sympathy .
Stage 4
Reasons for Capital Punishment : Capital punishment is
evaluat ed in terms of society's rights and responsibi l ities with
respect to the taking of human life . Whether the death penalty
is d e served is decided in light of the notion that citizens are
responsible and culpable for knowingly violating duly established
legal rules and harming others, regardless of their motives for
doing so . Retribution is a matter of paying one's debt to society.
De terrenc e and r ehabilitation are defined in terms of the need
for society to maintain and prot ect itself by getting rid of
murderers, enforcing a system of laws , etc . The perspective is
that of society as a self-sustaining system or that of a general
member of society whose rights and duties are defined by the
society.
Concerns About the Value of Life: Capital punishment is
evaluated in terms of the principle that the individual's right
to life is prior to and to be protected by society.
Stage 5
Reasons for Capital Punishment: Captial punishment is
evaluated in terms of rational principles based on respect for
indiv i dual rights and the promotion of human welfare. Re tribution
and the criminal's culpability are ruled out as justification
for the death penalty . Deterrence and rehabilitation are defined
in utilitarian terms. Capital punishment is approved only insofar
as it r e pres ents a positive contribution to the welfare of
individual members of society . The perspective is that of a
rational indiv idual standing outside of society and entering
into a social contract.
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CULTURAL STAGES OF LAW AND
RELIGIOUS ORIENTATIONS

Stage 1
Disputes are settled by physical retaliation by the victim
(or his kinsmen) . Retaliation typically takes the form of taliondoing back to the offender what he did . Settlement is dependent
on strength in that retribution is unfeasible unless the v ictim
can muster sufficient strength. Sanctions are physical and are
intended to harm the offender, who deserves to be harmed, and to
expurgate bad acts or bad people.
Stage 2
Disputes are settled through negotiations in which the
disputants attempt to press their claims to their own advantage.
Negotiations entail bargaining and reciprocal exchange (e . g .,
restitution for the offense) with each side trying to maximize
the instrumental satisfaction of its needs. A compromise settlement is t ypically arranged. The outcome of the negotiations is
partly dependent upon strength, insofar as strength improves
a disputant's bargaining position . The sanctions ultimately
agreed upon serve as appeasements of the victim and typically
take the form of reciprocal, quantitative compensation, or
damages.
Stage 3
Disputants abide by the expectations of a mediator who
in the dispute or by conventional social expectati ons
or standards. In mediation a third party who, by v irtue of
personal qualities, commands the respect of the disputants,
intervenes in the dispute and persuades them to accept a
settlement. The disputants abide by the mediator ' s
recommendations in order to win his approval or to conform
to conventional standards which he espouses . Alternatively ,
the disputants are induced or compelled to abide by the informal
shared expectations of society as to the ~ind of settlement
which should be imposed . A consensus regarding how the dispute
should be settled is typically arrived at during collective
deliberations of the community . The purpose of the sanctions
imposed is to reconcile the disputants and to reform the offender.
int erve~es

Stage 4
Disputes are adjudicated by an individual (or agency)
delegated by society to fil l the role of judical authority.
The authority is a representative of the social order. Fixed,
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general rules define adjudicated procedures which are consistantly
followed when disputes arise . Typically these procedures are
conducted with in a system of courts. The scope of the authority's
power is delimited by rules . Decisions of th e authority are
enforced uniforml y , regardless of the persons or circumstances
on a society wide basis. Sanctions are administered in order
to communicate society's outrage at the offense, to serve as
a deterrent, and to require the offend er to expi ate his crime,
to "pay his debt to society . "
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OPINIONS ABOtl'l' SOCIAL PROBLEMS

'!his questionnai.re is aimed at unc!erstanc!iltg how people think about social
probl-. Different people often haw different opinions about questions of riqht
and wrong. '11\ere are no ~right" answers in the way that there are riqht answers to
math problema. We would Uke you to tell ue what you think about several problem
stories. '11\e papers will be fed to a computer to find the averaqe for the whole group.
and no one will see your individual answers.
Please qive us the following

~ormation:

female
Classandperiod
School.___________________________

•

•

•

•

male

•

•

•

*

In this questionnaire you will be asked to give your opinions about several

stories.

Here is a story as an example.

Frank Jones has been thinldnq about buying a car. He is married, has two small
ehilc!ren and earns an averaqe income. 'the car he buys will be his family's only car.
It will be usee! mostly to qat to work and c!rive around town, but sometimes for vacation trips also. In tryinq to decide what car to buy, Frank Jones realized that
there were a lot of questions to consider. Below t.'lere is a list of some of these
questions.

If you were Frank Jones, how illlportant would each of t."'ese questions be in deciding what car to buy?
Instructions for Part A:

(Sample QuestiCft)

On the lett hand side check one of the spaces by each statement of a consideratioR.

(For instance, i t you think that statement til is not iqxlrtant in makinq a decision
about buyinq a car, check the space on the right.)
DIPORl'ANCE a

Great

Much

Some

I

Little

No

"

I
../

./
j

1. Whether the car dealer was in t."'e suw block as
whera Frank lives. (Note that i~ this sample,
the person takinq the questionnaire did not t:hink
this was i=ortant in makinq a decision.)
2. Would a ~ car be more economical in the lonq
run than a new car. (Note that a check vas put in
tbe far leftspace to indicate the opinion that
this is an ~rtant issue in makinq a decision
about buyina a car.)
3. Whether the color was qreen, :'rank's favorite colo r .
4 • Whether ':he cubic inch displacement was at least
200. (Note that i t you are unsure about what
•eubic inch displac-nt" means, then ~~~&rk it ~no
ill:portance.")
s. Would a larc;e, roomy car be better than a compact

car.

./

6 • Whether the front connibilies were diff eren'tial.
(Note that if a statea.nt sounds like qibberish or
nonsense to ~u IIIArk 1 t "no U.,ortance. ")

Instructions !or Part Bs (Sample Question)
From the l.i.at of questions above, select the :aost iqxlrtant one of the whole qroup.
Put the number of the acst illlportant question on the top line below. 00 likewise for

your 2nci, 3rd ana 4th moat iJDportant choicas. (Note that the top choices in t.'lis cue
vill co- frcm the statl!llllllnts that were checked on the far left-hanci side-statements
ft2 and ItS were ~ouqht to l:e very important. In deciding what is the most ~:tant,
a person would re-read. !12 and liS, and t.'lan pick one of them as the most illlportant, then
put the otber one as "second moat important,• ana so on.)
SECOND !i:>S'!' IMPORl'ANT

FOURl'B

~T

j_
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IMPORTANT

-~-

ll!INZ AND 't'BZ DRIJG

In Euzope a WOII&A w. . near death f:oa a specal kind o! canc:u. Then w.. one
druq that the docton thouqht llliqht save her. It wu a form of r&diua that a druqqbt
in the town had recently discovered. The dnq vas expensive to make, but the
druqqiat ,.,.. ch&rqinq t u times What the druq cost to lll&lce. a. paid $200 for the
radiua and ch&rqed $2000 !cr a saall dose o! the druq. The sick VOIII&I\' s huaband, Bein.z,
vent to everyone he lcniiW to borrow the IIK)ney, but he could only o;.t together about
$1000, which is hal.! of wb&t it cost. Be told the druqqist that hi.s wife was dyinq,
and uked hilll to sell i t cheepu or let hilll pay later. But the druqqist said, •No, I
discovered the druq and I'111 goinq to make IIK)ney from it. " So Heinz qot desperate and
be9an to thinlc about breaking into the m&D' s store to steal the dnq for his wife.
Should Heinz steal the druq?

(Check one)

- - - Should steal it

- - - - can • t decide

G2:aat

No

l4uch

SOIIIII

Little

_ _ _ Should not steal it

1 . Whether a COII'IIIWli~ s laws are qoinq to be upheld.
2. Isn't it only natural !or a lovinq husband to care
so !IIUCh !cr his wife that he'd steal?

3. Is Heinz: willinq to risk gettinq shot u a burglar
or qoinq to jail for the chance that stealing the
druq miqht help?
4. Whether Heinz is a professional wrestler, ·or hu
considerable influence with orofessional wrestlers.
s. Whether Rein% is stealing for himself or doing this
solely to hel2_ someone else.
6. Whether the druggist's right.s to his invention have
to be respected.
7. Whether the essence of liVing is :acre enc:ompusing
then the termination ot dying, socially and individuallv .
a. What values are going to be the basis for governing
how people act towards each o ther.
g. Whether the druggist is going to be allowed to hide
behind a worthless law which only protects the rich
anyhow.
lO. Whet.'1er t"-'1.e l)O.W il"' this cue is qettinq i n the way
of the most basic claim of any :nelllber of societv .
Whether t-'1.e druggist deserves to be robbed for beinq
s o =eedv and cruel.
12. Would stealing in such a case brinq about more to
qood !cr the whole s ocietv or not .

u.

From the list of questions above, select the four IIK)St important:

Most important
Second Most Important _ _

'1'hird Most Important

_

Fourth Most Important _ _
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STtlDEtn' TAKE-QVER

At ?.arvard ·Oniversity a group of students, called the Students for a Cemccratic
Socieey (SOS) , believe t.'lat the oniversity shoW.d not have an &ri:IY ROTC program. sos
students are ac;ain.st the war in Viet Nam, and t.'le army training proqram helps send
men to fight in Viet Nam. 'n\e sos students demanded that Rarvard end the army ROTC
training program as a university course. This woW.d ID8an that Harvard students could
not get army training u part of theu regular course work and not get credit for it
towards their degreu .
Agreeing with the sos students, t.'le Harvard professors voted to end the ROTC program as a uniwrsity course, But the President of the oniversity stated that he
wanted to keep the army proqram on campua u a course . 'n\e SDS students felt that the
President wu not going to pay attention to the faculty vote or to their demands.
So, one day la.at April, t-o~e hundred SOS students walked into the university 's
administration building, and told everyone else to get out. They said they were doing
thia to force Harvard to qat rid of t.'le &rrJtf training program as a course.
ShoW.d the students· have taken over the a.dlllinistration building?
_Yes, they shoW.d take it over

can't decide

(Check one)

_ _No, they shoW.dn't taka it over

L'IPORTANO::

Great

Much

.

Some

Little

llo

l. Are the students doing this to really help other
oeoole or are thev c!oinq it i~t for kicks?
2. Do the students have a.ny right to take owr propertv that doesn't belong to them?
J. Do t.'le students realize that t.'ley might be arrested
and fined, and even excelled from school?
4. Would taking over the building in the long run
benefit more oeoole to a areater extent?
s. Whether the president st&yed within the l imits of
hi s authori t;y in iqnor!ng t."'e !acul to{ vote.
6. Will the takeover anger the public and give all
students a bad name?
7. Is taking owr a ~uilding consistent with principl es
of 1ustice7
9 . Would allowi.,g one student take-ov-tr encourage m&."ly
other student t ake-o vers?
9. Did the president bring this lllisunderstanding on
himself _by being so unreasonAble and uncoo-oerative .,.
10. Whether running t.'le university ought to be in t.'le
hands of a f - administrators or in the hands of
all the .2_eoole.
ll. Are the students following principles which they
~elieve are above the law?
12. Whether or not university decisions ought to ~e
resp ected bV students .

From the list of questions above, select the four most

important:

Host Important
Second MOst Important _
Third MOst Impor--&nt
Fourth Host ~rtant - - - -
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ESCAPED PRISONER

A man li&cS been sentenced to pd110n tor lO years. After one year , hovevar, he
escapeeS froa prison, IIICived to a n- area of the countl:y, and took on the name of
Thompson. For 8 years ha worked hareS, and gradually ha saved enough 1110ney to buy
his ovn buainaaa. !la wu fair to his customers, qave his employeu top waqu, an4
gave 1110st of his ovn profit. to charity. 'nlen one dey, Mrs. Jonu, an old naiqhbor,
recoqnizacS hilll u the man who had escapeeS from prison 8 years before, and whoa the
police had bean loclkinq tor.
Sbould Mrs. Jonaa report Mr. 'nlompson to the police an4 have him sent back to prison?
(Check one)

_

can •t

Should report hilll

Great

Much

So-

t.ittle

d&eid&

_

Should not report him

No

l. Hasn't Mr. Thompson been qood enouqh tor such a
lonq time to orove he isn't a bad ~erson?
2. Everytime someone escapes punishment for a crime,
doesn ' t that _iust encourag_e more c rime?
3. Wouldn't wa be better off without prisons and the
oopression ot our leoal svstems?
4 . Has !'.r. Thompson reallv oaid his debt to societv?
s. Would society be fa.i.linq what Mr. Tho~~t~son should
!airlv exoect?
6. What benefits would prisons be apart from society,
esoecially_ tor a charitable !Ml\?
7. How could anyone ba so cruel ar.d heartless as to
send xr. Thomcson to o ris on?
e. ~uld it be fa.i.r to sll the prisoners who had to
serve out their full sentences if xr. '11\0il'pSOn was
let off?
9. ·~as :u-s. Jones a qood friend of Mr. Thompson?
lO. Wouldn't it ba a citizen.' s duty to report an escaped
criminal, reoardless of the circumst3nces?
How '"'ould the will of the people and t.'le pW:llic g ood
best be served?
12. Would goinq to pris on c!o any qood for Mr. Thompson
or !lrotect anvbodv?

u.

From the Ust of questions above, select t.lte four 1110st important:
Most Important
Second Most Important _____
Third Most Ill'portant
Fourth
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~st

-----

Important _

-smE OOC'l'OR' s on.EMMA
A lady wu dying of cancer which could not be cured and she h ad only about
siJC 1110nths to live. She was in terrible pain, but she was so weak that a qood
dQs e of pain-killer like 1110rphine would lll&ke her die sooner. She was delirious
and aliiiOat crazy with pain, and in her c:&l.m periods , she would ask the dQctor to
give her enough 1110rphine to kill her. She said she couldn't stand the pain and
that she was going to die in a few 1110nths anyway.
l<lhat should the doc:tar do?

Great

l

I

l

can 't decide

He should give the lady an
overdose that vill malta her die

-

I
I

(Check one)

Much

Some

Little

Should not qi ve
----- the overdose

~o

l. Whether ~~• woman's family ia in favor of giving
her the overdose or not.
2. Is the doct or obligated by the same laws as
everybody else if giving her an overdose would
be the same a.s killil!9' her.
3. Whe~'ler people would be much better of~ without
society regimenting their lives and even their
dea~~s.

4 . Whether the doctor could make it appear like an
accident.
s. Does the state have the right to force continued
existence on those who don't want to live.
6. What is the value of death prior to society ' s
o erscective en cersonal •ralues.
7. Whether the doctor has syll;lathy for the woman's
suffering or cares mre about what society miqht
think.
a. Is helping to end ano~'ler's life ever a responsible
act of coooeration.
9. Whee..~er only God should decide when a person's
l.!.!e should end.
10. What values ~'1e doctor has set f o r hi:self i n his
own oersonal code of behavior.
ll. Can society afford to le~ everybody end thei r lives
when thev want to.
12. Can society allow suicides or mercy kill.:.nq and
still protect the lives of individuals who want to
li•~e.

From the list of questions above, select the four 1110st jJz;)ortant:

Moat

~rtant

Second Most Importanil
Third Moat Important
!"ourth Moat Important
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Mr. Webster wu the owner and mana~r of a qu station. He wanted to 1\ire
another Mch&nic to help him, but good Mchanics were hard to find. 'nte only
penon he found who se.-1 to be a good Mchanic vas Mr. Lee, but he wu 0\inese.
While Mr. Webster himelf didn't haw anythinc; ac;ainst Orientals, he wu afraid
to hire Mr. Lee because many of hia cuato•rs d!.dn 't like Orientals. !U.s customers
mic;ht t&lte their business elsewhere if Mr. Lee wu workinc; in the c;u station.
Whan Mr. Lee uked Mr. Webster if he could have the job, Mr. Webster said th&t
he had al.ready hind somebody else. But Mr. Webster really had not hired anybOdy ,
because he could not find anybody who wu a good Mchanic besid.ea Mr. Lee.

What should Hr. Webster ha,. done?

(Check one)

can't

Great

Much

Some

Little

Should not ha,. hired hill

No

'

I

decide

l. Does the owner of a business have the right to
make his own business cecisio ns o r not?
2. Whether there is a law that forbid& racial discrimination in hirinq for jobs .
3'. Whether Mr. l~ebster is prejudiced aqainst
orientals himself or whether he means nothinq
personal in refusinq t..'\e job.
4 . Whether hirinq a qood Mchanic or payinq attention
to hu cuat01111n' wuhes W1:1uld be best for his
business.
s. What individual differences ought to be relevant
in decidinq how society's roles are filled?
6. Whether the qreedy and co~etitive capi talistic
svstem ouqht to be comcletely_ abandoned .
7. Do a llllljority of people in Mr. Webster's society
feel like his customers or are a llllljority aqainst
prejudice?
a. Whether 'tiring c apable a:en like :-~r. Lee ..,ould use
talen ts that would otherwi se be lost t o s ocie~.
9. Would refusinc; t..'\e job to Mr. Lee be consistent
with Mr. Webster's own moral beliefs?
lO. Could Mr. Webster be s o hard-hearted as to refuse
the ~ob, knowing_ how :rruch it !:!a&ns to )ir, Lee?
u. Whether the Christian COIIIIII&lldmant to l ove your ·
fellow ~ apolies in this case.
u. If someone's in :1eed, shouldn' ': he be :1el;ed :-egardless of '"hat vou qat back from him?

From the list of questions above, select the four most i mportant:
Most Important
Second Most tmportant
Third Most Important
Fourth
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~ost

tmportant
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NEWSPAPER

Fred, a senior in hiqh school, wanted to publish a mimlloqraphed newspaper
for students so that he could express many of his opinions . He wanted to speak
out against the war in Viet Nam and to speak out against some of t he school's
rules, like the rule forbidding boys to wear long hair.
When Fred started his newspaper, he asked his principal for permission.
The principal said it would be all right if before every publication <red ~ould
turn in all his articles for the principal's approval. Fred agreed and turned in
several articles for approval. The principal approved all of them and Fred
published two issues of the paper in the next two weeks.
But the principal had not expecte4 that Fred's newspaper would receive so
much attention. Students were so excited by the paper that t.'ley began to organize
protests against the 1\a.ir regulation and other school rules. Angry parents
objected to !Ted's opinions.. They phoned the principal telling him that the newspaper wu unpatriotic and should not be published. As a result of the rising
excitement, the principal ordered Fred to stop publishing. He qave a. a reason
th&t Fred's activities were disruptive to t.'le operation of the school.
Should the principal stop the newspaper?

Should stop it

(Check one)

Can't . decide

Should not stop it

IMPORTANCE:

Great

I

Much

Some

Little

NO

I

l. Is t.'le principal more responsible to students
or to the ::arants?
2. Did the principal give his word ~a~ the newspaper could be published for a long time, or did
he j u.t promise to approve the newspaper one
issue at a time?
3. Would the students start protesting even :-.ore i f
t.'le orinc;pal stoooed the newr.>aoer?
4. When the wel!are of the school is threatened, does
~e princi~al ~ave the right t:) gi·.-. orders to
students?
s. Does the pri."lcipal have the freedom of speech to
say_ "no" in this case?
6. I ! the principal stopped the newspaper would he be
ore•1entinq full discussion of i:!mortant oroblems ?
7. Whether t.'le principal's order would make Fred lose
fait.'l in the orincioal.
a. Whether Fred ~as really loyal to his school and
oa=iot:!.c to his count..--v.
9 . What effect •.rould stopping the paper ha ve on t.'\e
student'seducation in critical thinking and
judcments?
10. Whether Fred was in any way violating the rights o f
others in oublishinq his own ooinions.
11. Whether the principal should be in!luenced by some
angry parants when it is the principal th&t :atows
best what is aoinq on in the s chool.
12. Wbether Fred wu usinc;; the newspaper to stir up
hatred and discontent .

Prom the list of questions above, s elect the four

~st

important:

~St

Important

Second

~st

Important

Third MOst Important
Fourth Moat Impor.:ant
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THE FAMILY-RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Part One
As part one opens, the Harrison family is viewin g a
photography exhibit at the high school.

Barbara, the oldest

daught er, i s delighted t o find that h er picture of her younger
s i s t er, Christine, has won th e prize.

Christine i s not as pleased

that h er sist er has used the photograph, which she dislikes .
After Barbara l eaves the scene t o tell a friend the good n ews,
Christine starts t o relate a funny story to her parents, but she
i s interrupted by Barbara ' s return.

Barbara tells the family that

they have been invited t o a friends house for a snack.

Christine

insists that she is not hungry and goes home a l one .
The next day, Mrs . Harrison receives a l et t er from her sist er
Marian , a magazine editor who has been just g i ven a special
assignment in San Franc i sco .

Marian writes that she ' d l ike to

have on e of the girl s as a guest for a few weeks, but l eaves it
up to the Harrisons to d ecide which girl to send .
Both g i rls are very exc ited by th e prospec t of go ing on the
trip .

Barbara argues that s h e should be the one t o go becaus e she

would be abl e to see how a magaz ine i s put together .

Chri stine

complains that Barbara gets everything and that h er parents like
Barbara be tter .
When the girls l eave , Mr . and Mrs Harrison try to decide
whom to send to San Franci sco .

Barbara might get more out of

the trip because of h er int er es t in photography, but Christine
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would also enjoy it, and sh e seems to be feeling left out.

The

question is, who needs the trip more right now, Christine or
Barbara?

Part Two
Jose meets his friend Henry at the bank, where he is depositing
money that he has earned.
used car.

Jose has saved over $ 1,000 to buy a

With He nry, h e goes to take one more look at the car

before it becomes his.

Jose feels proud that he will h ave something

to show for all his hard work.
Jose leaves to go home and show his parents the bank book.
Meanwhile, at home , his parents, Martin and Amanda, are discussing
what to do about paying off some medical bills that accumulated
while Martin was ill.

Since they can ' t get a bank loan, Amanda

suggests that they borrow money from her uncle, bu t Martin refuses.
Amanda then suggests they ask Jose if they can borrow the money
that he was saving for the car .

Again , Martin puts h is foot down-

he says that they do not have the ri ght to take Jose's money.
Martin says that he can get a second job , but Amanda
reminds him that he mi ght get sick again.

She offers to try to

find a job for hers e l f, even through she doesn ' t think the ir littl e
g irl is old enough to be l eft alone .
Jose arrives home, when he opens the door , overhears his
parents.
crisis.

They don ' t hear him and continue to discuss the money
Martin asks Amanda not to mention the problem to Jose .

Although Amanda feels Jose should be told , and that he shoul d help ,
she promises.
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Jose slams the door to l et his parents know that he is
home and pretends that he hasn't heard the discussion.
Now he has a dilemma.

But he has.

Should he buy the car that he has saved for

so long, or should he lend his parents the money to pay th e ir
medical bills?

Later, he discusses the problem with his friends.

Two of his friends argue that his parents haven't asked him for
the money, and that his parents want him to have the car.

His

girlfriend counters by saying that his parents have done things for
him all his life, and he owes something to them.
do?
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What should Jose

THE FAMILY - RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

(PART ONE)

If most of the s t udents think the parents will send the
older daughter, Barbara, on the trip, you might ask:
1.

Wouldn't Christine feelrnore felt out if she misses this
trip? Would the parents · want to do that to her?

2.

Wouldn't Christine enjoy seeing San Francisco just as
mush as Barbara

If a majority of the students feel that the parents will send
the younger girl, Christine, you could inquire:
1.

Couldn't the parents do special things with Christine
if she stayed horne, and in that way show that they
care for her?

2.

Wouldn't Barbara, who could see how a magazine
i s produced, get more out of going with her aunt than
Christine?

Additional Questions:
1.

Do you think Christine has been treated unfairly in
the past, or is just that she's younger and is
treated the same way Barbara was at that age?

2.

What makes parents and children get along well?
Do brothers and sisters usually get along well?
What are some reasons they fight?

3.

How do parents help their children grow physically
and emotionall y ?

4.

Which is best - being the oldest, middle , or youngest
child in the family?

5.

How do parents affect the kind of adults their
children will become? When an adult has problems ,
are the problems the result of what his or her
parents did when that person was a child? Or are
th e problems caused by other things?
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Change the conditions of the dilemma.

Sometimes it helps

students to . clarify their ideas when the dilemma is changed.
Here are a few ways to do it:
1.

If Christine were the one who was interested in
photography, but Barbara still wanted to go to
San Francisco, what should the parents do?

2.

If the parents know that Aunt Marion will be able to
have one of the girls visit another time, which girl
should they choose to go this time?
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THE FAMILY - RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

(PART TWO)

If the students are united in believing that Jose should
buy the car, you can ask:
1.

What about all the things his parents have given Jose
Doesn't he owe something to his parents?

2.

Will Jose enjoy his car when he sees his mother and
father struggling to pay their debts?

If most of the students feel that Jose should give the money
to his parents, you might inquire:

1.

Aren't parents supposed to provide for their children
without having to be paid back?

2.

Doesn't Jose deserve to buy the car after working
and ·saving his earnings for so long? Won't he
miss out on a good deal if he doen't buy the car now?

Additional Questions:

1.

Do children owe their parents anything? What? When
parents get old, does their children's obligation
to them increase?

2.

What rights do parents have in controlling their
teenaged children?

3.

At what age are children old enough to decide how to
run their own lives: what to wear, what friends to see,
when to go out and come home, whether to quit school?

4.

Which is worse - . a parent breaking a promise to a
daughter or son, or a child breaking a promise to a
parent?

5.

Why do ghildrenobey their parents?

6.

Should Jose father do without something he'd like
in order to get Jose something he needs? Should
a parent sacrifice for his or her children?
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.

Change the conditions of the dilemma.

Sometimes it helps

students to clariy their ideas when the dilemma is changed.
Here are some ways to do it:
1.

What if Jose and his parents do not get along?
Would that change what Jose should do about giving
his parents the money?

2.

What if Jose's father owes money because of his
gambling loses? Would that change Jose's decision?
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FRIENDSHIP-CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE

Part One
As part one opens, Joanne is trying out for t he school play .
After her audition, she rushes to her friend , Charlene, to thank
her for the moral support and to ask for her opinion of her
performance.

Charlene assures Joanne that that she was very good ,

but Joanne worries that a newcomer to the school, who is trying out
for the same rol e will get th e part .

The new girl, Tina, comes

over to congratulate Joanne on her performance and asks if
she can join the two g irls .
make friends.

She says that she is trying hard to

Charl en e asks her to join them for a snack.

Joanne

is more reserved.
When Tina Leaves, Joanne and

Ch~lene

arrange to get

together on Saturday because Joanne has a problem she ' d like
Charlene to hel p her sol ve.

However, later that day , Tina calls

Charlene and asks her to go to Washington to see a pl ay on
Saturday .

Charlene

is ~ faced

with a dilemma: she woul d like

to go with Tina but has already made plans t o see Joanne .
Joanne might understand and be happy that Charl ene has the chance
to go, or she might feel she's losing her best friend.

What should

Charlene do?

Part Two
Jim is dri ving Derek downtown in the delivery van he uses
in his after - school job.

Jim remarks how boring it is to drive the
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van everyday, especially with no music.
himself a tape deck.

Derek suggests h e buy

Jim says he'd love to have a tape deck like

Scott's, a boy in one of his classes, but that he has to save
every penny for college.
That evening De rek arrives at Jim's house with a big
package-an early birthday present.

When Jim open it, he finds

a tape deck, and he's touched that his friend went to all that
expense.

Derek responds that Jim is his best friend, and besides,

it is secondhand.
The next day Jim asks Scott to come over and help him
install his new tape deck.

Scott agrees and sadly tells Jim

that his tape deeR was stolen the day before.

Jim calls Derek

be for e Scott arrives and asks where h e got the tape deck .

Derek

makes him promis e to k eep it a s e cre t and the n t e ll s Jim that h e took
it out of a car on the school lot.

Jim questi on s him about the car ,

and as h e feared , it was Scott's car .

Jim t e ll s De r e k that Scott

will want to know how Jim got hi s tape deck, and Derek pleads
with him not to t e ll.
Scott arrives and Jim returns hi s tape deck.
d e mands to b e told how Jim got it.
it .

But Scott st ill

He e ven accuses Jim of stealing

Jim must now d ec id e to break his promis e to De r e k or r efus e

to t e ll Sco tt the truth.
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FRIENDSHIP - CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE

(PART ONE)

If most of the students believe that Charlene should
decide to keep her date with Joanne, you might ask:

1.

Tina is trying hard to make friends. Would Charlene
want to turn down Tina's first invitation?

2.

Wouldn't Charlene enjoy going to the play in washington
more than staying home with Joanne?

3.

Wouldn't Charlene think that her best friend would
understand and be happy that Charlene got the
opportunity to see a play in Washington?

If, on the other hand, most of the students are convinced that
Charlene should accept Tina's invitation, you might ask:
1.

Isn't part of being best friends being able to count
on each other when you need to ? Would Charlene want
to let her best friend down?

2.

Wouldn't Charlene understand how Joanne would feel
if Charlene cancelled their date to become friendly
with Tina?

3.

Wouldn't Charlene want to keep her best friend
rather than risk their friendship?

Additional Questions:
1.

If Charlene breaks the date with Joanne, will that
break up their friendship?

2.

What makes two people decide to become friends?

3.

Do you have to have the same interests to stay
friends? Why do you think Tina asked Charlene and
not Joanne to go see the play?

4.

Why do you think Charlene and Joanne are such good
friends? Do you think their friendship means more
to one of them?
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s.

Why didn't Joanne like Tina right away?
think they'd get along with each other?

Change the conditions of the dilemma.

Do you

Sometimes it helps

students to clarify their ideas when the dilemma is changed.
Here are a few ways to do it.
1.

What if Charlene and Joanne had been friends only
a few months? Would that change Charlene's decision?

2.

What would Charlene do if Tina asked Charlene to go
to Washington first, and later Joanne asked her
to come over to help her solve an important problem?

3.

What if, instead of Tina, a new boy in school had
asked Charlene to see the play? Would that change
Charlene's decision?
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FRIENDSHIP - CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE

(PART TWO)

If the majority of the students argue that Jim should tell
Scott that Derek stole the tape deck, you can say:
1.

Didn't Jim promise Derek he wouldn't tell?
Should he break his promise to his best friend?

2.

If it gets around that Jim's best friend steals,
won't both Derek
and Jim lose friends?

3.

Didn ' t Derek steal the tape because of his feelings
for Jim? Shouldn't Jim think about that?

If the students are united in thinking Jim should not tell
Scott that Derek

stole the tape deck, you might ask:

1.

If Derek gets away with stealing this time, won't he
try it again?

2.

Doesn't Scott have the right to know who stole his
tape deck?

3.

Shouldn't Jim tell his friend Scott the truth?

Additional Questions:
1.

Will Jim and Derek's friendship break up if Jim tells
Derek? What about Jim and Scott's friendship if Jim
refuses to tell him the truth?

2.

If Derek knew and liked Scott, do you think he would
have taken the tape deck?

3.

Why is trust between two friends important? If
Jim tells on Derek, would Derek still trust him?

4.

Would Derek understand if Jim told Scott who stole
the tape deck?

5.

Could Derek really be a good friend to Jim if he
stole a tape deck for him?
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Change the conditions of the dilemma.

Sometimes it helps

students to clarify their ideas when the dilemma is changed.
Here are a few way s to do it.
1.

If Derek were the kind of person who has just one
good friend and really wants him to be happy, what
should Jim do?

2.

If Derek and Scott were also friends, would Jim
change his mind about telling Scott that Derek
stole his tape deck?
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GIRLS & BOYS-RIGHTS & ROLES

Part One
As part one opens, Ms Greer is informing six students that
t hey have been s e l ected as the junior-parade steering committee
for the ir town's one hundred and fifti eth birthday cel ebration.
They will be r esponsibile for one of the floats in the Labor Day
parade.

As Ms . Greer depa rts, she suggests that th e group choose

a chairman and try to find a theme for the float .
Who should be chairman?

One of the g i rls thinks that her

boyfriend would be good, but another g irl argues that a girl, Janet,
should be chairman.

Several of the boys object , but when the vot es

are counted , Janet i s elected .

The committee disperses, with

Mark and Heather going to the library to research the town's history .
Mark wants to create a battle scene for the float , but Heather
thinks that it's a " typical male idea . "

Mark labe ls

her i dea

for the float a "typical f emale idea."

The othe r members of the

committee are having similar confrontations .
When the committe reconvenes, Janet asks for suggestions
f or the f loat .

Crai g ' s idea that the boys build the frame and t he

girls decorate it is met by jeers from Beth, who woul d prefer
to build it, and by Ralph, who wants t o decorate it .

Then Mark

introduces his battl e scene pla n; Beth counters wi t h t he suggestion
of a recreation of a quilting bee ; and both i deas are rejected by
other members of the group.

Janet volunteers her idea - portray

a famous woman who gr ew up in the town .
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At that, the boys revolt

and threaten to quit.

Some suggest breaking up into t wo groups to

produce two floats , while others fi ght to stay together.

Can th e

group work as one , or should th ey s e perate, boys in on e group ,
girls in another?

Part Two
Jerry and Michele have d ecid ed to go steady.

They plan to

spend al l th e ir time togeth er during the summer, except then they ' re
working-that is, i f J erry can find a summer job.

Mi chele has an

offer to work behind th e popcorn machine at the f i ve and ten, but
she tells Jerry that she doesn't really want to clean up a ft er the
children in the store all day, so she is going to try the Youth
Employment Service a t school before she accepts the job .

J err y

decides to try the Y . E.S. too.
Michele is sent for a job interview at a newspaper of f i ce .
The editor, Ms. Campbe ll, tells her that the j ob ent a il s running
errands for th e sports r e porters.

Michel e 's enthus i asm prompts

Ms. Campbell to ask i f she i s seriously inter ested in journ a lism.
Michele answers, "No," but Ms . Campbe ll says that it i sn't a
requirement.

Although the editor is impressed with Michele , she says

she has t wo more applicants to see , one from Michele ' s school.
Mi ch e le rush e s off to t e ll J erry about t he i nterview , but
finds that h e , too, has a j ob inter v i ew .

When he returns , Jerry

tel l s Michel e about his gr e at int ervi ew at the newspaper o ffice .
He's very excited about the prospect of a job at the sports office.
Michele breaks the news to him about her interview for the same job .
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Jerry suggests that maybe she take the popcorn job, since he has
no other job offers.
the newspaper job.

Michele tells him that she'd really prefer
They decide to wait and see if either of them

gets the job.
The next day, Michele is discussing the plight with her sister
when Ms. Campbell calls to tell Michele that she got the job.

The

editor says that there were two equally good applicants from the
same school, so she just pulled her name out of a hat.
thanks her and asks for a day to decide.

Michele

Her worst fears are

realized: not only did she get the job, but Jerry is probably
next in line if she doesn't take it.

What is the fair thing for

Michele to do-take the job that she prefers and leave her boyfriend
jobless or spend the summer at a job she dislikes?
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GIRLS AND BOYS - RIGHTS AND ROLES
If all the students support Michele's taking the newspaper
job, you might ask:
1.

Is it fair for Michele to take that job and
leave Jerry with no job at all?

2.

Won't it hurt their relationship if Michele takes the
job?

3.

Shouldn't Michele be willing to take the popcorn
job, since she applied for it?

If the group is united in believing Michele should give the
newspaper job to Jerry, you can ask:
1.

Is it fair to Michele to have to take a job she
doesn't like?

Additional Questions:
1.

When a boy and a girl are going toge ther, what do
they have to give up and what do they gain?

2.

Is it better to be one of the gang or to g o with
someone?

3.

What if a husband finds a good job in another state:
Should he ask his wife to give up her job to go with
him, or should he stay at a job he doesn't like?

4.

What should Jerry do if Michele tells Jerry that she
wants the newpaper job, but that she will g iv e it
up for him?

5.

If Michele takes the newspaper job, how will th e ir
relationship be affected? If she gives it up, how
will their relationship be affected?

6.

What is the fairest solution for Michele?
For their relationship?
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For Jerry ?

Change the conditions of the dilemma.
1.

What if Jerry were the one with the two job offer s?
Should he give up the newspaper job and take the
popcorn job so Michele can have the newspaper job?

2.

Suppo~e Michele has an interest in journalism.
Should
she take the newspaper job and leave Jerry without a
job?

3.

What if it were two best friends, not boyfriend and
girlfriend? Then should one give up the job he or
she prefers so the friend can have the job?
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WHO COMES

FIRST~YOU

OR THE GROUP?

Part One
Six members of a rock group are trying to work on a new
piece of music.
not ther e .

But , as usual , Marty , their star musician , is

Dissension arises in the group , with some arguing that

the group shoul d get rid of Marty and others insisting that they
need him because he keeps the g roup together .

Two members threaten

to quit if Marty doesn't start showing up for the jam sessions .
Finally , one of the members agrees to talk to him .
Marty appears at the n ext practice session , but only to tell
th e gang that he ' s off to make a date for th e weekend.

In the

explosion that follows, the other band membe rs d e cide to g i ve Marty
an ultimatum : e ither h e commits himself to the group totally or
th ere won ' t be any g roup .
Marty (and the audience) is fac ed with a dilemma : give up
some of his other interes ts and devote more time to the group , or
leave the group in a shamble .

Part Two
Marty gives the group a n ew song he ' s written so th ey can
enter a cont est for the best or i g inal song by a l ocal g roup .

The

group is so ex8 i ted about th e ir entry that they all t ake an oath
not to reveal the song to anyone before the contest .
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But Marty gets involved with Sandy, a girl he's just met,
who can play the piano as well as he plays the guitar.

He invites

her to play a duet-with his new song.
On the night of the contest , the group is shocked to hear
another group playing their song.

Sandy comes backstage and

overhearing the moans, realizes that she gave her brother the song
Marty 's group was going to play in the contest .

She apologizes to

Marty.
The group turns on Marty, who defends himself by saying
that it was his song to do what he wanted with.

The group

discusses what should be done: Is it right to kick Marty out of the
group or not?
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WHO COMES FIRST - YOU OR THE GROUP?

(PART ONE)

If most of the students feel that Marty will choose to stay
with the group and give up some of his other activities,
you might ask:
1.

Couldn't Marty start another group and keep the
activities that he enjoys?

2.

Would he want to stay with a group that is so
dependent on him for keeping them together?

3.

Didn't the group turn on Marty?
it?

Wouldn't he resent

If, on the other hand, the students all believe that Marty will
decide to leave the group, you can interject:
1.

Would Marty want to lose the friendship of the people
in the band by leaving them?

2.

Does Marty want to see the band he helped to start
break up because he left?

3.

Will Marty want to get the reputatioon of a quitter if
he leaves the band?

Additional Questions: .

1.

What was wrong with the group? How do you think that
they got so dependent on Marty? What keeps a group
together?

2.

Why do people like to be part of the group? What
kind of person makes a good member of a group?

3.

It seemed that Marty's loyalty to the band was
important to everyone. Why would that be?

4.

Who was the leader of the group? Can a group have
more than one leader? What sort of person makes a good
leader? Which of Marty's talents was most valuable
to the group?
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5.

What kinds of things make a group break up?
there anything that can be done to save it?

6.

What happens to a person that has been in one group
and wants to break out of that to get into another
group? Is that difficult?

Change the conditions of the dilemma.

Is

Sometimes it helps

students to clarify their ideas when the dilemma is changed.
Here are a few ways to do it.
1.

What if the members of the ·band are not good friends
of each other? Would Marty change his mind about
staying?

2.

What would Marty do if he knew that there was another
guitar player who could take his place?
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WHO COMES FIRST - YOU OR THE GROUP?

(PART TWO)

If most of the students argue that it's right to kick Marty
out of the group, you can balance the discussion by adding:
1.

Couldn't this have happened to anyone in the group?

2.

Did Marty give the song away to hurt the group?
Wasn't it his song anyway?

3.

Didn't Marty show how important the group was to
him by giving up his other interests to commit himself
to the band?

If most most of the students believe it is right to let Marty
stay in the band, you might ask:
1.

Didn't Marty break a promise to the group?

2.

Hasn't Marty let the group down at other times too?
Can they trust him?

3.

Didn't the group miss out on winning the contest
and the musical equipment? Wouldn't they be upset?

Additional Questions:
1.

Is breaking a promise to a group different from
breaking a promise to a friend? What about a
politician's promise-is it worse for him to break it
than for Marty to break his promise to the band?

2.

What kind of rules can a group, like a club or a
band, make for themselves? Why would you need rules
when you have a group, but not when it is just two
friends?

3.

How do you decide how to draw the line between an
individual's rights and a group's welfare?

4.

Kicking Marty out of the group is one way to punish
him. How else might a group punish a member who goes
against them?
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Change the conditions of the dilemma.

Sometimes it helps

students to clarify their ideas when the dilemma is changed.
Here are a few ways to do it:
1.

What if it were another of the group, and not Marty,
who gave the song away? Should they kick that person
out?

2.

What if all the other members had told friends about
the song, too, but their friends kept it a secret?
Should they still kick Marty out?
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DEALING WITH AUTHORITY

Part One
Harriet ' s day begins with the din of h er alarm clock ringing
Her mother adds to the uproar by shouting to Harriet to get up .
Harriet shouts back , "Oh, be quiet ! " and has to explain to her
mother that she was just talking to the alarm clock.
At breakfast, Harriet's mother insists that she wear her
rain poncho to school , even though Harriet's mother argues that the
forecast is for fair weather .

Harriet los es the skirmish and must

wait for the bus under a blistering sun-wearing a rain poncho .
No sooner does Harriet get on the bus than she finds herself
coping with a surly bus driver ordering her to the rear of a
crowded bus and an e ld erly lady scowling at Harriet ' s attempt to
move past her to obey the bus driver ' s commands .
School presents more problems when Harriet goes up a
"down" staircase, brings a wrong color lat e slip to class , and
end s up with a peanut butter sandwich in the lunchroom .

Harriet ' s

English t each er decides that the class s hould memorize one of his
favorite eight-page poems which creates more trials for Harriet
when she attempts to start th e task during soft ba ll practice.
Her coach is not a fan of poetry on the practice field and fee l s
that four l aps around the track will convince Harri et of that
beli ef .

The s tud ent council meeting does nothing to lift Harriet ' s

spirits when the president refuses to let her speak , remarking
that she is "out of order," just like her whol e day.
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Later that afternoon, it's Harriet's turn to hand out orders
at the community Kiddie Kraft Workshop she leads.

Harriet informs

the children that they are going to make placemats for Mother ' s
Day.

When some of the childre n object, Harriet is faced with the

age-old problem of the leader .

Should she change her mind so the

children will like her better , or forc e th em to do some thing
they don ' t want to do?

Part Two
Rudy, Jim and Carol are eating hamburg ers at a drive-in
when Alan Barston,the former basketball star from Taft High, walks
in.

Rudy greets his friend and asks him if it ' s true if he's

changed high schools.

Alan says that his father wanted to be

clos e r to work so the family has mov ed across town.
he's now g oing to Franklin Hi gh.

That means

Carol r e marks that that ' s g ood

n ews f or Franklin' s baske tball team ; they' ve lost th e ir last thr ee
game s and if the y lose their next·, they're out of the city play-offs .
Jim asks Alan if it isn ' t hard g oing from his old t e am , which nev er
los e s, to one that ' s on a losing stre ak.

Alan a gr ees but says

h e hope s h e can chang e that .
The conversation turns to th e coach of the Fanklin t e am.
Carol has h e ard that h e ' s v ery s trict and that one me mbe r e v e n
quit the team.

Alan confirms that the coach is strict.

The oth ers

wish him l u ck with the t eam-and th e c oach .
At pr a ctice the coach asks Al a n to come to his o f fice .
Th e r e h e informs Alan that th ey·ar e g oing to win the cru cia l n e xt
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game with Alan ' s old team , by turning their own plays against them.
He wants Alan to give him the plays of his old team .
not sure if it's right.

The coach assures him that it ' s f ine ,

that the pros ·do it all the time.
that it 's fair.

Alan balks,

Alan is still not convinced

The coach g ives him until next morning to make

up his mind.
Lat e r at th e

ham~urger

drive-in, Alan finds Rudy and Jim.

He explains his problem: Should he g ive the coach the plays even
i f he thinks it ' s unfair or should he refuse, knowing that the
team will los e the game and he ' ll be in trouble with the coach?
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DEALING WITH AUTHORITY

(PART ONE)

If most of the students argue that Harriet should make the
children follow her plans, you might ask:
1.

Isn't part of being a leader being liked and
appreciated? Will the children like her if she makes
them to this?

2.

Did Hariet like it when authorities ordered her
around all day? Wouldn't she put herself in the
children's place?

3.

When Harriet found out that she had made a mistake
with her place mat idea, wouldn't she correct it
by changing her mind? Couldn't they use the materials
to make something they all wanted?

If most people believe that Harriet will not make the children
follow her plans, ask them:
1.

If Harriet changes her mind, won't the children
think they can get her to change her mind next time,
too?

2.

If Harriet changes her mind, won't the children think
she is weak and respect her less as a leader?

3.

Isn't it finally Harriet's chance to be the authority
Does she want children to push her around?

Additional Questions:
1.

What is the most important quality a leader should have?

2.

Why don't teachers change their minds when students
object to their plans?

3.

Is it better to be a leader of your group or to be
just one of the"guys"?

4.

Should children the age of those in the community
group be given democratic rule or do they need someone
to tell them what to do?

5.

Is it better for all the members of a group to be
equals or to have a leader?

Change the dilemma.
1.

What if the craft group were peole Harriet ' s
age? Should she make them follow her plans or should
she change her mind?

2.

What if the children dislike her already? Would
that make a difference in whether she would stick
to her plans or not?

3.

What if Harriet hadn't made alot of preparations
and brought all the materials, but had just
thought up the idea? Then, should she make the
children follow her plans or should she change them?
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DEALING WITH AUTHORITY

(PART TWO)

If the majority of students feel that alan should give
the coach the plays, you may inquire:
1.

Doesn't alan have the right to refuse to follow the
coach's orders?

2.

Is it right for the coach to ask Alan to do
something Alan thinks is wrong?

3.

Is it fair to Alan's old team to give away their
plays? Wouldn't he lose their friendship?

If most of the students feel that Alan shouldn't tell the
coach the plays, you might ask:
l.Doesn ' t the coach have the right to ask Alan to obey
his orders-orders that eh thinks are fair? What
if everyone disobeyed his orders ?
2.

Won't the coach make things difficult for Alan
if he disobeys orders?

3.

Is it fair to members of his new team to let the m
lose their chance in the play-offs when he can
make sure they win? Wouldn't he lose their
friendship?

Additional Questions:
1.

Who has the right to order you t o do something against
your will-teachers, principal, police officer, parent,
boss?

2.

Suppose there is a case in which an offic er o rde rs
his men to shoot into a crowd of pe ople becaus e he
suspects that there are subversives in the group
(e.g., My Lai, 1969). Do you think the soldiers
should obey?

3.

Does the coach have the right to ask Alan to do
something that the coach knows is wrong?
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4.

If the coach ordered Alan to get his hair cut, does
Alan have the right to refuse if he thinks it's
wrong for the coach to ask him ?

5.

What respon sibility does the coach have to Alan?
What responsibility does Alan have to the coach?

Change the conditions of the dilemma.

Sometimes it helps

students to clarify their ideas when the dilemma is changed.
Here are a few ways to do it:
1.

What if Alan knew his old coach had probably
changed the plays because he expected that Alan
would have to give ~way the old plays? Should
Alan give away the old plays?

2.

What if the coach had told Alan to injure the other
team's star player?

3.

What if Alan was convinced it was all right to tell
the plays, but he knew his old t~arnmates would be
angry with him? What should he do?
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APPENDIX D
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BENJA11IN FR4NI<LIN SCHOOL
School Rules for "1979•1980
FIGHTING - Fighting on school grounds will not be accepted.
involved wil l be sent home i mmediately.

students

CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR - 4ny behavior that disrupts learning in the classroom and infringes upon the rights of other students to learn will not
be accepted.
DISRESPECT TOWARD SCHOOL ST4FF - Disrespectful behavior toward any
adult authority will not be accepted or tolerated. . Students involved
will be sent home immediately.
TO SCHOOL - Tardies to school will be handled by the Health
and Attendance office. Repeated tardies, without an excuse will lead
to disciplinary action.

T~RDIES

TARDIES TO CLASS -

T~rdies

to class will be handled by the teacher.

CUTTING - cutting of class will not be allowed • . Students involved
will be given immediate disciplinary action.
HALLS - Students are not to be in the halls without appropriate pass.
Students involved will be given immediate disciplinary action.
SHOI<ING - smok ing on school grounds is against the law. Cigarettes
and matches found on students will be taken away • . Students will be
sent home on second offense.
DRUGS - The use , posession, or sale of drugs and alcohol is prohibited
by law. For any incident, the police will be called and the student
involved will be sent home.
OFF C4MP US - There are no off c~ mpus privileges. students f ound off
campus wi l l be given det e ntion. The second offense will result in
the s t ude nt being sent h ome.
FOOD - Eating is permitted in t he Hulti-Use room during lunch time.
Discipl inar y a ct ion will b e gi ven f or ·a ny food found outside o f the
Mul ti -Use room.
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